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Cohesion is an important linguistic concept in the
understanding of the organizedness of any extended piece of language
and has many theoretical and practical implications for anyone who
wishes to explore this organized nature of well-formed texts. This
study is an attempt to investigate the similarities and differences
between Chinese and English in the use of reference, particularly
personal and demonstrative reference, as a cohesive tie in written
narrative discourse. Within the framework of Halliday and Hasan
(1976), the linguistic forms and functional properties of reference
cohesion in Chinese are studied and their salient features as
contrasted with those in English are discussed. In the study, two
descriptive devices are adopted: one is the distinction between the
'traditional Chinese' and the 'Europeanized Chinese', and the other
is the notion of markedness in comparing the functional properties
of different reference items in the two languages.
With regard to the use of personal reference, it is found
that, while in English only pronominal reference is used
anaphorically for unmarked reference, in Chinese both zero-anaphora
and pronominal anaphora are used, the choice of which is largely
determined by a particular writer's general language
profile--whether it is relatively 'traditional' or
'Europeanized'--as well as by the referential function intended. It
is shown that zero-anaphora in Chinese is both textually and
semantico-pragmatically controlled.
With regard to the use of demonstrative reference, it is
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found that, in Chinese, zero-demonstrative reference is the unmarked
form roughly corresponding to the referential function of the in
English, and the use of demonstratives is the marked form roughly
corresponding to the function of the demonstratives in English. It
is further illustrated that, in the demonstrative systems of the two
languages, while both the Chinese zh and the English this
express nearness and both na and that express non-nearness, the
notion of proximity in Chinese as reflected in the use of zhe and
na has a much stronger psychological element in it in expressing
spatial, temporal or textual distance.
The study also reveals that, as far as reference is
concerned, the differences in linguistic form between Chinese and
English from the lexical level to the syntactico-discoursal level
show a great deal of consistency and these differences can be seen
as manifestations of Chinese as a more analytic language and English
as a more synthetic language in the sense as redefined in the study.
Finally, some pedagogical implications for teaching reading, writing
and translation are briefly discussed.
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10 INTRODUCTION
The past fifteen years saw a vigorous development in the
study of discourse. Almost from its inception, such a study has
been characterized as a multidisciplinary endeavour: scholars such
as linguists, sociolinguists, psycholinguists, computational
linguists, educational psychologists, as well as logicians,
rhetoricians and literary stylists, all have their vested interest
in it and have been working on it from different perspectives and
for different purposes. The great diversity of approaches in the
study by itself is an indication that this is an interesting and
promising area of research.
Within the domain of linguistics, various approaches to
discourse or text study fall into three general types (cf. Hartmann
1980, 17-19). The first is the 'discourse analysis' type as
explicated and demonstrated by Sinclair and Coulthard (1975) and
Coulthard (1977), which is chiefly a pragmatic study of conversation
in discourse encoding and decoding. The second is the 'text
grammar' type, which deals with the ways in which texts are composed
and which is mainly practised in the continental European tradition.
A text grammar of English is described by Werlich (1976), which
reveals 'the limited number of sets of constituents in texts and the
ways in which text constituents are selected' in text production (p.
15). And the third, which the present study will be engaged in, is
the 'cohesion analysis' type as exemplified by Halliday and Hasan
(1976).
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The linguistic concept of cohesion was first advanced by
Halliday (1964/1967), and cohesion in English is systematically
studied in Halliday and Hasan (1976). As we shall see later,
cohesion in the sense in which Halliday and Hasan use it is not
essentially about text structure rather, it refers to a set of
properties of 'being a text' in.a text. It is concerned not even
with all of such properties, but only with those semantic relations,
such as reference, substitution, ellipsis, conjunction and lexical
cohesion, which are expressed through lexicogrammatical means and
which tie sentences together in a text. Thus, other text
properties, such as parallel syntactic structure, metre and rhyme,
which also have unifying effects, are not dealt with by cohesion,
since they are more rhetorical than linguistic.
As cohesion is expressed through lexicogrammatical means, it
is more definable and susceptible to systematic and objective study
than many other text properties or the text structure as a whole.
And consequently, the study of cohesion as a first step beyond the
confines of the lexicogrammatical study of the sentence is more
manageable than most other approaches to text and discourse study.
Therefore, the concept of cohesion is widely accepted and used as an
effective tool in the study of text for various purposes, eg, for
stylistic analysis of literary works as in Gutwinski (1976), Leech
and Short (1981) and Fowler (1981), for the teaching of composition
and analysis of students' writing as in Kress (1982) for
interlingual translation as in Newmark (1981), and for the teaching
of reading comprehension as in numerous studies (eg, Williams (1983)
and Chapman (1983), and many of the references cited inthem). For
the same reason, cohesion analysis lends itself very well as a
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descriptive framework to the contrastive study of two languages, and
such kind of study should yield some insight into the similarities
and differences in the establishment of textual cohesion in the two
languages being compared.
The contrastive analysis of the linguistic features of
cohesion in Chinese and English, however, has so far remained a
largely unexplored area of linguistic investigation. To the best of
my awareness, the only attempt that has been made is a short
comparative study of some cohesive devices in Chinese and English by
Qian (1983), in which some aspects of personal and demonstrative
reference are treated. Although it has touched upon some important
issues, due to its scope, the study is rather fragmentary and leaves
much room for further research.
The present study, therefore, aims at a systematic study of
Chinese and English narrative discourse within the conceptual
framework of cohesion as established by Halliday and Hasan. As a
comprehensive treatment of, the subject is beyond the scope of this
study, reference as a cohesive tie is singled out as the focal area
of our investigation. The purpose of this study is to examine and
compare the forms, functions and properties of reference cohesion in
Chinese and English narrative discourse with particular emphasis on
the differences between the two languages.
The study will be divided into five chapters. Chapter 1
will be a brief discussion of cohesion as a linguistic concept in
Halliday's grammatical system and on some relevant concepts
associated with it. Alongside this, the scope of this study will be
further defined and some methodological preliminaries will be set
up. In Chapter 2, the overall cohesion system established in
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Halliday and Hasan (1976) will be briefly surveyed and reference
cohesion will be examined in some detail, since it will serve both
as the descriptive framework within which the study of Chinese will
be carried out and as the basis on which comparison between the two
languages will be made. In Chapters 3 and 4, which constitute the
main body of the study, the forms, functions and properties of the
two kinds of reference cohesion in Chinese, namely, personal
reference and demonstrative reference, will be studied, and their
similarities and differences as compared with those in English will
be examined. In the final chapter, the main findings in this study
will be summed up and their implications for language teaching and
learning and for translation will be discussed. It is hoped that
such a study will contribute to the general advancement of teaching
reading and writing to both Chinese learners of English and English
speakers learning Chinese and particularly to the advancement of the
theory and practice of interlingual translation between the two
languages.
51 COHESION AND SOME RELEVANT CONCEPTS
1.1 Cohesion in Halliday's Grammatical System
1.1.1 Halliday's grammatical model
In Halliday's 'systemic-functional model' of grammar (Hasan
1978), language is seen as a communication system operating in a
socio-cultural structure. Accordingly, English grammar is described
in 'Notes on Transitivity and Theme in English' (Halliday 1968,
207-212) as consisting of four components, which represent four
functions the communication system is required to fulfil: the
experiential, the logical, the discoursal and the interpersonal. In
his later works (eg, Halliday 1970a, 1970b, 1973, 1977) the first
two are combined under the single heading of 'ideational', and thus
the basic functional components are presented as ideational,
interpersonal and textual.
The functions of these three basic components are defined in
Halliday (1970a) as follows:
1. The ideational component serves to express 'content', ie,
'the speaker's experience of the real world, including the inner
world of his own consciousness'.
2. The interpersonal component 'serves to establish and
maintain social relations', to express social rules and to get
things done.
3. The textual component serves to create text and 'to use
language in a way that is relevant to the context'.
The functions of language in Halliday's grammatical system
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should not be interpreted as different levels in linguistic study or
in the sense of the function in a form vs. function dichotomy
rather, they 'are to be understood as general uses of language'
(Halliday 1970b, 325). These functions are always operating
simultaneously in the structure of every sentence, each providing a
network of hierarchically organized systems. These systems in turn
provide sets of interrelated options in stated environments that
language users may 'opt' for in expressing the meanings they intend
to convey.
1.1.2 The place of cohesion in the textual component
The textual function in Halliday's grammatical system works
both within a clause (or sentence) and across sentences. According
to Halliday and Hasan (1976, Chap. 1), the major elements in the










Figure 1: Elements in textual component
Of the two clause-internal structures, the thematic
structure of an English clause, which represents the way the clause
is organized as a message, is defined positionally: what comes first
is the theme and the remainder is the rheme. The information
structure of an information unit, which is often a clause, is
determined intonationally: the element bearing the culminative tonic
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accent, or the 'information focus', is the 'new' and the
non-accented element is the 'given'. Although these two are both
clause-internal structures in the textual component, they operate on
different principles. The 'theme' in the thematic structure states
the speaker's point of departure whereas the 'given' element in the
information structure is what the speaker presupposes as
environmentally recoverable to the hearer. In a typical, or
'unmarked' instance, given and new 'are often conflated with theme
and rheme under the single heading of topic and comment',subject
to the 'good reason' principle as Halliday uses it (Halliday 1970a,
162).
As the 'good reason' principle and the associated notion of
markedness vs. unmarkedness are important to the understanding of
Halliday's description of grammatical operations in various
structures and systems and as they will also be used in our
subsequent discussion concerning the functional differences in the
choice of some reference items, it is necessary here to give a
definition to each of them. The 'good reason' principle concerning
the selection from among options in linguistic systems is defined by
Halliday as one 'whereby one option will always be selected unless
there is good reason for selecting otherwise' (op cit, 159). Hence,
the unmarked option or choice is the one that is always selected,
whereas the marked choice is the one that is otherwise selected for
good reason.
The notion of topic as an alignment of 'theme' and 'given'
will also be employed later in this study when we come to the
discussion of reference items serving as topic in a sequence of
sentences. In real language use, however, there are not only
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connections between elements within the textual component, but also
connections between elements in all the three components. Thus, in
an unmarked case, John in the sentence 'John beat Mary' assumes all
the four roles: actor in the ideational function, subject in the
interpersonal function, and theme and given in the thematic and
informational structures of the textual function.
Besides the two clause-internal structures described above,
the textual component also operates between sentences, and this is
where the linguistic concept of cohesion comes in. As Halliday and
Hasan have put it,
Cohesion occurs where the INTERPRETATION of some element in the
discourse is dependent on that of another. The one
PRESUPPOSES the other, in the sense that it cannot be
effectively decoded except by recourse to it. (1976, 4, their
own emphasis)
Unlike the clause-internal structures in the textual
component, and indeed unlike all other relations in Halliday's
linguistic system, cohesion is non-structural in the sense that it
is not organized as a structure-generating network of options. An
example given in Halliday (1977, 181-182) is the use of the third
person pronoun he. Although the person system itself from which he
can be chosen is a structure-generating system, this
-structure-generating function operates only within a nominal group,
and therefore by itself it does not contribute to creating a text.
The text-forming function of he operates on the coreferential
relationship with its referent* in the text that has gone before.
Hence, when we come to the discussion of personal and demonstrative
reference in Chinese. and English, we shall concentrate not on the
person and demonstrative systems in the two languages per se, as for
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example in Zhao_ (1980), but on their referential functions and
properties in the establishment of cohesion in the two languages.
1.2 Some Relevant Concepts
To facilitate our discussion in the following chapters it is
necessary to look at briefly some of the relevant concepts used
within the framework of Halliday and Hasan (1976).
1.2.1 Text and discourse
In the study of the linguistic features beyond the sentence,
the two terms 'text' and 'discourse' are often used to refer to an
extended piece of language. As there is a certain amount of confusion
with regard to the use of these two terms, some scholars have tried
to make a clear distinction between the two. For instance,
according to Widdowson-(1978, 1979) and Coulthard (1977), a piece of
language is referred to as 'discourse' if our focus is on its
communicative function and as 'text' if we are concerned with its
linguistic form. Hence, in theory, when we are studying the
communicative function of a piece of language, either oral or
written, we are dealing with 'discourse'. In practice, however,
there is a tendency to use the text-discourse distinction to
distinguish the two different approaches in the study of language at
suprasentential level: the textlinguistics approach primarily deals
with an extended piece of written language or 'text', and discourse
analysis approach primarily deals with an extended use of spoken
*The term 'referent' used in Halliday and Hasan (1976) can
mean either an object in the real world a reference item refers to
or a linguistic item in the text a reference item enters into a
coreferential relationship with. As long as the context is clear,
we shall follow this usage.
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language or 'discourse' (see Edmondson 1981, 4-5). For instance,
Coulthard's (1977) discourse analysis is, in the main, a pragmatic
study of conversational interaction.
Similar to Widdowson's distinction, van Dijk (1977, 3 1980,
29) regards 'discourse' as 'an observational notion' whereas 'text'
as a 'theoretical notion', and thus, corresponding to Chomsky's
competence vs. performance distinction, a text can be understood as
'the abstract underlying structure of discourse'. On the other
hand, de Beaugrande (1980, 3) and de Beaugrande and Dressler (1981,
3 19) treat 'text' and 'discourse' as being hierarchically ordered
with 'text' referring to 'a communicative occurrence' 'produced by a
single participant within some temporal limits' and 'discourse' as
consisting of 'a set of mutually relevant texts', ie, a 'progression
of occurrences that may be continued at a later time'.
Consequently, their approach to text linguistics is the study of the
organization of the text as a linguistic unit in an extended
discourse. (For further discussion see Stubbs (1983, 9-10).)
The term 'discourse' used in Halliday and Hasan (1976),
whose definition we shall follow, is more in conformity with the
traditional notion employed in discussions on composition and
rhetoric. It generally refers to the extended use of language at a
more abstract level, and hence we often come across terms like
'forms', 'types', or 'modes' of discourse, such as narrative,
expository, argumentative and descriptive established in Alexander
Bain's classic English Composition and Rhetoric (see Kinneavy 1971,
36). As Halliday and Hasan define it, a text is 'a passage of
discourse' and 'used in linguistics to refer to any passage, spoken
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or written, of whatever length, that does form a unified whole'
(1976, 23 1). In this paper, as the title suggests, the narrative
type of discourse, or more specifically the narrative discourse as
found in novels, will be picked out for our study. And three
Chinese texts will be analysed.
1.2.2 Text and texture
As we have noted above, the term 'text' is used by Halliday
and Hasan to mean the unit of language in use, which is
characterized by its own internal unity. In their opinion, a text
differs from a sentence not only in size but also in kind, because a
sentence is a lexicogrammatical unit whereas a text is a semantic
one. Halliday (1977, 193-196) shows that the difference between a
text and a sentence is analogous to the difference between a
sentence and a phoneme. Just as a sentence should not be regarded
as an outsize phonological unit or a super-phoneme, a text should
not be regarded as an outsize lexicogrammatical unit or a
super-sentence either. By implication, sentences in a text should
possess some special properties which make them 'hang together' as
being a text. This special quality of 'being a text' is referred to
as 'texture'.
In the linguistic system, texture is provided by the textual
component. Within a sentence the information structure creates
texture through intonation. It may also interact with the thematic
structure to create texture through appropriate organization of the
sentence as a piece of information within a context. This may be
illustrated by using an example cited in Halliday (1968, 210).
Halliday points out that the following pair of sentences is
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acceptable as text:
No-one else had known where the entrance to the cave was
situated, The one who discovered the cave was John.
But if the second sentence is changed into 'What John discoverea was
the cave', the two sentences can no longer hang together as a text.
This is because in the original second sentence the given
information is thematized and the new information John is presented
as the rheme, whereas in the sentence that replaces the original,
the marked theme carries the new information and the rheme presents
the given information, which is done without 'good reason'.
Therefore, the wrong thematization of 'what John discovers' makes
the sequence unacceptable as a text since nowhere can the reader get
the information of 'John discovered something' in the first
sentence.
Between sentences, texture is provided partly through
semantic meaning relations between some lexicogrammatical items, and
here we find instances of cohesion in texts. For example, in the
following pair of sentences,
John didn't go to school yesterday. He was ill.
the interpretation of he in the second sentence is dependent on the
identification of its meaning with John in the first sentence. When
such kind of meaning relation obtains, as in the above example in
the normal interpretation of it, cohesion occurs, which makes the
two sentences hang together.
1.2.3 Cohesive tie
In the above example, the occurrence of the reference item
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he itself does not create texture. It is the coreferential relation
obtaining between he and John in the two neighbouring sentences that
provides texture. A special term for a single instance of cohesion
is called a 'tie'. In the above example, as the cohesive tie is
created by the use of a reference item he, it is called a reference
tie, which is established by the cohesive item of reference he and
its presupposed item John. :In Halliday and Hasan's orverall
cohesion system there are also other types of cohesive ties, viz.
substitution, ellipsis, conjunction, and lexical ties.
The concept of a cohesive tie is a useful one, as it 'makes
it possible to analyse a text in terms of its cohesive properties,
and gives a systematic account of its patterns of texture' (Halliday
and Hasan 1976, 4). This study will focus on reference as a
cohesive tie. We shall examine, within the reference systems of
Chinese and English, the properties of Chinese reference items in
their cohesive function as compared with their English counterparts.
We shall show that, while different writers have their own
preferences in the use of different kinds of cohesive ties, the same
kind of cohesive ties may be used by different writers for different
purposes. For instance, while pronominal anaphoric reference as a
cohesive tie in Chinese may be regarded as an unmarked form of
cohesion by some writers, others may treat it as essentially the
marked form.
1.2.4 Cohesion and coherence
As mentioned above, in Halliday and Hasan's (1976)
text-forming network, cohesion provides texture through some
language-internal means because the semantic relations which
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constitute cohesive ties are established by using some
lexicogrammatical devices subsumed under the five categories of
reference, substitution, ellipsis, conjunction, and lexical
cohesion. However, these linguistic devices are not the only
factors which give texture to a text. Contributive to the creation
of texture in a text are also some extra-linguistic factors which
provide the 'context of situation' a text is embedded in and which
can be put under the general category of 'register' (Halliday 1977,
Hasan 1978). Here comes in the notion of 'coherence' in describing
the overall organized nature of a text. Although Halliday and Hasan
have not formally defined the term 'coherence' they use, its meaning
can be deduced from the following lines of theirs.
A text is a passage of discourse which is coherent in these two
regards: it is coherent with respect to the context of
situation, and therefore consistent in register and it is
coherent with respect to itself, and therefore cohesive.
Neither of these two conditions is sufficient without the other,
nor does the one by necessity entail the other. (H H 1976,
23)
It is clear, therefore, that coherence as Halliday and Hasan see it
is the overall unifying quality of a text, comprising both cohesion
in the text and consistency in register.
However, in the study of text outside the domain of
.linguistics, the term coherence is often used as a rhetorical notion
in text composition. An organized piece of writing is generally
believed as possessing two basic qualities: unity and coherence.
The requirement of unity demands that all sentences in a piece of
writing should be meaningfully contributive to the development of
the general theme of the text, whereas the requirement of coherence
demands that these sentences should be organized and arranged in an
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orderly way. While this rhetorical notion of coherence seems to
overlap with Halliday and Hasan's concept of cohesion in some area,
noticeably in the use of conjunctions which constitute one of the
major cohesive devices and which create coherence through smooth
transition in the rhetorical sense, Halliday and Hasan's concept of
coherence covers a wider range in the description of text structure.
Even within the realm of linguistic study, the set of terms
is used for making other kinds of distinctions. For instance, along
with the distinction between communicative function and linguistic
form to differentiate between discourse and text by Widdowson and
Coulthard as mentioned in Section 1.2.1, a similar distinction is
made between utterance and sentence and between coherence and
cohesion. Thus they take coherence as to mean the relation between
utterances in the communicative functioning of language as discourse
and cohesion as the relation between sentences in the linguistic
form of language as text. By implication, in their view cohesion
may not be necessarily always present in a coherent piece of
discourse. Coulthard shows that both of the following two pairs of
sentences are coherent, but only the first pair is linked by
cohesion, and more specifically by cohesion through ellipsis:
A: Can you go to Edinburgh tomorrow?
B: Yes, I can.
A: Can you go to 1dinburgn tomorrow:
B: B.E.A. pilots are on strike.
(Coulthard 1977, 10)
On the other hand, following the Firthian tradition Halliday
incorporates Malinowski's idea of 'meaning as function in context'
(Kress 1976 Monaghan 1979, Chap. 2) and always describes language
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in terms of its function in social communication. Therefore, to him
linguistic form always reflects its communicative function, and
hence the second pair in the above example is also related by
cohesion through ellipsis though of another kind. As Halliday and
Hasan note,
The 'question and answer' sequence is a standard pattern in
language, and not surprisingly the special type of cohesive
relation that subsists between an answer and its question has
its own characteristic grammatical properties. (1976, 206)
According to Halliday and Hasan the 'special type of cohesive
relation' in the second pair of sentences is one of 'supplementary
response', in which the direct 'yes' or 'no' answer is deleted and
the question is answered indirectly by a supplementary condition or
cause (H H 1976, 206-208, 212-213). One of their examples is
Did you tell John? -He wasn't there. (op cit, 208)
The implied direct answer is 'No,I didn't because....'.. Similarly
the answer in the second pair of Coulthard's example can also be
regarded as the elliptical form of 'No, I can't because B.E.A.
pilots are on strike', and it is also related to the question by a
cohesive tie of ellipsis in Halliday and Hasan's view.
Compared with Halliday and Hasan's notion of cohesion, de
Beaugrande and Dressler's (1981) is much broader. Halliday and
Hasan's cohesion only refers to those semantic relations which are
established by the five types of surface linguistic cues as listed
at the beginning of this section. Hence, other formal devices such
as syntactic parallelism, metre and rhyme (H H 1976, 10) as well
as tense, aspect and intonation are largely excluded in their study.
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De Beaugrande and Dressler, on the other hand, use cohesion to mean
'all of the functions which can be used to signal relations among
surface elements' (1981, 3). They distinguish between cohesion and
coherence by using cohesion to refer to the 'connectivity of the
surface' and coherence the 'connectivity of underlying content' (op
cit, 13, and also Note 5 on page 29).
Some other schorlars only use the term 'coherence' in their
discussion of text organization. For instance, van Dijk (1977, 93)
defines coherence as 'a semantic property of discourse, based on the
interpretation of each individual sentence relative. to the
interpretation of other sentences'. This definition of coherence is
strikingly similar to Halliday and Hasan's (1976) definition of
cohesion (see Section 2.1.2 of this paper). Indeed, van Dijk notes
that Halliday and Hasan's term of cohesion denotes similar concepts
as his term of coherence, although theirs is sometimes used in a
broader way (1977, 126, Note 1). However, van Dijk (1977) is mainly
concerned with the propositional development of a text, and
therefore his notion of coherence means not only the relations
between sentences in a text, which he calls linear or sequential
coherence, but also the relations of each sentence with the topic of
the text, which he calls global or overall coherence (op cit, 95).
This seems to correspond more closely to the rhetorical distinction
of coherence and unity: his linear coherence and global coherence
provide coherence and unity respectively in rhetorical terms.
Still others take cohesion and coherence to mean the same
thing and use them more or less interchangeably. For instance, in
his inferential study. of paragraph structure, Crothers states that
'the basic text notion is coherence or cohesion' (1979, 7, his own
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underlining). He goes on to say,
An inferred consequent or antecedent of two or more propositions
enhances the cohesion between them by showing that together they
function as an antecedent or consequent respectively.
Inferences of referential antecedents link propositions together
through the relationships of coreference. Lexical relationships
such as synonymy or antonymy also contribute to the coherence.
In all, coherence thus includes connectivity, coreferentiality,
and lexical comparison or contrast.
It is clear that his notion of cohesion or coherence corresponds
quite closely to Halliday and Hasan's concept of cohesion.
Perhaps the discussion on different uses of cohesion and
coherence has become rather lengthy. What we want to stress is
that, as these two terms are endowed with different meanings in the
literature on text study, caution should be taken as to what they
really mean in a particular context in which they are used. (A
further example might be the notion of cohesion in Pike's tagmemic
model of grammar as one of the four cells of a tagmeme, which
'encodes certain agreement features' (Jones 1980, 81).) In this
study, the term 'cohesion' will only be used in the sense as
Halliday and Hasan (1976) have defined it.
1.2.5 Inter- and intra-sentential cohesion
When the linguistic concept of cohesion was first advanced,
Halliday took it to mean the cohesive relations both within a
sentence and between sentences (cf. Halliday 1964/1967). The
concept of cohesion was then developed by studies of Hasan. In her
Grammatical Cohesion in Spoken and Written English: Part One, the
application of the term 'cohesion' is restricted to inter-sentential
relations (see •Gutwinski 1976, 30), and this is largely followed in
Halliday and Hasan (1976).
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In Halliday and Hasan (1976), cohesion is defined as such
that it is independent of any structural boundaries such as a
sentence, and hence it may occur either within a sentence or between
sentences. But, as they have stated,
Cohesive ties between sentences stand out more clearly because
they are the ONLY source of texture, whereas within the sentence
there are the structural relations as well. In the description
of a text, it is the intersentence cohesion that is significant,
because that represents the variable aspect of cohesion,
distinguishing one text from another. (H H 1976, 9, their
own emphasis)
Therefore, in their study of cohesion in English, they have ignored
intra-sentential cohesion and concentrated on inter-sentential
cohesion only. The structural relation between clauses in an
English sentence is usually clearly marked, as can be seen in the
following sentence
John didn't go to school because he was ill.
Hence, although the coreferential relation of John and he in the
above sentence constitutes a cohesive tie, this cohesive relation is
largely overshadowed by the structural relation achieved through the
use of the conjunction because which makes the two clauses stick
together anyway. In Chinese, conjunctions are used more sparingly
as compared with English, and hence the following clauses, for
instance, may not necessarily be linked by a conjunction
Zhang San bu shufu, mei qu shangxue.
(As Zhang San didn't feel well, he did not go to school.
And yet the absence of a structural marker of conjunction cannot
obscure the cause-effect relationship holding between the two
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clauses, which is further strengthened by the use of a comma
signifying that the two clauses should be treated as one semantic
unit. In Chinese, therefore, intra-sentential cohesion (which, in
the above sentence, is achieved by zero-pronoun reference as we
shall discuss later) is also less significant as a linking device
than inter-sentential cohesion. For this reason, as well as for
maintaining comparability, in the subsequent discussion of reference
cohesion in Chinese and its comparison with English, we shall only
deal with inter-sentential cohesion.
When a study is concerned with inter-sentential linguistic
relationships, a question naturally arises as to how a sentence
should be defined. The criteria adopted in this study, as also in
Halliday and Hasan, will be based on punctuation.* Hence, personal
idiosyncrasies in the use of punctuation marks notwithstanding, we
shall regard the full stop and those which have equal strength as
the full stop, such as exclamation and question marks, as the marks
of sentence delimitation. As to the semicolon, we shall also follow
Halliday and Hasan's practice that, as long as the two parts set off
by a semicolon are not structurally linked, these two parts will be
*The sentence is generally understood, either in general
linguistics or in the study of a particular language, as the unit of
discourse (either written or spoken) or language use (eg. Benveniste
1971, 108-111 Zhongxue Jiaoxue Yufa Xitong Tiyao 1984, 3) beyond
that, however, its exact nature is difficult to define. Obviously,
the informal definition presented here (or rather, not a definition
at all, but merely criteria for sentence delimitation) is rather
simplistic. But, as there exists, as far as I am aware, no single
widely accepted definition which is more precise and rigorous and
which at the same time can serve equally well in all kinds of
language study, we have to be satisfied here with this simple
operational definition. For potential problems such a definition of
the sentence may give rise to in a contrastive study, see a brief
discussion on page 69 of this study.
regarded as two separate sentences (cf. Halliday and Hasan 1976, 79
and also Example (2:20) in this study).
1.3 Studies on Chinese Text Organization
1.3.1 Text structure as a rhetorical notion
In the study of language, there seems to be a tacit division
of labour between grammar and rhetoric: while grammar is concerned
with the analysis of the elements in a sentence by breaking it down
into its ultimate units, rhetoric is concerned with the study of
extended discourse by examining how it is built up (Gray 1977, 1).
In the study of Chinese, the rhetorical concern with discourse
structure has a long tradition.
An influential treatment of this subject in ancient times
can be found in Wnxin Diao Long (translated as The
Literary Mind and the Carving of Dragons by Vincent Yu-chung Shih)
by Liu Xie .,a famous literary theorist and rhetorician of the
Liang period flourishing during the first half of the sixth century.
In a chapter entitled TParagraph and Sentence', Liu discusses how
sentences and paragraphs should be formed to express emotions and
ideas, explores the relationship between unity and coherence and
between the larger and smaller units in a text, and observes the
sentence-connecting function of some particles such as wei ( hn t
and gu (so). In talking about the unity between linguistic form
and discourse content, he remarks,
in a composition one organizes paragraphs and constructs
sentences in an orderly manner from beginning to end, just as
one would pull a silk thread from a cocoon. The beginning lines
should lead to the ideas to be embodied in the middle of the
composition, and concluding sentences should reiterate the
thought expressed in what has gone before. Thus one may achieve
literary beauty in form and organic unity in content, and the
piece from beginning to end will be such a tightly knit
composition that its different parts will be to each other like
flower to calyx. (Liu 1970, 264)
This tradition is carried out in many recent studies on
rhetoric, composition and logic in language (eg, Z. Chen 1979, and
Xiao and You 1980). While they tried to develop Liu's basic concept
of text organization by examining some specific ways in which text
can be developed, eg, through temporal and spatial arrangement of
materials, due attention is also paid to various linguistic means by
which transition and connection can be achieved. However, although
these kinds of rhetorical treatment of coherence in texts are
related to linguistic cohesion, their discussion on linguistic
cohesion proper is largely fragmentary and impressionistic.
1.3.2 Modern grammatical approach to the study of text
The first systematic study of Chinese by using modern
grammatical approach began at the end of last century; but it was Li
(19241956) who first tried to incorporate text structure and
rhetoric into grammatical study. He has developed a method of text
structure diagramming, which is largely the extension of his way of
diagramming simple and complex sentences, aiming at showing the
major development of the paragraph and the relationships between
sentences (see Li 19241956, 350-365). This method of analysing
text structure is further developed in Li and Liu (1954), in which
they first put forward the notion of juqun f.QpntpriPP rln.cl-pr
or juzu (sentence combination) defined as a group of
semantically related and syntactically independent sentences (op
cit, 259). A sentence cluster is seen as a linguistic unit between
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a (complex) sentence and a paragraph, and is formed either by
sentence connectors or by the intrinsic meaning relationship between
component sentences. They specify three general types of sentence
clusters: the parallel, the contrastive and the continual. In the
study of the paragraph, they try to separate the job of a grammarian
from that of a rhetorician, regarding it as a grammarian's duty to
study the composition and connection of paragraphs, which they do
not see as very much different from the composition and connection
of sentences, while leaving the study of the purpose, function and
arrangement of a paragraph to the rhetoricians (op cit, 275). It is
clear then that the approach to text study by Li and Liu is mainly
concerned with the organizing patterns of text units larger than a
sentence. It is somewhat similar to the 'text grammar' approach as
mentioned briefly before and is` quite different from the approach by
Halliday and Hasan, which is'concerned with the texture in a text
achieved by the use of grammatical devices and lexical items.
Some linguistic features in connected discourse in Chinese
is touched upon by L. Wang (1959, 249-266) in a section entitled
'Connection and Ellipsis'. While focusing on the wide-spread
phenomenon of ellipsis in conected Chinese discourse, he has also
noted that, apart from their deictic function in immediate
conversational environment, the third person pronouns and
demonstratives are meaningful only when they are used in connected
discourse (op cit, 251).. Yet he has not gone into any detailed
discussion as to the properties of personal pronouns and
demonstratives with regard to their text-forming function.
1.3.3 Recent pedagogical interest in text structure
Recently, there has been a growing interest in text
structure with the immediate purpose for teaching text structure in
Chinese schools. As this is an insufficiently explored area, there
is much debate as well as discussion. The first problem is a
terminological one. So far three candidates have been suggested for
the language structure immediately above the sentence level, namely,
juqun (sentence cluster), juzu (sentence combination)
and yuduan (linguistic paragraph), and there seems to be no
agreement on which one should be used. Following Li and Liu (1954),
many authors use the term juqun (see Yufa Xiuci 1978, Y. Wang 1982,
Jiang 1982, Z. Chao 1982). There is also a growing tendency to use
yuduan especially in connection with language teaching (see Tong
1982, Si 1982a b, Hong 1982, Xiao 1982). In discussing the pros
and cons of the three terms, Chai (1982), however, opts for juzu for
the reason that it clearly suggests the organizedness and that it is
also consistent with the choice of terminology in the overall
grammatical description of Chinese, ie, from ci (word) to cizu 词 组
(word combination) and from j_u (sentence) to juzu
(sentence combination). He also argues that duanluo
(paragraph) is a rhetorical notion whereas juqun is a grammatical
notion, although they sometimes may be conflated. His suggestion
sounds quite rational and so far there is no reflection on it.
However, as the way sentences are combined into a larger unit is
different from the way words are combined into a compound word, it
seems better to use the term juqun precisely for its suggestion of
the lack of the rigidity as found in cizu.
The second problem is concerned with the delimitation of a
sentence cluster as is distinguished from a complex sentence on the
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one hand and from a paragraph on the other. Opinions seem to favour
the solution that the sentence cluster can be generally regarded as
a language unit between the sentence and the paragraph, although in
some cases a sentence cluster may be equal to a paragraph or even
contain several paragraphs formally separated by initial indentation
(see Yufa Xiuci 1978, Chai 1982, and Z. Chao 1982). As to its
internal constituents, it is largely agreed that the so-called
sentences in a sentence cluster should be those marked off by a
period or other punctuation marks equal to a period, in spite of the
great deal of idiosyncrasy involved in the use of the period (see Y.
Wang 1982).
There are also discussions on specific ways of analysing and
classifying sentence clusters, but most of them are
rhetoric-oriented. What is worth noting is a grammatical analysis
by Si (1982b) -in which he discusses the unifying topical relation
holding among the subjects of the sentences and the lexical relation
tying together the sentences. However, as the purpose of his
analysis is for solving some practical problems in teaching Chinese
texts, it is far from being a systematic treatment of the
grammatical features that contribute to cohesion in a text.
1.4 Some Methodological Preliminaries
According to James, the notion of contrast between two
languages in a contrastive study, which the present study is aimed
at, is the 'difference seen against a background of sameness' (1980,
35), and the comparability hinges on whether this 'background of
sameness', or the tertium comparationis, can be found. As we have
shown in the last section that systematic study of the semantic
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relations between sentences expressed by lexicogrammatical means has
never been developed in the analysis of Chinese text, in this study
Halliday and Hasan's model of cohesion will be adopted as the
tertium comparationis Therefore, in the next chapter, the
framework of cohesion in English established by Halliday and Hasan
will be briefly examined, and in the chapters that follow, this
framework will be used in the contrastive description of modern
Chinese. To make the study more manageable as well as to facilitate
the subsequent discussion, in this section we shall set up some
methodological preliminaries.
1.4.1 The notion of modern Chinese
Modern written Chinese, which this study will be concerned
with, generally refers to the 'vernacular language' used as a
dominant written language in :place of the classical Chinese since
1919. However, this language is-far from being a monolithic entity.
Due to the influence of Western European languages, especially
English, Chinese grammar has undergone some noticeable changes. The
(literally Europeanized, or more
so-called ouhua yufa 欧 化 語 法
generally Westernized, Chinese grammar) is treated quite fully in L.
Wang (1959, 299-367), in which a whole chapter is devoted to the
discussion of this phenomenon. He characterizes this grammar as
being manifested by the lengthening of sentences, the creation of
polysyllabic words and new written forms of personal pronouns and
measurements, and the increase in the use of subjects, conjunctions,
the copula shi and passive constructions. He has also noted that
the so-called Europeanized grammar generally only affect written
language and only used in the intellectual circle, and that although
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this Europeanizing process has been carried out to a considerable
extent, it is certainly unlikely that Chinese grammar will be
completely Europeanized (op cit, 299).
However, this should not be taken as that the so-called
Europeanized grammar and the traditional grammar are always kept
distinct in the actual use of the language by modern Chinese
writers. In a sense, the extent to which the Europeanizing process
has gone reflects the limits within which the Chinese grammar is
allowed to be stretched in accommodating to new ways of expressing
ideas. Hence, when we study the modern Chinese, we should see it
not as one single composite mixture but as constituting a continuum
with the traditional grammar at one end and the Europeanized grammar
at the other, along which an individual writer's usage may be placed
to see how far he wishes to stretch the traditional grammar.
Furthermore, as will be shown later, a writer may not necessarily
maintain a constant position on the continuum with regard to his
particular usage in all grammatical aspects. That is to say that in
one grammatical respect a writer's usage may be regarded as more
Europeanized, while in another it may be more in keeping with the
traditional one. Therefore, we can not only measure a writer's
overall usage by a global continuum but also measure his particular
usage with regard to a specific grammatical aspect by a specific
continuum. Such a specific continuum will be used in our subsequent
analysis of the functional-differences in the use of some reference
items, particularly the personal reference items, by different
writers.
1.4.2 Narrative vs. other types of discourse
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Language as a means of communication may fulfil various
communicative tasks. In written language, the four major types of
discourse as mentioned in Section 1.2.1 can be distinguished by the
main intention of the writer:
Exposition embodies the wish to inform the reader, argument the
wish to make the reader change his mind or attitude, description
the wish to make the reader perceive something, narration the
wish to make the reader grasp the movement of an event.
(Brooks and Warren 1949, 32)
The reason why narrative is chosen as the type of discourse
for our investigation in this study is mainly twofold. First, we
believe that the nature of narrative discourse makes it more
appropriate for the study of reference as a cohesive tie. As Brooks
and Warren point out, narrative discourse is concerned with 'the
movement of an event' and 'most narratives, from news stories to
novels, are about people' who make things happen or to whom things
happen (op cit,.307). Inevitably, in such a discourse, reference is
used abundantly to refer to people, things and events and to time
and place in which events take place. Therefore, by choosing
narrative discourse for our study, we may be able to capture the
salient features of reference as a cohesive tie in Chinese and
English. Second, the choice is also influenced by our consideration
of comparability. In Halliday and Hasan's study of the properties
of reference cohesion in English, their chief data, obviously
because of the reason mentioned above, are mainly from narrative
discourse, particularly, the novel Alice in Wonderland. Hence, by
choosing the same type of discourse in a contrastive study of two
languages, a higher degree of comparability may be achieved.
It should also be noted that the term 'narrative discourse'
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is used in this study in a broad sense to mean the type of discourse
in which narration is the major form of language use. Naturally, in
the course of narrating a story, a writer may also wish to describe
the persons or things involved, or to present arguments through the
eye of a character. In this study, we shall not further distinguish
such different uses of language within the overall framework of
narration.
1.4.3 Written vs. oral language
In the last section, our discussion was only focused on
written language. In fact, the language we shall examine in this
study is mainly the language of written narrative discourse, or more
specifically, one particular kind of written narrative
discourse--the novel. While it is not our concern here to discuss
the different features of written and oral language, as most novels
contain a certain-amount of dialogue, a distinction should be made
between authentic oral language and the language of dialogue in
novels.
The characteristics of the use of _spoken language is
outlined by Morris (1966/1980) as (1) the presence of a physical
situation in which interlocutors interact, (2) the spontaneity in
the application of language habits, (3) abundance in signalling
-devices such as gesture, stress and intonation, (4) the use of
laconic utterance because of the availability of (1), and (5) the
interpolation of non-lexical sounds and non-communicative phrases
such as 'oh' and 'mind you'. Whereas in the use of written
language, while there is the obvious lack of (1) and (3) as stated
above, there is more time for reflection and attending to formal
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structure. The problem with dialogue in a novel is that on the one
hand the writer may wish to give it a realistic surface and on the
other he cannot afford to duplicate the often 'stumbling, wandering,
defuse' (Brooks and Warren 1949) conversations in real life. As
Brooks and Warren (op cit, 302) remark, 'dialogue which is effective
on the page is rarely a direct transcript of what people would say
in conversation'. Therefore, in our subsequent study, as also did
in Halliday and Hasan, the data will include the dialogue as well as
the author's narration in a novel.
1.4.4 Selection of the Chinese texts for the study
The Chinese texts selected for analysis in this study are
three novels, namely, Jia( the Family) by Ba Jin, Ni Huanzhi
(hereafter referred to as Ni, Schoolmaster Ni Huan-chih) by Ye
Shengtao, and Ziye( Midnight) by Mao Dun. The criteria for
choosing these three novels are solely based on representativeness.
To begin with, as these novels were written by three famous modern
Chinese writers around 1930 and were all subsequently revised with
regard to language among other things, they are representative of
the modern written Chinese very much close to the contemporary
written Chinese. Moreover, as local colour is not what they
intended to achieve through the manipulation of language, they are
also representative of the widely accepted and regionally neutral
form of modern written language. As to the dialogue, they are
representative of the language of educated speakers, since all the
major characters in these novels are educated people. Furthermore,
they are representative of the major styles of modern written
Chinese as discussed in Section 1.4.1. For, Ba Jin's Jia, as the
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author himself admits (cf. Ba 1981a, 11 1981b) 28), represents a
fairly Europeanized type of Chinese. And, as both Ye Shengtao and
Mao Dun used to be editors as well as writers, and in addition as Ye
is also a language educator and Mao was also a literary critic,
their novels should reflect a more careful use of the language. In
short, the three novels selected for the study are representative of
the major styles of the widely accepted modern written form of the
Chinese language used by educated speakers.
1.4.5 Graphic conventions and rendering of the Chinese examples
A contrastive study necessarily involves a more complicated
use of graphic notations and treatment of data from different
languages. Though in the following discussion of the study the
common practice in these respects will be followed as far as
possible, a few points still need to be clarified.
1. Examples cited in a chapter will be numbered sequentially
within the chapter with the chapter number preceding the sequential
number, and the whole example number is bracketed. Sentences in a
cited example will be further marked sequentially, if necessary,
with English letters in alphabetic order. Thus, (3:12 a) designates
the first sentence in the twelfth example cited in Chapter 3. Short
examples incorporated in the text of discussion will not be so
enumerated.
2. Words will be underlined when (a) they make up the titles
of books, (b) they are the special reference items under discussion,
(c) they are transcribed words of Chinese, except for proper nouns,
in the text of discussion, and (d) the need to distinguish, contrast
or emphasize their importance arises.
3. Inverted commas will be used to indicate (a) quoted
material in the text of discussion, and (b) special technical terms.
Double inverted commas will be used within single inverted commas.
4. Brackets will be used to enclose (a) example numbers, (b)
translations of Chinese, and (c) parenthetical explanations or
comments.
5. The pinyin system (the Chinese phonetic alphabet) will be
used in the transcription of the Chinese cited in the study.
Specific conventions follow Fu (1982), Wu et al (1981) and Zhou
(1982). It should be noted that, following Zhoufs (1982) proposed
pinyin orthography drafted for the International Standardization
Organization, special distinction is made between (a) ta, taa and
tah for 他 (he or him), (she or her) and (it), and (b) d_ ,di,
and de_ for and 得 (three particles generally used for
marking adjectival and adverbial expressions and verbal complements
respectively), although this is done only for orthographical
convenience and without any phonetic reality; and z±_ 孑 (a nominal
suffix particle) is shortened to z.
6. In the text of this study, Chinese characters will only
be used where confusion might arise. And for easy reference, the
numbered Chinese examples are given in character in the appendix.
7. Since this study is concerned with the linguistic
phenomenon of intersentential cohesion, English glosses of the fully
cited Chinese examples are not essential and therefore will not be
used.
8. When a reference is given after the English translation
of a Chinese example cited, the translation can be found in the
exact form in the source referred to, except for the romanization of
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Chinese proper names, which is changed into the pinyin orm Lcie
original is not in that form. (But for easy identification of the
source, the original romanization of the Chinese name of an author
or that in the title of a book will be left intact.) When a
reference is preceded by 'based on', it indicates that full
translation is not given in the source and therefore modifications
are made. When no reference is given, the translation is my own.
1.5 Summary
In this chapter we have briefly looked .into the place of
cohesion in Halliday's grammatical system and some of the relevant
concepts associated with it. It is shown that cohesion as a
linguistic concept belongs to the textual component.in Halliday's
systemic-functional model of grammar. It is a set of semantic
relations that provide texture to a text and are achieved by
lexicogrammatical means. A cohesive tie is a (type of) specific
semantic relation obtaining between a lexicogrammatical item with
its presupposed item in the text. This study will be dealing with
reference as a cohesive tie Iand will use the term 'cohesion' to
refer to only those intersentential semantic relations.
We have also had a brief look at the previous studies on
Chinese text organization. It can be concluded that, although
organization beyond the sentence level in Chinese has been studied
and the text-forming functions of some grammatical devices and
lexical items have been noted, the linguistic concept of cohesion as
explicated by Halliday and Hasan (1976) has never been fully and
systematically explored and developed. Therefore, in the following
study of reference cohesion in Chinese and its comparison with that
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in English, Halliday and Hasan's system will be first summarized and
then used as the descriptive framework and as the tertium
comparationis.
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2 REFERENCE AS A COHESIVE TIE IN ENGLISH
The purpose of this chapter is twofold. First, we shall
summarize the main features of reference as a cohesive tie in
English as is analysed in Halliday and Hasan (1976), so that a
comparison can be made with that in Chinese. And second, in so
doing, we may arrive at a descriptive framework in which reference
cohesion in Chinese can be studied. Therefore, in the following
discussion we shall draw heavily on Halliday and Hasan (1976). As
different types of cohesion often interact with each other, we shall
first look at the overall framework of cohesion, and then examine in
some detail the reference cohesion in English.
2.1 The Place .of Reference Cohesion in the Overall Cohesion
Framework
2.1.1 Types of cohesion and the concept of reference
Halliday and Hasan's notion of cohesion is a set of semantic
relations obtaining between sentences in a text through
lexicogrammatical means. According to the lexicogrammatical forms
through which cohesive relations are expressed, cohesion can be
classified into two major categories: grammatical cohesion and
lexical cohesion. Grammatical cohesion is mainly realized through
three grammatical means of reference, substitution and ellipsis, and
lexical cohesion is realized through the use of some lexical items
related in meaning. On the borderline between the two is the
cohesion -by conjunction. Hence, the five major types of cohesion
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Figure 2: Types of cohesion
Halliday and Hasan's (1976) discussion of cohesion in
English is organised through this formal classification of cohesion
and concentrates on the properties and functions of the cohesive
items in English. In our subsequent discussion on reference
cohesion in Chinese, the classification is also based on this formal
criterion, and therefore the phrase in the title 'reference as a
cohesive tie' just means the type:of cohesive relations expressed by
the grammatical system of reference.
This formal classification of cohesion is based on the
lexicogrammatical form a cohesive item takes in establishing a
cohesive tie, because the choice of a cohesive item in the whole
lexicogrammatical system determines the form through which cohesion
is realized. If we view different types of cohesive relations from
another angle to see what is actually tying a cohesive item and its
'presupposed' item together, we may arrive at a different
classificatory system and a different concept of reference. The
correspondence between this-classification of cohesive relations by
nature with the types of cohesion classified by form can be shown as
follows.
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Figure 3: Nature of cohesive relation and types of cohesion
(from H H 1976, 304)
By comparing Figure 2 with Figure 3, we can see that,
although reference, substitution and ellipsis are all grammatical
devices through which cohesion may be achieved, reference cohesion
is realized through the relatedness of the reference item with its
referent, whereas cohesion by substitution and ellipsis is through
the relatedness of the substitutional or elliptical form with the
form of its presupposed item. We can also see that although
reference is a grammatical device and lexical reiteration is a
lexical device, they all rely on the relatedness of reference in
achieving cohesion in text. This can be illustrated by the
following simplified example.
(2:1) a. John didn't go to school yesterday. He was ill*
b. John didn't go to school yesterday. The poor lad was
ill again.
Granted that John and he in (a) and John and the poor lad in (b) are
coreferential, we have a case of reference cohesion in (a) as he is
a reference item in the grammatical system, and a case of lexical
cohesion in (b) as the poor lad is a lexical reiteration of John in
the foregoing sentence. And yet these two types ofcohesion are all
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achieved through the semantic notion of reference, which in the
above specific example is the coreferentiality in meaning between
the cohesive items he in (a) and the poor lad in (b) and the
presupposed item John in both (a) and (b).
This semantic notion of reference is sometimes employed by
linguists in the study of text structure. For instance, Grothers'
notion of reference includes not only the grammatical reference
system and lexical reiteration but also lexical collocation, such as
between counter and lunchroom -in a paragraph describing what
happened in the lunchroom because the counter is identifiable
although it is only 'part-referential to, rather than
correferential with, lunchroom' (1979, 22). His use of this
broader semantic notion of reference is necessitated by the purpose
of his study, which is to make semantic inferential analysis of
paragraph structure. In our -subsequent discussion, following
Halliday and Hasan, we are chiefly interested in the linguistic
properties and functions of reference items in the grammatical
system insofar as they are contributive to cohesion. We shall have
a brief look at the other four types of cohesion first, so that we
may have an overall idea of the relationship between reference
cohesion on the one hand and the other types of cohesion on the
other.
2.1.2 Substitution and ellipsis
From Figure 2 we can see that, besides reference cohesion
which we shall examine in some detail later, the other two types of
grammatical cohesion are substitution and ellipsis. In fact, these
two types of cohesion can be regarded as one because ellipsis can be
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seen as substitution by zero. As they are realized through the
grammatical process in which a grammatical element is substituted
for or omitted, they can be subdivided into three categories
according to the function of the substituted or omitted element in
the sentence, namely, nominal, verbal and clausal. And cohesion is
achieved when the substitution or ellipsis presupposes the element
substituted for or omitted in the sentence that has gone before.
Nominal substitution and ellipsis occur within a nominal
group. In the case of substitution the substituted element may be
either the head when the substitute one or ones is used or the
entire nominal group when the substitute the same is used. In
nominal ellipsis, usually a contrastive modifier which repudiates
one of the modifiers omitted in the nominal group is used to serve
the function of head. Depending on the function of the modifier in
the nominal group, such as deictic, numerative, epithet or
classifier, it may presuppose part or whole of the omitted nominal
group.
In verbal substitution, the lexical item do is used, which
may substitute either for a single verb or for a verb together with
some other elements it governs. Although verbal ellipsis takes a
different grammatical process, it expresses the similar meaning as
verbal substitution, ie, it also presupposes the action or process
the omitted verbal group expresses in a previous sentence. There
are two kinds of verbal ellipsis: lexical ellipsis and operator
ellipsis. In lexical ellipsis, which starts from the right, the
lexical verb is omitted, leaving behind only some kind of modal
operators such as will, may, can and should. In operator
ellipsis, the direction is reversed: it starts from the left and it
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is the operator, instead of the lexical verb, that is omitted.
Whereas clausal ellipsis typically occurs in question-answer and
reporting-reported sequences.
2.1.3 Conjunction
Unlike cohesion by substitution and ellipsis which indicates
that the exact meaning of an element in a sentence, or the absence
of it, can be recovered from the sentence that has gone before,
cohesion by conjunction indicates the way in which two sentences are
connected. And indeed, unlike all other types of cohesion, it
specifies the direction, and quite often the change of direction, in
the development of the text.* Hence, according to the conjunctive
relation, or the direction of textual progress, indicated by a
conjunctive expression, cohesion by conjunction can be classified
into four sub-categories: additive, adversative, causal and
temporal. These four types of conjunctive cohesion, or 'discourse
markers' as Williams (1983) calls them, operate in a text like
'signposts on a road', telling the reader where the road leads to in
relation to where he has just come from.
2.1.4 Lexical cohesion
Lexical cohesion is achieved by the choice of a lexical item
which is related in meaning with a word in the previous text.
According to the type of relation between the cohesive lexical item
and its presupposed item,.lexical cohesion can be divided into two
kinds: lexical reiteration and lexical collocation.
*This was first brought to my awareness by Professor Ann
Johns in a lecture she delivered at the Fulbright teacher training
program in Shanghai in 1982.
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Lexical reiteration generally means the use of the following
four types of words in a sentence to form a cohesive tie with the
word it presupposes in the foregoing sentence: a) the same word, b)
a synonym or near-synonym, c) a superordinate, and d) a general
word.
Lexical collocation refers to the co-occurrence of some
lexical items that are related in one way or another in some typical
environments. As collocational cohesion is left as an open-ended
category in Halliday and Hasan-'s (1976) study, under which are
grouped all other lexical relations that are not covered by
reiteration, subsequent researchers (eg, Martin 1981, and He 1983)
have tried to pinpoint the nature of the lexical relation loosely
termed as 'lexical collocation'.
2.2 Form and Function of Reference as a Cohesive Tie in English
2.2.1 Types of reference
As is pointed out in Section 2.1.1, reference cohesion is
the semantic relation obtaining between some reference items and
their referents that ties sentences together. In English, these
reference items are of three general types and hence reference
cohesion falls naturally into three categories: personal reference,
demonstrative reference and comparative reference.
One of the characteristics of these reference items is that
they are indicators in the language system signalling that the
information necessary for their interpretation is made reference to
and therefore can be retrieved from elsewhere. Depending on the
particular case in which a reference item is used, this 'elsewhere'
may lie either in the context of a speech situation or in the
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context of a text. If it is the former, then the reference is
situational and outside the language context, and hence called
'exophora' or 'exophoric reference' if it is the latter, then the
reference is textual and within the language context, and hence
called 'endophora' or 'endophoric reference'. For example,
(2.2) a. Look, how fast he is running!
b. Do you know John? He came out first in the race.
In (a), the interpretation of he, given that it is the first
mention, is dependent on the specific situation in which the
sentence is uttered, perhaps accompanied by the gesture of pointing,
and therefore the reference is exophoric. In (b), he is normally
interpreted as referring to John in the foregoing sentence and
therefore the reference is endophoric. Obviously, it is only the
endophoric reference that is contributive to textual cohesion. For
this reason, only this kind of reference will be examined in this
study.
In endophoric reference, the referent may reside either in
the preceding text or in the following text, and accordingly we have
cases of 'anaphoric reference' or 'anaphora', as in (2:2 b), and
'cataphoric reference' or 'cataphora'. Compare,
(2:3) a. When he entered the room,.... That was what happened.
b. This is what happened. When he entered the room,....
The demonstrative that in (a) refers anaphorically to the story
narrated in the previous text, while this in (b) refers
cataphorically to the.story in the following text. Both of them are




In personal reference, the referential relation is
established by the use of personals in nominal groups either as head
or as modifier. For convenience of classification, under the
heading of personal reference are not only the personal pronouns and









ourourswe usspeaker and other person(s)
hishishe himother person, male
herhersshe herother person, female
theirs theirthey themother persons objects
itobjects passage of text [its] it
one'sonegeneralized person
Table 1: Personal reference in English (from H H 1976, 38)
According to their communicative function, these personals
can be grouped under two general categories: 'speech roles' or
'participant roles' which include the roles of the speaker(s) and
addressee(s) identified in a communicative situation, and 'other
roles' or 'non-participant roles' which include all other entities.
This functional distinction -corresponds to the traditional
distinction within the grammatical pronoun system: speech roles are
taken by the first and second person pronouns, and other roles are
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played by the third person pronouns.
As the speech roles are defined in speech situation, the
reference made by the first and second person pronouns are
intrinsically exophoric and therefore non-cohesive, with the first
person referring to the speaker(s) and the second person referring
to the addressee(s). They are endophoric and cohesive only when
they appear in quoted speech of written language. For example,
(2:4)
But by this time Mrs. Bendall had become quite excited over the
new plan, and she opened the door to him herself.
'Oh, Edward, I'm so thankful you have come home,' she cried.
(Mansfield: Sixpence, 522)
In this example, I refers textually to she and ultimately to Mrs.
Bendall, while you refers to Edward in the same sentence and back to
him in the preceding one.
On the other hand, although pronouns for other roles may
also refer to a person or object in the immediate environment of a
speech situation, as in (2:2 a), they are typically anaphoric and
hence cohesive. Therefore, in talking about the cohesive function
of personal reference, it is the third person forms that we are
mainly interested in. One characteristic of this kind of personal
reference is that it may be 'cumulatively anaphoric' (H H 1976,
52), ie, when a personal referent such as John occurs at the
beginning of a text, it may be referred to repeatedly by personal
reference items such as he, him, or his. This constitutes an
important feature of textual cohesion, especially in a written
narrative discourse in which the network of reference lines of
participants in a story is thus formed.
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2.2.2.1 It--its extended reference and text reference
The unique referential function of it in the English
personal reference system is that it may not only refer to a
particular referent expressed by a noun or a noun phrase, but also
to a certain portion of text. To illustrate,
(2:5)
[The Queen said:] 'Curtsey while you're thinking what to say.
It saves time.' Alice wondered a little at this, but she was
too much in awe of the Queen to disbelieve it. (H H 1976, 52)
In this example, the first occurrence of it in it saves rime,
refers to the whole sentence preceding it, meaning 'curtseying while
you're. thinking what to say' and here we have a case of extended
reference because the referent is not a single person or object but
an extended 'thing'--a whole complex process. The referent of the
second occurrence of it is no longer a 'thing' but the whole idea,
ie, 'curtseying while you're thinking what to say saves time', which
is expressed by the whole text of what the Queen said and therefore
we have here a case of text reference.
2.2.2.2 Morphological forms and syntactic functions of personals
Personals in the English grammatical system have three
morphological forms, namely, personal pronoun, possessive adjective
and possessive pronoun, such as I, and mine, and may function
in a nominal group either as the head or as a determiner. Unlike
cohesion by substitution and ellipsis in which the cohesive item and
the presupposed item can only be the elements of the same syntactic
function in the two sentences, reference cohesion relies on
referential meaning relationship between the cohesive item and its
referent, and therefore the personal reference item may assume any
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morphological form it can have, regardless of the syntactic function
and morphological form of its referent. Thus, in the following
example,
x. He had it built(2:6) a. John has moved to
a new house. last year.
y. His wife must beb. John's house is
delighted with it,beautiful.
z. I didn't know itc. That new house
was his.is John's.
(H H 1976, 55)
we may have any combination of one sentence from the group (a, b and
c) and one from the group (x, y and z), although the referent John
is a head in (a) and John's a modifier in (b) and a head in (c), and
the personal pronoun he is a head in (x) and the possessive his a
determiner in (y) and a head in (z).
2.2.2.3 Cataphoric reference
Most cases of personal reference are anaphoric. Cases of
cataphoric reference do exist but very often they occur only within
the structural unit of a sentence and therefore are not contributive
to cohesion in the text. The only personal reference item which may
form cohesion by cataphoric reference is it, as in the following
example,
(2:7)
I would never have believed it. They've accepted the whole
scheme. (H H 1976, 56)
And this is possible only when the reference is textual, as is
evident in the above example.
2.2.3 Demonstrative reference
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Cohesion by demonstrative reference is achieved through the
use of certain demonstratives which have the linguistic force of
verbally pointing to some elements elsewhere in the text. Some
demonstratives work within a nominal group, and in this case they
behave very much like possessives in that they can be either the
head or the modifier. And some are demonstrative adverbs, and hence
function primarily as adjuncts, although they sometimes can also
function as qualifier within a nominal group. All the
demonstratives make reference to an entity in terms of proximity
from the point of view of the speaker. A classification of the
demonstratives according to their grammatical and semantic function
is shown in Table 2.
Non-selectiveSelectiveSemantic category
ModifierGrammatical function Modifier/Head Adjunct
determineradverbClass determiner
Proximity:
near. this these here [now]
far that those there then
theneutral
Table 2: Demonstrative reference in English (from H H
1976, 38)
Like the personals, the demonstratives are often used to
refer exophorically to someone or something in the immediate speech
environment, and in fact that is how the notion of proximity is
originally defined. But in this study, it is their cohesive
function that is concerned.
2.2.3.1 Selective vs. non-selective
Demonstratives are called selective when the proximity to
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the speaker is specified. Thus, the nominal demonstratives this,
these, that and those are selective because the former two express
the nearness and the latter two the non-nearness and the same can
be said to the demonstrative adverbs here, now, there and then
The definite article the is non-selective because it only indicates
that something is identifiable without further specifying the
location of the source of identification. It is unique in the
English demonstrative system in that it works within the nominal
group only as modifier not as head. However, like the other
demonstratives, its reference may be either exophoric or endophoric
and it is cohesive only when the reference is anaphoric. For
example,
(2:8)
Last year we went to Devon,for a holiday. The holiday we-had
there was the best we've ever had. The people we stayed with
had four children. The eldest girl was about nine. (H- H
1976, 73)
The first the accompanies the second mention of holiday in the first
sentence and so it is cohesive. The second (and also the third) the
works within the structure of the nominal group, therefore it does
not contribute to the cohesion of the text. And the fourth the is
again cohesive because it makes reference to the four children in
the preceding sentence although it also works within the nominal
structure of 'the eldest'.
2.2.3.2 Near vs. non-near
The concept of nearness vs. non-nearness as is reflected in
the use of the English demonstratives this and these vs. that and
those can be interpr-eted in several ways. Textually speaking, in
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conversation the speaker tends to use this to refer to what he
himself has said and that to what his interlocutor has said, eg,
(2:9)
a. There seems to have been a great deal of sheer carelessness.
This is what I can't understand.
be --There seems to have been a great deal of sheer
carelessness.
--Yes, that's what I can't understand.
(H H 1976, 60)
And this tendency seems to be strengthened by the emotional
nearness, such as the use of these in the following example,
(2:10)
--I like the lions, and I like the polar bears. These are my
favourites.
--Those are my favourites too. (op cit)
The notion of nearness may also be interpreted in terms of time, and
in this case the tendency is to use this for a present or future
time referent and that for a past time referent. For instance,
(2:11)
a. We went to the opera last night. That was our first outin€
for months.
b. We're going to the opera tonight. This'll be our first
outing for months.
(op cit)
Here, two points merit attention. First, these only reflect
the general tendencies and none of them is fully decisive. They may
be mutually reinforced when more than one notion of nearness can
apply as in (2:10) and they may also cancel each other when the
different criteria for the interpretation are in conflict, thus
leaving the choice of this or that more or less optional. In the
following example this can easily be replaced by that,
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(2:12)
But then, Mr. Dubois reflected gloomily, women never had any
prudence. Though he had profited by this lack many a time, it
annoyed him now.
(H H 1976, 61)
Second, the usage varies according to the style and variety of
English. As Halliday and Hasan point out,
in narrative of a traditional kind, such as children's stories
and ballads, we often find that where, in conversational
narrative, a speaker would tend to use this, conveying a sense
of immediacy and also of solidarity with the hearer, of shared
interest and attention. (1976, 61)
2.2.3.3 Generalized reference, extended reference and text
reference
When a demonstrative is used as a modifier, the reference is
always to the particular referent it presupposes. But when it is
used alone, the reference may still be to the specific referent or
may be generalized. This can be illustrated by the following
example.
(2:13)
There's been another big industrial merger. It seems that
nothing can be done about this.
(H H 1976, 64)
Here, this does not mean 'this particular merger' but 'this kind of
mergers in general'.
Like the personal it, the demonstratives this and that are
often used for extended reference and text reference. Here is a
case of the use of that for extended reference.
(2:14) --They broke a Chinese vase.
--That was careless. (H H 1976, 66)
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And here is an instance of the use of this for text reference found
in the opening sentence of a novel.
(2:15) All this happened a good many years ago.
(Maugham: The Narrow Corner)
In this example we also have a case of cataphoric reference, tor
this refers to the whole story narrated in the rest of the novel.
In fact, textual cataphora is the only type of cataphoric reference
that is cohesive through the use of demonstratives.
2.2.3.4 Demonstrative adverbs
The locative demonstratives here and there correspond to
this and that quite closely as far as their referential function is
concerned. for instance,
(2:16)
'Do you play croquet with the Queen today?'
'I should like it very much,' said Alice, but I haven't been
invited.'
'You'll see me there,' said the Cat, and vanished.
(H H 1976, 74)
According to Halliday and Hasan, there in this example refers
anaphorically to 'playing croquet with the Queen'. Here and there
may also refer to an extended text and the reference may also be
cataphoric, such as here used by radio announcers in the sentence
'Here is the news'.
The demonstratives then and now are more often used to
provide temporal or other kinds of conjunction. When used as a
cohesive item of demonstrative reference, then often has the meaning
of 'at the time just referred to', eg,
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(2:17) In my young days we took these things more seriously.
We had different ideas then.
(H H 1976, 75)
Now is really marginal as a demonstrative reference item with
cohesive function. The only occasion in which this may occur is
when now is used to mean 'this state of affairs having come about'
(H H 1976, 75). A comparison of now and then used in this sense
can be seen in the following example,
(2:18)
a. The plane touched down at last. Now we could breathe freely
again.
b. Why not tell your parents? Then we can stop pretending.
(H H 1976, 75)
2.2.4 Comparative reference
Comparative reference is made by two types of comparison:
general comparison and particular comparison. The grammatical forms
and functions of these two types of comparison is shown in Table 3.




same identical equal identicallyidentity
similarly sosimilar additionalgeneral similarity
likewise such
differentlyother differentdifference (ie, non-
otherwiseidentity or similarity) else




Table 3: Comparative reference in English (from H H 1976,
39)
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General comparison is made on the basis of the degree of
similarity between the two things under comparison they may be
identical, similar, or different. This is expressed through the use
of adjectives and adverbs of comparison in English such as same
similar, and differently. Cohesion is achieved when the
comparative reference is made to a certain entity elsewhere in the
text. For example,
(2:19)
They've given us special places in the front row. Would you
prefer the other seats?.. (H H 1976, 79)
The adjective other means 'other than those in the front row as
mentioned before', and therefore the reference is anaphoric.
General comparison sometimes may be cataphoric as in
(2:20)
The other squirrels hunted up and down the nut bushes but
Nutkin gathered robin's pincushions off a briar bush, and stuck
them full of pine-needle pins. (H H 1976, 78)
In this example, other means 'other than the squirrel Nutkin', and
hence the reference is cataphoric and cohesive as there is no
structural relation between the two clauses set off by the
semicolon.
Particular comparison is made with regard to the particular
quantity or quality. Quantitative comparison is expressed either by
a comparative quantifier such as more in 'more jobs' or by an
adverb of comparison modifying a quantifier such as as in 'as
many'. Qualitative comparison is expressed either by a comparative
adjective or adverb such as easier and more frequently, or by an
adverb of comparison modifying an adjective or adverb such as as
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in 'as frequent' or 'as frequently'. Like general comparison,
particular comparison is cohesive usually through anaphoric
reference. But instances of cohesion by cataphoric reference do
occur occasionally, in which case the referent is usually not a
thing but an extended piece of text, eg,
(2:21)
She thought that in all her life she had never seen soldiers so
uncertain on their feet: they were always tripping over
something or other, and whenever one went down, several more
always fell over him,.... (H H 1976, 82)
The referent of so in this example is what described in the
sentence after the colon.
2.3 Summary
In this chapter we have looked into the overall system of
cohesion in English as expounded by Halliday and Hasan (1976), and
particularly into the form and, function of reference cohesion in
English, so that on this basis a similar study of reference cohesion
in Chinese can be conducted and a comparison between the two
languages can be made.
It has been shown that Halliday and Hasan's classificatory
criteria for different types of cohesion are based on the
lexicogrammatical form a cohesive item takes, and their discussion
centres round the properties and functions of various cohesive
items. Reference cohesion differs from lexical cohesion in that
reference cohesion is expressed through reference items within
grammatical categories, while lexical cohesion is expressed through
lexical means. Reference cohesion differs from substitution and
ellipsis in that the-cohesive relation in the former is established
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through the semantic meaning of reference while in the latter it is
through the relatedness of form. Cohesion by conjunction differs
from all the rest in that it indicates the way in which sentences
are related to each other rather than securing a tie between a
cohesive item and the presupposed item.
It can be seen that, in the system of reference cohesion,
the grammatical properties of the personals and the demonstratives,
apart from the demonstrative adverbs, are quite similar in that they
constitute two closed sets of listable items in the overall
grammatical system and they both can function either as head or as
determiner in a nominal group. In this respect, comparative
reference is quite different. It is expressed partly through
lexical items of comparison as in general comparative reference and
partly through the comparative form of adjectives and adverbs as in
particular comparative reference. Moreover, the syntactic function
of comparatives is more complicated: they can work either as deictic
and epithet in a nominal group or as adjunct in a sentence.
Therefore, personal reference and demonstrative reference can be
more conveniently studied together. For this reason, in the
following contrastive analysis of reference cohesion in Chinese we
shall concentrate on personal reference, which will be discussed in
Chapter 3, and demonstrative reference, which will be discussed in
Chapter 4..
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3 PERSONAL REFERENCE IN CHINESE AS CONTRASTED WITH ENGLISH
As in English, reference as a cohesive tie in Chinese can
also be divided into three types, namely, personal, demonstrative
and comparative, according to the definitions by Halliday and Hasan.
In this chapter, we shall focus on some major characteristics of
personal reference as a cohesive tie in Chinese narrative discourse
as compared with that in English.
3.1 Some Formal Characteristics
Personal reference items in Chinese can be similarly
tabulated as in Table 4. Compared with Table 1, this table is
slightly more complicated. And based on these two tables we may
make the following general observations as regards the formal
characteristics of the personal reference items in Chinese as
compared with their English counterparts.
3.1.1 Ordinary vs. honorific forms
In English, there is only one personal reference item you
for the addressee, and this necessitates the use of some special
lexical items such as your honour and your excellency when the need
for- showing respect for the addressee arises. In Chinese, on the
other hand, there are two items referring to the addressee: one is
the ordinary ni and the other is the honorific nin. The honorific
nin is usually used in everyday speech or in informal writing to
show respect for the addressee by maintaining a certain social




















to tad ta(d)other person,male
taa taad taa(d)other person,female
other persons,male
with/without female tamen tamend tamen(d)
taamen taamend taamen(d)other persons,female
object tahdtah tah(d)
objects tahmen t ahme nd tahmen(d)
yige rengeneralized person
Table 4: Personal reference in Chinese
occasions, however, nin is often felt to be not strong enough, and
hence some forms of address or titles of rank and social position
are used instead of, or sometimes in addition to, it. For example,
(3:1) 'Die, erz zhidao cuole. Qing die raoshu erz zhe hui chu
fan, erz xia hull zai ye bu gan le,' Keding zuochu keliand
shengyin aiqiu dao.( Jia, 347)
('Father, I know I'm wrong. Please forgive me this first
offence, and I'll never do it again,' Keding pleaded in an
affected miserable voice.)
This example lends support to Bolinger's contention that the choice
between a repeated noun, a lexical item with relatively 'fuller'
semantic features, and a pronoun, a lexical item with relatively
'leaner' semantic features, depends not primarily on whether
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coreference or anaphora is present but on how much semantic weight
is appropriate in a certain situation as viewed by the speaker
(1977, 4). In the above extract from a father-son exchange, one may
think that the second die (father) in the second sentence may well
be replaced by a pronoun ni or nin. But it is not, because the
novel depicts what happened some sixty years ago in a big and quite
influential old-fashioned family. in which the rules of social
decorum had to be strictly observed. Therefore, in his talk with
his father, it is only proper for Keding, the prodigal son, to use
die whenever he refers to his father to show his respect, and to use
erz (son) whenever he refers to himself to highlight his own
humbleness. Through the skillful manipulation of such special ways
of referring in Chinese, the author is able to not only capture the
-exact atmosphere in such a family but also illustrate the
hypocritical nature of Keding by contrasting his absolute obedience
and refined manners in front of his father with his ignominious
deeds behind his father's back.
From this analysis, it seems that the Chinese honorific nin
stands midway on a register scale, such as that proposed in Joos
(1961), between the intimate and the frozen. A rough correspondence
between the linguistic means of referring to the addressee in
Chinese and those in English is shown in Table 5 (the five register
terms taken from a condensed and slightly revised version of.Joos
(1961) in Heatherington (1980, 126-127)). Of course, as the actual
use of these linguistic means varies in both languages and sometimes
they are used to achieve special purposes, their correspondence both
with register and with each other between the two languages.can only




deliberative lexical means lexical means
consultative nin
casual youYintimate ni
Table 5: A comparison of forms of address in relation to
register
The plural form ninmen by adding the plural suffix men to
nin occasionally appears in writing for the same purpose but is not
used in speech (Y.-R. Chao 1968, 640 L'u et al 1980, 372). A common
form employed in speech is to use nin together with words specifying
the number of people addressed or indicating the people addressed as
a whole group, eg, nin er wei (you two gentlemen), and nin ji wei
(you gentlemen). Thus an attendant in a restaurant may ask a group
of customers sitting around a table
(3:2)'NiI n ji wei xiang chi shenme?
(May I have your order please?)
3.1.2 Inclusive vs. exclusive forms
In Chinese, a distinction is sometimes made between women
which refers to the speaker and other person(s) and zanmen which
refers to the speaker and addressee(s), although in formal speech
and in writing women is used for both functions. For this reason,
women is known as the 'exclusive we' and zanmen as the 'inclusive
we' (L. Wang 1959, 3 Y.-R. Chao 1968, 637). A creative writer may
make use of this distinction between inclusiveness and exclusiveness
to achieve certain effect. For example,
(3:3)
'Buyao shuo zhevangd hua, women buyao ting. Haishi tan bied
shi ba,' Qin curan zhuanguo huati, yong yizhong sihu shi
minglingd vudiao, dan you shi tongaingd shengyin dui Jianyun
shuo.
• • •
Jianvund lianbu biaoqing shishi zai bianhua, ren hen nan cli
tou ta xinli jiujing zai xiang shenme. Qind 'women' liang ge zi
sihu shi ta nanguo.
( Jia, 51-51)
('Don't talk like that. We don't like to hear it. Let's
talk about something else,' Qin, suddenly changing the topic,
said to Jianyun in a commanding yet sympathetic tone.
• • •
Jianyun's expression kept changing constantly. It was
difficult to guess what was going on in his mind. Qin's 'We'
seemed to hurt him.)
(based on The Family, 42)
These lines are taken from a scene in which four young people
Jianyun, Qin, Juemin and Juehui are engaged in a talk. Jianyun is
secretly in love with Qin, but he suspects that Qin and Juemin are
in love with each other. He seems to be hurt by Qin's use of women,
the exclusive we, because this word does not only exclude him from
the rest of the group, but also may refer exclusively to Qin and
Juemin as in the case when one speaks on behalf of both himself and
the one so closely related tc him that he feels he can represent.
On the other hand, Qin's women may just as well only refer to
herselr, for, like we_ in English, the word women can be used to mean
L_ only so as to make it sound less assertive or self-important.
Therefore, oeing a sensitive man, Jianyun is puzzled and is probably
trying to rigure out what Qin's women really meant.
In English, the distinction between exclusiveness and
inclusiveness sometimes can be discerned from the written form after
the word let. Thus, we sometimes may use the contracted form let's
to indicate inclusion and the uncontracted form let us to mean
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either exclusion or inclusion. However, this typographic
differentiation is not primarily created for this purpose. The
contraction itself is governed by the linguistic function of us in a
let sentence. The sentence 'Let's do it' expresses a suggestion,
ie, the speaker proposes for the whole group, including himself and
the addressee(s), to do something. In such a sentence, the emphasis
is naturally not on us but on the thing the speaker suggests, and
therefore the unstressed us can usually be contracted. The sentence
'Let us do it', on the other hand, generally expresses a request if
the meaning of us is exclusive. The speaker, on behalf of a group,
asks the addressee(s) to give permission to the group, and hence us
is potentially contrastive and can bear sentence stress, eg, 'Let
'us do it' (as against 'Let 'them do it'). Therefore, in this case
us cannot be contracted. This rather informal analysis shows that,
unlike zanmen and women in Chinese, the contracted and uncontracted
forms of us after let are derived from two different
transformational processes, which are governed by some general rules
and constraints and triggered by the different linguistic functions
of the word us in the two structures (for a somewhat different
treatment of let's and let us see a footnote in Halliday and Hasan
(1976, 46)).
3.1.3 Number and gender
Corresponding to the distinction in gender between the three
English reference items he, she and it, a similar distinction is
also made between ta 他 , taa 她 and tah 它 (all pronounced as ta)
in the written form of Chinese as a result of the influence from
English (L. Wang 1959, 365). (Sometimes a further graphic
distinction is made between the animate 'it' 他 and the inanimate
'it' This distinction, however, is carried further in Chinese
to differentiate in graphic form the meanings as represented by
tamen 他 们 ， taamen 她 们 and tahmei all of which can be
translated into they or them in English. Besides, a differentiation
is also made in Chinese between the singular you and the plural you
represented respectively as ni and nimen•
3.1.4 Case distinctions
In the English pronoun system, there is a formal distinction
for the subjective, the objective and the genitive cases. Hence,
the first person pronoun has three forms, the subjective I_, the
objective me and the genitive my_• In the Chinese pronoun system
the morphological case distinction between the subjective and the
objective is nonexistent and the genitive case is only partially
marked. While it is hardly necessary to illustrate that a Chinese
pronoun such as wo can be used in both subject and object positions,
it is very difficult, if not totally impossible, to determine when
the genitive case should be marked.
As is indicated in Table 4, when a personal reference item
is used as a modifier, the genitive case marker d is not always
obligatory. This should not be taken as to mean that it is optional
in every case, but it only indicates that sometimes this case marker
may be omitted. As to when or where or under what circumstances the
case marker can or should be omitted, it is a complicated matter.
Lu et al (1980, 370-71, 460-61, 487-89) have specified some optimum
conditions under which the omission may take place. Among them are:
a) in front of nouns indicating the person(s) closely related, eg,
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ta gege (his elder brother) and wo tongxue (my classsmate(s)); b) in
front of words of location, eg, ni jil (your home) and women zheii
(our place here); and c) in front of the construction 1 zhe (this)
na (that)+ a numeral1, eg, tl na ji ju hua (those words of his) and
ni zhe liang jian yifu (these two dresses of yours). It should be
pointed out that in Chinese the genitive marker d_ can be applied not
only to pronouns but also to other nouns as well, eg, jlsuanjid
gongneng (the functions of the computer). Moreover, the particle d_
can serve other functions besides as a case marker. It can be an
adjectival modification marker as in weilnsed tiankong (the azure
sky). And it can also be a relativization marker, which can be
regarded as a special kind of adjectival modification marker, as in
wo zuotian mai d na ben shu (the book 1 bought yesterday). As can
be seen from the above examples, modification in Chinese normally
takes the prenominal position, and the particle d_ is given a heavy
linguistic load with its triple functions, all of which are related
to premodification. To avoid the awkward repetition of jd_, it is
considered as a good strategy to avoid the use of long
premodifications in the first place. If it is unavoidable, then the
most likely one to be omitted is the genitive marker d_, eg,
(3:4) V N
Jin xiaojie yanjing zhang da le, yiyidi kanzhe Huanzhi
hanchoud vaniing, zai wang li kan. yao kantou ta neizaid xin.
( Ni, 139)
(Miss Jin stared at Huanzhi's troubled eyes with wide-eyed
misgiving. She was searching in them in the hope of seeing
right into the recesses of his mind.)
( Schoolmaster, 153)
In this sentence, three genitive markers are omitted, two after the
two proper names Jin Xiaojie (Miss Jin) and Huanzhi, and one after
the pronoun ta_, while d_ in the two adjectival phrases hnchoud
(troubled) and nbizaid (inner) is retained. From this observation,
we may specify another condition or tendency for the omission of the
genitive marker d_ after a pronoun in extended discourse: d) in a
long premodification where d may appear more than once.
Another point we would like to make is that in many cases
whether a pronoun used as a modifier is accompanied by d_ or not
seems to be heavily dependent on the personal style of a particular
writer. From our analysis of the three novels, we can generally
conclude that d_ is used much more frequently in a more Europeanized
style of writing. For example, in the following sentence
(3:5)
Tad zhe liang ju hua hai zai taad er bian dangyang, zai tla,
tahmen bi yinyue hai hao ting.
( Jia, 247)
(His words were still in her ears, and to her they were sweeter
than music.)
( The Family, 175-176)
both the two _d' s can be omitted, because the first _d before zhe
liang ju hua (these two sentences) satisfies the condition (c)
stated above and the second d_ before er bian (ear side) satisfies
the condition (b). This sentence may be contrasted with the
following one:
(3:6)
Taa yi shuang gaogenxie xianzai shi ding zai aipangz Zhou
Zhongwei d tou shang le; zhewei huochaichang laoban quzhe tui,
yidun-yidund xue xiama tiao.
( Ziye, 72)
(Balancing her high-heeled shoes on his head, the short, fat mar
Zhou Zhongwei, owner of a match factory, was squatting on the
floor and hopping about like a frog.)
[based on Midnight, 61)
Here, taa yi shuang glogenxie (her a pair of high-heeled shoes)
cannot meet any of the four conditions specified, yet the d_ after
taa is still omitted. It may also be noted in passing that the
genitive marker after huochaichang (match factory) is also left out.
Connected with the form of pronoun functioning as head or
modifier in Chinese is a more complicated phenomenon which can be
illustrated by quoting two examples discussed quite fully in Teng
(1974) and Tsao (1979),
(3:7) a. ta duz e
he stomach hungry
(He is hungry.)
b. ta duz hen yuan
he stomach very round
(His stomach is round.)
In line with Q. Zhang (1955) and Y.-R. Chao (1968), Teng analyses
sentence (a) as a 'double subject' or 'double nominative'
construction in which the subject tja takes a whole sentence duz e
(stomach hungry) as its predicate which itself contains a subject
duz (stomach) and a predicate _e (hungry). Sentence (b) in contrast
is analysed as simply consisting of a subject ta duz (his stomach)
and a predicate hen yuan (very round). Therefore he posits that the
two sentences are derived from two different deep structures, and
although the genitive marker d_ can be added to both sentences, the d_
in sentence (a), if it is there, is a 'pseudo-genitive' marker (cf.
Tsao 1979, 131-140). Tsao's analysis is more discourse-oriented.
While rejecting the term 'double subject', he points out that,
depending on their discourse functions, both sentences may be
analysed as containing a topic ta_ and a subject duz, and the
difference between the two lies in that duz e is a semi—compound
whereas duz hen yuan is a more productive structure for the general
description of a person (Tsao 1979, 140-149).
What interests us here is the discoursal function of the
pronoun. As Tsao points out, when a pronoun serves as a topic in an
extended discourse, it can govern a stretch of clauses, eg,
(3:8)
ta duz hen yuan, tui you duan, zhen nankan
he stomach very round leg also short really ugly
(He (topic), (his) stomach is very round, and (his) legs are
short; (he) is really ugly.) (Tsao 1979, 136)
Clearly, when a pronoun functions as a topic for a sequence of
clauses, it cannot take d_ even if the addition of d_ is permissible
when the clause in which the pronoun is used appears in isolation.
This type of omission of d_ most frequently occurs in an elaborative
description of a person and is particularly associated with the
discoursal function of pronouns.
The above discussion pertaining to the formal
characteristics of Chinese reference items as compared with their
English counterparts is only relevant to this study insofar as they
all have the potential ability of establishing cohesion in the
Chinese language system. In the actual use of the language, these
reference items, like those in English, also have different
communicative functions. Briefly, they can be similarly identified
as fulfilling what Halliday and Hasan have called 'speech roles' and
'other roles'. And also like those in English, in their discourse
function, the 'speech role' pronouns are primarily exophoric and
hence non-cohesive, and the 'other role' pronouns are primarily
endophoric and hence cohesive. The endophoric function of speech
roles and the exophoric function of other roles are both secondary.
This close correspondence between Chinese and English pronoun
systems in their discourse function is hardly surprising because
both of them are created for more or less the same purpose, ie, to
identify persons. In the following discussion we shall concentrate
on the differences between the two languages in their particular use
of the personal reference items as cohesive devices in extended
discourse.
3.2 Zero-anaphora
A cursory side-by-side comparison of two pieces of narrative
writing, one in Chinese and one in English, will show that the use
of personal reference items is much less frequent in Chinese than in
English. In other words, a pronoun is often omitted in Chinese in
the place where the English syntax would require. As has been
mentioned earlier, the function of a reference item in discourse is
to indicate that the information necessary for its interpretation
can be found elsewhere in the text and in the process of locating
this information a cohesive tie is established. Then, does it mean
that this kind of cohesion is lost if such a reference item is
non-present in Chinese? Our answer is 'No'. Indeed, it seems
paradoxical that it is precisely the non-presence of such a
reference item that contributes partly to the reference cohesion in
a piece of connected Chinese discourse, for the non-presence of such
a reference item in a place it is expected to be is a surface
linguistic cue which signals that here relevant information is
retrievable from the previous discourse.
Strictly speaking, therefore, the word 'omit' is misleading
when applied to the discussion of the use of an unrealized pronoun
as a means to establish a cohesive tie in Chinese discourse. Hence,
in the following discussion we shall avoid it as far as possible.
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Following Li and Thompson (1979), we shall use instead the term
'zero-pronoun' (as against 'pronoun') to describe the phenomenon of
absence (as against the presence) of a pronoun in its
the
texture-forming function with 'zero-pronoun' defined as referring to
'the hole where an NP is understood and would have to be present
in the fully specified version of the sentence' (Li and Thompson
1979 312). And it follows that the term 'zero-anaphora' will be
used as against 'pronominal anaphora'.* In this chapter, only
personal zero-anaphora or pronominal anaphora will be discussed.
3.2.1 Li and Thompson's analysis
The occurrence of zero-pronoun, especially the third-person
zero-pronoun, is so prominent in Chinese discourse that it has
impelled Li and Thompson (1979.) to posit that zero-anaphora in
Chinese written narrative discourse 'must be considered as the
mode of NP-anaphora in Chinese'. They observe, correctly in
normal
our view that the interpretation of zero-pronouns is largely
pragmatically and semantically controlled. However, their analysis
of this language phenomenon in Chinese written discourse is chiefly
clause-based, ie, by using clause as the basic unit of discourse
organization. This has led them to the formulation of the following
principle governing the occurrence of pronouns in Chinese discourse,
THE DEGREE OF PREFERENCE FOR THE OCCURRENCE OF A PRONOUN IN
CLAUSE INVERSELY CORRESPONDS TO THE DEGREE OF ITS CONJOINABILITA
WITH THE PRECEDING CLAUSE. (op cit, 330)
*It can be seen from the above discussion that for the
purpose of this study zero-anaphora as defined here is regarded as a
special case of personal reference in Chinese. In a systematic
comparison arison of cohesion by ellipsis, however, zero-anaphora may well
be treated as a special case of ellipsis in Chinese.
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Central to this principle is the notion of 'conjoinability' which
they define as 'the speaker's perception of the degree of
connection between clauses in discourse' (op cit). In this study,
we shall neither adopt their way of clause-based analysis nor accept
their hypothesis that zero-anaphora is the norm in Chinese discourse
together with their principle governing the occurrence of a pronoun.
There are mainly two reasons for this.
The first is again the concern of comparability. As
Halliday and Hasan's analysis of cohesion in English uses sentence
as the basic unit of discourse and indeed their notion of cohesion
is chiefly an intersentential one, our analysis of cohesion in
Chinese discourse has to be similarly sentence-based so that we can
ensure that we are 'comparing like with like' (James 1980, 169). Of
course, it is unlikely that a Chinese sentence always corresponds
exactly to an English sentence. Perhaps this can never be in any
two given natural languages. But a certain basis has to be adopted,
and there seems to be no better way of making the separate studies
of cohesion in the two languages more comparable as far as the
descriptive unit is concerned.
The second and more important reason is that a clause-based
analysis of discourse anaphora in Chinese is not as revealing as a
sentence-based analysis in the study of discourse, and results
obtainable from a clause-based analysis cannot fully, or even
essentially, reflect the salient features of the behaviour of
pronouns, including their zero form, in Chinese discourse. This can
be illustrated by Li and Thompson's use of the notion
'conjoinability'- in accounting for the degree of occurrence of a
pronoun. Their notion of conjoinability is largely a grammatical
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one, not a discoursal one. To quote their own words,
Two successive clauses are 'conjoinable if the speaker/writer
perceives them to share enough to warrant being presented to the
hearer/reader TOGETHER AS ONE GRAMMATICAL UNIT rather than
SEPARATELY AS TWO INDEPENDENT UNITS.
(Li and Thompson 1979, 330, their own emphasis)
What is also significant here is that the above-quoted statement is,
as is indicated by a footnote on the same page, formulated after
taking into consideration the comments made by Michael Halliday. In
Halliday and Hasan's (1976, 8) view, the highest unit of grammatical
structure is the sentence. Therefore, what they have studied is
largely an intrasentential phenomenon. Moreover, according to Li
and Thompson's explanation, the pronoun in the second 'conjoinable'
clause does not have to appear simply because it can be justifiably
put in the same grammatical unit, or the same sentence, with the
first clause so that the interpretation of the zero-pronoun referent
can be made, in the main, by identifying a proper noun or pronoun
(usually the subject or topic) which governs the entire grammatical
unit. This is certainly inconsistent with, if not outright
contradictory to, their own conclusion that 'the interpretation of
referents for zero-pronoun [is] inferred on the basis of semantic
and pragmatic knowledge and of information present in the discourse
itself' (Li and Thompson 1979, 334).
If our interpretation is basically correct, then we can see
that Li and Thompson's findings with regard to the use, or the
non-use, of third-person pronoun in Chinese discourse are not so
overwhelmingly conclusive as to make them claim that zero-anaphora
'must be considered as the normal mode of NP-anaphora in Chinese'.
And that to the extent their claim is true is only because their
clause-based way of analysis and the selection of data are heavily
biased in favour of such a conclusion. Actually, zero-anaphora
within a sentence is also quite commora in English in what is usually
called clausal coordination construction. For example,
(3:9)
...Dicky had suddenly seized the bread plate, put it upside
down on his head, and clutched the bread knife. ...the bread
plate wobbled, slid, flew to the floor, and broke into shivers.
(Mansfield: Sixpence, 519)
As a further example, the English version of the Example (6) in Li
and Thompson's article can be similarly rendered. For easy
comparison we quote the original example first:
(3:10) a. Kong-Liang jiao-fu xiao-lou-lou yu-le Lu-Zhi-Sheng
K.-L. deliver soldiers to-aspect L.-Z.-S.
(K.-L. delivered the soldiers to L.-Z.-S.
b. 0 zhi dai yi-ge ban-dang.
only bring one companion
(He) only brought along one companion.
c. 0 ban zuo ke-shang.
disguise as a merchant
(He) was disguised as a merchant.
d. 0 xing-ye tou Liang-Shan-Bo lai
quickly came L.-S.-B. to
(He) quickly came to L.-S.-B.)
(Li and Thompson 1979, 319)
With only a few minor alterations of the original English
translation, we can get the following version:
(3:11)
Kong-Liang delivered the soldiers to L.-Z.-S., only brought
along one companion, disguised himself as a merchant, and
quickly came to L.-S.-B.
This English version resembles the original Chinese one in structure
and in the use of zero-anaphora, the additional use of himself being
only necessitated by the syntactical property of the English word
disguise• Of course, this English sentence as it stands is a
little bit awkward, but this is only because English demands a more
varied syntax and usually does not allow a long string of
coordinated clauses of the same structure except for certain
rhetorical effects.
For these reasons, the following discussion will be based on
the data collected in our sentence-based analysis. Terms such as
'zero-anaphora' and 'zero-pronoun' will be used, unless otherwise
indicated, specifically to refer to those only with their
intersentential cohesive function, and other instances of
zero-anaphora such as those within a sentence or within a clause
will be ignored. During the discussion, we shall refrain from
making any general statement as to whether zero-anaphora or
pronominal anaphora is the norm of NP-reference in Chinese
discourse. This is because, although zero-anaphora is a prominent
feature in Chinese discourse, such a statement calls for a much
fuller study assisted, perhaps, by a large-scale statistical count.
Besides, as our study will show, the use of zero-anaphora varies
greatly from writer to writer within narrative type of written
discourse and is certainly much less frequent as Li and Thompson's
clause-based study has shown. Therefore, we shall instead try to
pinpoint the circumstances or conditions under which a zero-pronoun
is preferred or the reverse is the case, and then to make some
observations in respect to the general tendencies in the use of
personal reference items as represented by the three modern Chinese
writers.
3.2.2 Zero—pronoun as topic in Chinese discourse
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As has ben shown in Table 4, personal reference items in
Chinese, like their English counterparts, can be classified into two
categories according to their grammatical function: those as heads
and those as modifiers. Here, we shall first examine the conditions
under which a personal pronoun functioning as a head may take the
zero form in Chinese discourse. As only the third-person pronouns
are typically anaphoric in their texture-forming function, our
discussion will be further limited to the zero form of the Chinese
third-person pronouns functioning as topic.
It may be of interest to have a look at the general picture
of how frequently zero-anaphora is employed in the three novels
examined. In our analysis, many instances of zero-anaphora are
found in Ni, instances are also found to a lesser degree in Ziye,
but we cannot find a single instance in Jia. Therefore, the
examples in the following discussion will be only from the former
two novels. From our data we find that zero-anaphora occurs
typically under the following circumstances.
3.2.2.1 Topic chain
Zero-anaphora is most frequently found in a sequence of
sentences exhibiting what R. M. W. Dixon has termed a 'topic chain'
(cf. Li and Thompson 1979, 313, fn. 2). Our analysis confirms Li
and Thompson's general observation that 'the most common type of
zero pronominalization in discourse is topic-controlled' (1978,
264). As they have not fully explored the nature of this 'complex
and wide-spread phenomenon', we shall look into it in some detail.
Here is an example (in which, as will also be in the subsequent
examples, major zero-pronouns under discussion are marked by 0 and
their corresponding pronouns in the English translation are
underlined)•
(3:12)
(a) Kao houbi pingpud ban shang dizhe beiru, yige ershi wu liu
d ten tang zai shangmian. (b) Ta_ suiran shengzhang zai
shuixiang, que sihu haizhe xiantiand yunchuanbing, zhiyao
tashang chuantou, chunshen huangjlhukng, bian ju£ weili zuofan,
tou ye yunqilai. (c) Zhe yi hui you pengdao nifeng, 0 xiawu yi
dian zhong shang chuan shi bian hengxialai, zhidao xianzai, hai
bu ceng zuoqiguo. (d) fb Tangzhe, ziran bu jude shenme;••••
( Ni, 1-2)
(Against the rear partition was a makeshift bunk of planks and
bedding with a young man of twenty-five or six lying on it.
Though born and bred a fenman, he_ seemed to be afflicted with
congenital sea-sickness, for he had only to set foot on the
swaying deck of a boat and at once his stomach would feel as if
it had come adrift and his head would begin to reel. To make
things worse, they were making this journey against a head-wind,
and from the moment he had come aboard at one o'clock that
afternoon until now he had been stretched out on the bunk and
had not sat up once. Naturally enough, _he did not feel anything
all the time he was lying down.)
( Schoolmaster, 2)
This sequence of sentences shows a typical way a character is
introduced in a novel. At the beginning of the novel from which
this sequence of sentences is taken, the writer provides a
background picture or scene for the story. Then this young man is
introduced, and the writer goes on to describe him. The difference
between Chinese and English in the establishment of personal
reference is that in English pronominal reference is the usual form
whereas in Chinese zero-pronoun may be used. In the above example,
the reference items in the topic position shows such a sequential
pattern:
(a) NP —(b) pronoun—• (c) 0—- (d) 0.
That is, after the indefinite NP yige ershi wu liu d ren (a young
man of twenty-five or six) is introduced in the first sentence, it
is reduced to a pronoun _ta in the second sentence and then further
reduced to zero-pronoun in the third and fourth sentences. The
reason for the use of zero-pronoun in this example is quite
straightforward, because 1 the young man' is the only topic in the
whole sequence. After the introduction of the NP and the use of a
pronoun referring back to it, the topic for the sequence is well
established. And when a zero-pronoun is encountered in the
subsequent sentences at the topic position the reader will expect it
to be coreferential with the established topic of the sequence.
In this example, the pronoun _ta in the second sentence seems
to serve as a link between the full NP and the zero-pronoun. What
is more important about its use here is that it marks the NP out for
focus, as if after taking the general scene, the camera zooms in on
a particular person of central interest in it. For this reason, the
pronoun ta_ in the example is usually not replaceable by a
zero-pronoun. Its linking function in the reference pattern
described above resembles a definite NP in a typical English pattern
indefinite NP—• definite NP—+ pronoun.
We shall return to this later.
In the novels we analysed, zero-anaphora is most frequently
found in a topic chain. This is consistent with Li and Thompson's
(1979) findings concerning the occurrence of zero-anaphora in a
chain of clauses sharing a common topic. Indeed, the notion of
sentential topic chain may be regarded as an extended instance of
clausal topic chain, and a sequence of sentences might be regarded
as a sequence of super clauses marked off by full stops instead of
commas. For there is rio uncrossable boundary between a sentence and
a clause. And this seems especially true in Chinese as compared
with English since there are less syntactical constraints. However,
there is at least one major difference in nature between a
sentential topic chain and a clausal topic chain, ie, a topic shared
by a sequence of sentences may not necessarily be shared by every
clause in the sequence. For instance, in (3:12 c), we have such a
clause, zhe yi hui you pengdao nifeng (this time in addition met a
head wind). There are three candidates for the referent of the
zero-pronoun in this clause: the young man, all the people aboard,
or even the boat, with only the first being consistent with the
topic of the sequence. The translator has chosen, legitimately, the
second and hence uses they in the English translation.
The reason why this deviation away from the topic chain is
allowed for a clausal topic is that this clause is not a main clause
in the sense that it does not directly describe the young man but
only provides some background information which has some causal
effect on the particular behaviour of the young man described in the
main clause of the sentence. As the referent of this clause can be
pragmatically and contextually inferred and as, whatever it may be,
it is not very important, it does not have to be explicitly referred
to.
Therefore, it may be generally concluded that zero-pronoun
is more likely to occur in the main clauses of a sequence of
sentences sharing a common topic after the topic is clearly marked
out. Sometimes, zero-anaphora may also be used when the referent is
not a single person but a group of people, such as zhe ban jiahuo
(this pack of scoundrels) in the following example:
(3:13)
(a) Zhe ban jiahuo, zhi zhidao zifei; (b) shenme guo li mm fu,
0 meng ye bu ceng zuodao! (c) Zh hui 0 gei xuesheng chufade
hao.
( Ni, 199)
( All this pack of scoundrels are any good for is lining their
own pockets; as for the national interest and the welfare of the
people, why, they've never even dreamed about it! Now the
students have given them what they've been asking for.)
( Schoolmaster, 217)
In the places marked by 0 in (3:13 b c) a pronoun tamen (they) is
understood.
3.2.2.2 Topic chain and theme
Sometimes, the use of zero-anaphora in a topic chain is
further strengthened by a clearly stated theme at the beginning of a
sequence of sentences, which usually constitute a paragraph. The
two terms 'topic' and 'theme' have been used to mean a number of
things and sometimes are taken to mean more or less the same thing.
Here we use 'theme' in the sense of what the writer is talking about
in (a fragment of) the text, which is expressed by the 'topic
sentence' of a paragraph in traditional rhetoric terms or by what is
called by van Dijk (1980, 1981) as the 'macro-proposition'. Whereas
'topic' is used to mean the person, or thing, or event, the writer
is talking about in a sentence, a sequence of sentences, or the
whole text, which are referred to specifically by van Dijk (1981,
22) as 'sentence topic', 'sequential topic' and 'global topic'
respectively. When an anaphoric personal pronoun or its zero form
serves as sentence topic, this notion of sentence topic is largely
identical with Halliday's notion of topic as the conflation of the
'given' information and the 'theme' in a sentence (see Section 1.1.2
of this study). Van Dijk's distinction also provides a convenient
way of referring to the three types of topic. For instance, we can
simply say that in a topic chain the sequential topic is also the
topic of each component sentence. Now letTs look at an example in
which both a topic chain and an articulated theme are present:
(3:14)
' Ta_ meiyou shi zuo,' Shubo shuode hen danran, 'tian, 0 you
zhkngfing guanzhe; dian, 0 you dangshou guanzhe; waimian qc
paopao, 0 xicin bashe; 0 men zuo zai j ia li, dengzhe cheng
wibing; 0 dao buru dang ge xiaozhang, chu dian zhuyi, na
xiaohai nongzhe wan.'
( Ni, 7)
(' He_ has to find something to occupy his mind,' said Shubo,
quite casually. 'ii£,s got a bailiff to look after his land, and
people to run his shops; he never goes anywhere because he
doesn't like the trouble of travelling; so, rather than sit
around at home waiting for dyspepsia to catch up on him, he
prefers to find an outlet for his ideas by becoming a headmaster
and amusing himself with the children.'
( Schoolmaster, 7)
In this paragraph, Shubo was talking about 'him', the headmaster of
a school, and the theme is stated in the first sentence 'He has
nothing to do'. The following sentences merely elaborate on the
theme, describing why he has nothing to do and what he does as a
result. The combined use of a clearly stated paragraph topic and an
uninterrupted topic chain in the linear sequence of the sentences
indicates clearly whom he is talking about, and the listener
naturally takes the referent of the zero-pronoun used in the
sentences of elaboration to be the thematic topic 'he'. Thus,
zero-anaphora is more likely to occur in such a paragraph.
3.2.2.3 Interrupted topic chain
Sometimes, however, a topic chain is interrupted by the
introduction of a new character, and yet zero-pronoun is still used
in the subsequent sentence(s) without causing any confusion to the
interpretation of it. Let's look at this example,
(3:15)
(a) Huanzhi turan xinglai, yigulu paqi shen, zhi wang
duimiand chuang: (b) 0 xiangdao tianqi qinghao, liang tiao gebei
bujin gaogao juqi, lianshang fuxian gloxingd shense. (c)
Yihuir, 0 chong you ba woshi huanshi yi zhou; (d) jiaoluoli,
zhuoz dixia, yiji bu shen gongzhid bai'ed tianhuaban, 0 dou gei
jiashangle xind jiren. (e) 0 Kan Li Yigong d chuang,zhangmen
chuizhe; (f) ta hai meiyou xing. (g) 0 Bian qingjiedi pi yi
qichuang, qu kai na chuangz.
( Ni, 43)
( Huanzhi awoke with a start and with one squirm he was
sitting up and looking out of the window straight in front of
him. When he_ realized that the weather was fine, his arms
stretched up of their own accord and a smile of delight appeared
on his lips. Then his eyes travelled round the room. He_ took
keen note of everything as his eyes moved to the corners, then
under the table, then up to the rather clumsily whitewashed
ceiling. He_ looked across at Li Yigong's bed. The bed-curtains
were drawn; he_ was still asleep. Quickly and quietly _h2 got up
and threw on his clothes, then went to open the window.
( Schoolmaster, 48)
In the first five sentences we have a normal case of a topic chain,
and therefore the zero-pronoun used in sentences (b) to (e) refers
anaphorically to the topic in the first sentence, as it is also the
topic for the whole unbroken sequence. However, in the fifth
sentence a new character Li Yigong is mentioned, thus creating a
situation in which two candidates will compete for the referent of
any pronoun or zero-pronoun which may appear in the subsequent
sentences. Hence the topic chain is broken and it can no longer be
used for the interpretation of the zero-pronoun in sentence (g).
Besides, the interpretation of the pronoun _ta in sentence (f) also
has to be accounted for as it can potentially refer to either
Huanzhi or Li Yigong. Here we shall demonstrate that the use of
zero-pronoun is justified not merely on structural grounds such as
topic chain but more on semantic and pragmatic grounds.
Sentence (e) starts with the clause kan Li Yigong d chung
(looked at Li Yigong's bed). It is not difficult to interpret the
referent of the zero-pronoun before kan as Huanzhi, because it is
still within the topic chain. The lexical meaning of the word kan
is decisive in the interpretation of the pronoun _ta in sentence (f);
for since we are told in this sentence that _ta was still asleep, ta
must be the one on the bed Huanzhi looked at and for this reason
cannot be coreferential with Huanzhi. Pragmatically speaking, when
we read the clause kan Li Yigong d chuang, we intuitively feel that
the action of kan (look) has not finished and the writer will say
something more about it. In other words, we will think that it is
unlikely that under such circumstances Huanzhi will only look AT the
bed as an object of interest, as one might do at a museum or a
furniture shop. But we will expect that he is looking FOR
something. In the next clause, we have zhangmen chuizhe
(bed-curtains drawn), and our knowledge of the world will tell us
that this suggests something, but we still expect something more.
(The incompletion of description is also hinted at by the author's
use of the semi-colon.) It is not until the next sentence in which
we are told that 'he' (the one on the bed—Li Yigong) is still
asleep that we feel satisfied with the author's use of the word kan.
At this point one may argue that the author might want to go
on to describe Li Yigong and therefore the zero-pronoun in sentence
(g) can refer to Li Yigong. This is unlikely because of two
reasons. First, there is again the influence of semantic and
lexical meaning. As we have miyou xing (not awake) in sentence (f)
and qichuang (get up) in sentence (g) and especially at the
beginning of sentence (g) we have the conjunction bian (so) and the
adverb qingjiedi (quietly and quickly), it is unlikely for someone
who is still asleep to get up. So the possibility of assigning Li
Yigong as the referent for the zero-pronoun in sentence (g) is ruled
out. And second, there is the influence of the semantico-pragmatic
information structure of the paragraph. Although the sequential
topic Huanzhi (which is also the paragraph topic because here the
sequence of sentences constitute a paragraph) is no longer the topic
of every sentence in the sequence, it still unmistakably stands out.
As the whole paragraph is talking about what Huanzhi did, we will
naturally expect that it is Huanzhi who, after finding that Li
Yigong was still asleep, quickly and quietly got up. If after
sentence (f), the writer should go on talking about Li Yigong, we
would be puzzled, for that would obscure the paragraph topic.
Indeed, if the writer should wish to shift the topic and give a
further description of Li Yigong, he would more likely start a new
paragraph.
3.2.2.4 Sequence of short sentences
iye
Some instances of zero-anaphora found in Ziye suggest
another privileged condition for the occurrence of zero-anaphora.
For example,
(3:16) ba ta jiuzhu. tiqi deng lai zhao yi
Tu Weiyue yi shou jiu ba ta jiuzhu. 0 Tiqi deng lai zhao yi
xia, rende shi Zeng Jiaju.
( Ziye, 380)
( Tu Weiyue grabbed him with one hand. And lifting the light to
his face with the other, Tu found that it was Zeng Jiaju.)
(based on Midnight, 347)
This example does not contradict our observations made so far. In
fact, it also has the structure of a topic chain, although quite
short. However, in this case the tendency to use zero-anaphora is
reinforced not by a clearly stated theme but by the combination of
short sentences. Here again we might attribute this type of
sentential zero-anaphora to the tricky punctuation system, for the
short sentences in the above-cited example can well be regarded as
clauses in a single sentence. Therefore we might be tempted to
conclude that the so-called sentential zero-anaphora is not very
much different in nature from clausal zero-anaphora. This view,
however, is quite misleading. The use of short sentences in a
succession may reflect a writer's skillful manipulation of language,
including the particular way in which he organizes and presents his
material and the particular rhetorical effect he intends to achieve.
For instance, it is well-known that one of the salient
characteristics of Hemingway's style is his use of well-wrought
short sentences, as can be seen in this quite extreme example,
(3:17)
Nick was happy as he crawled inside the tent. He had not been
unhappy all day. This was different though. Now things were
done. There had been this to do. Now it was done. It had been
a hard trip. He was very tired. That was done. He had made
his camp. He was settled. Nothing could touch him. It was a
good place to camp. He was there, in the good place. He was in
his home where he had made it. Now he was hungry.
(Hemingway: Big Two-Hearted River: Part I, 215)
Similarly, one might accuse Hemingway's abuse of full stops and
might even wish to 'translate' them by combining groups of short
sentences into compound or complex sentences. But then the whole
special flavour will be lost.
What we are arguing here is that we cannot simply attribute
the occurrence of sentential zero-anaphora in (3:16) to the faulty
conventions of the use of the full stop in Chinese in general and to
the author's overindulgence in the use of full stops in particular.
From that example, we can see that the sequence of short sentences
is used for certain rhetorical effect: it is to convey the sense of
a quick succession of decisive actions. And it is evident that a
sequence of short sentences forming a topic chain is more likely to
trigger the use of zero-anaphora in Chinese. The difference between
Chinese and English in the use of anaphoric reference is striking if
we juxtapose (3:16) from Ziye and (3:17) from Hemingway: in the
passage from Hemingway only pronominal anaphora is used and the
pronoun he has to be repeated whenever Nick needs to be referred to,
although the sentences are short and the whole passage describes
only one single person.
3.2.2.5 Paragraph-initial zero-pronoun
Occasionally, zero-anaphora is used in a paragraph even
without a clearly stated referent, as is the case in this example:
(3:18)
(a) 'Rong wo tong zu me?' Huanzhi bu jing sisuo zhijiedi
wen;
(b) 'Na hen hao, keyi tantan,' Jin Xiaojie luchu xinxid
shenqing.
(c) Wuyandi zoule ban tiao xiang, lougusheng bu zai zhende
tounao cencen zuotiao le, qunzhongd xuansheng ye jianjian
xiachen; (d) liang ren d jiaobusheng que qingxlqilai.
( Ni, 99)
('Mind if 1 come with you?' Huanzhi asked unhesitatingly,
'That would be nice, we can have a chat.' The expression on
Miss Jin's face was one of elation.
By the time they had walked silently halfway along the lane,
the sound of the gongs and drums had ceased to jar the tops of
their heads and the excited buzz of the crowd was also gradually
fading away. Now, their own footsteps were beginning to make
themselves heard.)
( Schoolmaster, 109)
In this passage, after a brief description of the dialogue between
Huanzhi and Jin Xiaojie (Miss Jin), a paragraph (starting with
sentence (c)) begins with an initial zero-pronoun. There is no
apparent referent for this zero-pronoun and no topic chain
connecting it with a coreferential topic in the previous text. Our
intuition tells us that it is coreferential with another
zero-pronoun which is in Miss Jin's speech, ie, the unrealized 'we'
which is inclusive, referring to 'you' (Huanzhi) and 'I' (Miss Jin).
But, there is no single textual referent for either the zero-pronoun
in the quoted speech of Miss Jin or the one in the descriptive
paragraph. The use of zero-pronoun can only be justified on
pragmatic and semantic grounds.
The use of the zero-pronoun instead of the inclusive pronoun
'we' in Miss Jin's speech can be understood pragmatically because of
the speaker's presupposition that since only 'we' are talking to
each other and if 'we' walk together it can only be 'we' that 'can
have a chat'. In other words, the referent of the zero-pronoun is
clear to both interlocutors. This use of zero-pronoun is further
justified by the speaker's intention. In the novel, Miss Jin is a
young girl brought up in a gentry family; and for such a girl to use
an inclusive 'we' when talking to a young man she only recently gets
acquainted with is considered improper by social convention.
Therefore Miss Jin is understandably shy of using it and hence
avoids it by choosing its less intrusive zero form.
Semantically, the referent for the zero-pronoun in the
descriptive paragraph can be inferred by our understanding of what
Huanzhi and Miss Jin are talking about. The writer tells us that
they have decided to take a walk and have a chat, so we expect the
zero—pronoun in (c), which is the doer of the action of 'walk', to
be coreferential with the two speakers mentioned in the previous
text. Moreover, the topic of the episode from which this passage is
taken is about the two of them, and therefore this global topic of
the whole episode also helps us to assign Huanzhi and Miss Jin as
the referent of the zero-pronoun.
3.2.3 An interim summary and a preliminary discussion
3.2.3.1 An interim summary
From the above discussion, it seems clear that the tendency
for the choice of zero-pronoun as topic is influenced by a number oi
factors, which can be summed up schematically as in Figure 4. This
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Figure 4: Factors contributive to the triggering of the use
of zero-anaphora
scheme is just an attempt to provide a convenient way of
classification. In fact, more often than not, these factors are
working together to exert their influence and there is no clear-cut
demarcation line between the categories. For instance, the textual
information structure is largely determined by semantico-pragmatic.
factors. It should also be noted that here the terms 'writer' and
'reader' are used in a rather abstract sense, and we include a
writer's personal style and his rhetorical use of the language in
the category of 'intention', although he might not do so
intentionally.
3.2.3.2 Zero-pronoun as a cohesive item: a psycholinguistic
perspective
In the above discussion of topical zero-pronoun as a
personal reference item in Chinese discourse we have, as mentioned
at the beginning of Section 3.2, avoided the use of such words as
'omission' or 'deletion', because cohesion analysis, as exemplified
by Halliday and Hasan, is the study of the surface cues which
contribute to the creation of texture for a text. Therefore, we
also regard zero-pronoun as a surface linguistic cue which creates
cohesion in Chinese discourse, so that a comparison between Chinese
and English in the different use of cohesive linguistic items can be
made. Now we shall further argue in psycholinguistic terms that
zero—pronoun may constitute a cohesive linguistic cue which
facilitates text processing.
In van Dijk's (1980) text processing model, text
comprehension is seen as a complex process of analysing—synthesizing
surface linguistic structures of a text, often simultaneously at
several levels. In this process, two memory systems are operative:
1. short-term memory (STM) which is a 'working memory' responsible
for both semantic interpretation and processing of incoming surface
structure information; and 2. long—term memory (LTM) which consists
of 'episodic memory' (EM) for storing processed information with its
associated contextual data and 'semantic memory' for storing more
abstract knowledge about the world as a whole. During the process
of text comprehension, the STM is the most active and busy. On the
one hand it retrieves from the LTM any information available and
relevant to the interpretation of the text, and on the other it
commits to the EM the information it has just interpreted and
organized. Therefore, it works in a 'pairwise cyclical' fashion (op
cit, 221). That is, briefly, when the first and second sentences
are processed and connected, it sends to the EM the information
contained in the first sentence and at the same time takes in the
third sentence to be processed and connected to the second one which
remains temporarily in the STM.
In such a discourse processing model, a pronoun provides a
linguistic clue for the STM to retrieve the referent from the EM if
it is already committed there. Of course, if the referent is
referred to in a sequence of sentences, it may well be retained in
the STM buffer, and when a pronoun appears in the text, this
referent will be assigned to interpret that pronoun. Then, in
processing a Chinese text in which zero-anaphora instead of
pronominal anaphora is used, we may assume that when a topic of a
sequence is well established, it will be retained in the STM buffer,
and zero-pronoun is a linguistic signal which tells the STM to keep
the topic and assign it as the topic to each of the incoming
sentences until a new topic indicated by a full NP appears.
3.2.3.3 Pronominal anaphora in English and two types of anaphora in
Chinese
As is pointed out at the beginning of Section 3.2.2,
zero-anaphora is only found, to a different extent, in the two of
the three novels we analysed. Here, we shall posit that the
difference between Chinese and English in the use of personal
reference items as topic lies in the fact that in English this type
of cohesion is achieved by the use of pronominal anaphora whereas in
Chinese it can be established by either pronominal anaphora or
zero-anaphora. And we shall further postulate that a Chinese
writer's choice between these two types of dicourse anaphora under
conditions such as those specified in the above discussion is
determined, all other things being equal, by his concept of the
discoursal function of a pronoun.
Those writers whose Chinese is more heavily influenced by
English, such as the author of Jia, equate the function of Chinese
pronouns to the English ones and therefore tend to use a pronoun
wherever an English pronoun is usually expected. On the other hand,
those who are more inclined to follow the traditional Chinese usage,
such as the author of, regard a pronoun more or less as a marked
form of reference. In other words, for them a pronoun is only used
for 'good reason' (see the discussion in Section 1.1.2). The
differences between Chinese and English as well as between the two
extreme types of Chinese with regard to the discourse function of
different means of referring is shown in Table 6.
This table is only meant to show the general tendencies with
regard to the use of personal reference items in English and the two
types of Chinese, and the rough correspondence between them. Here,
the 'discoursal focusing' function of the reference items listed
under this heading is chiefly taken to mean two things: 1.
topic-selection, ie, after an indefinite NP is mentioned, a











































Table 6: Discourse function of different means of referring
in Chinese and English
and establish this NP as the sequential topic for the subsequent
sentences, as is the function of _ta in (3:12); 2. recapitulation,
ie, the referent is more explicitly referred to after using a string
of unmarked reference items, such as the use of the boy' after a
string of heTs in English or _ta or zhge nanhai after a string of
zero-pronouns in Chinese. Because of the topic-selection function
of the pronoun or 'demonstrative+ NP' in Chinese and 'definite
article+ NP' in English, they often serve to introduce an
indefinite NP as the topic for a topic chain when this topic status
of the indefinite NP is not very clear. Therefore, as we mentioned
in Section 3.2.2.1, under such conditions it seems more natural to
have the referential sequence of 'ind. NP —(dem.+ NP—) pron.—-
0' in traditional Chinese and 'ind. NP— (dem.+ NP——) def. art.+
NP —pron.' in English. By this, we are actually also proposing
that there is a degree of markedness in the different means of
referring. That is, in referring to an indefinite NP in English,
fdem.+ NP' is a stronger form than 'def. art.+ NP1 which is in
turn stronger than a pronoun, and this can be similarly inferred in
Chinese.
While withholding the discussion on the discourse functions
of demonstratives and the definite article until later, another
point we wish to clarify is that the difference within Chinese is
only represented in the table by two extreme types and in typical
situations. As language is a complex social product and social
practice, the influence of the Western European languages in general
and English in particular on the Chinese language in the pronoun
system is not an all-or-nothing phenomenon. Hence, according to the
amount of the use of zero-anaphora as against pronominal anaphora
for unmarked reference, which reflects the extent to which the
language of a particular novel is influenced by English, the three
novels can be put on a continuum with the traditional Chinese usage
at one extreme end and the completely Europeanized Chinese usage at
the other. This can be shown schematically as in Figure 5. The
so-called 'Europeanized Chinese usage' used above should be
interpreted as complete immitation of the English usage in a certain
respect, because in a sense every version of written modern Chinese
is Europeanized. A simple evidence already mentioned for this is









Figure 5: The use of personal pronouns as topic in the
three novels
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Although what the table and the continuum show is still
rather simplistic since the internal constraints on the use of
zero-anaphora in traditional Chinese is not fully clear and
especially the so-called traditional Chinese itself is not a
monolithic entity, yet still they may provide a systematic account
for the seemingly haphazard phenomenon of the use or nonuse of
personal pronouns as sentence topic in Chinese narrative discourse.
3.2.3.4 Language typology and the use of anaphora
A question lurking in the above discussion is why in Chinese
discourse two types of anaphora can coexist whereas in English only
one is allowed. The answer seems to lie in the more deep-rooted
typological differences between the two languages. One wide-spread
model of typological difference which takes into account some
discourse features is one between a 'topic-prominent' language such
as Chinese and a 'subject-prominent' language such as English, an
idea which has been mentioned by a number of linguists and
popularized by Li and Thompson (cf. Li and Thompson 1976, 477).
Commenting on Li and Thompson's (1976) discussion-of this model,
Tsao (1979, 91) points out correctly that since subject is a
syntactic notion and topic is a discourse one, these two terms enter
into two different levels of language description and hence should
not be placed and compared on the same plane. He proposes that it
is better to put the difference between Chinese and English as that
between a 'discourse-oriented' language, in which syntactic
structure of the sentence has to be studied in discourse context,
and a 'sentence-ori-ented' language, in which the sentence is a
self-sustained unit for syntactic description. As he explains,
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The difference can be described as follows: In a
sentence-oriented language, a sentence is a well-structured unit
syntactically. The grammatical relations such as subject-of,
object-of are clearly marked and sentence boundaries clearly
defined. In a discourse-oriented language like Chinese,
sentences are not clearly defined syntactically. (Tsao 1979,
94)
Although this general description of typological difference
can be conveniently adapted to the explanation of the difference in
the use of anaphora by the two languages, in fact the same criticism
Tsao raised against Li and Thompson is also applicable to his own
model. It seems to me that what is essentially wrong with these two
models is that both of them set the difference between Chinese and
English in an opposition between discourse and sentence in general
and between the topic as a discourse notion and the subject as a
syntactic notion in particular* Instead, the difference should be
seen as one in the amount of interaction between discourse and
syntax in the two languages and should be studied at the.
syntactico-discoursal level. Lacking a better term, we shall here
reinterpret Tsao's major contention by using the set of originally
morphologically determined typological terms 'synthetic' vs.
'analytic', which we shall regard as constituting a continuum.
Thus, we may say that at the syntactico-discoursal level, English is
more synthetic because the discourse information organization of
topic and comment is more often synthesized with the rigid syntactic
structure of the sentence. And therefore English has a more rigid
syntax which encodes the discourse information in well-structured
and self-contained sentences by specifying the grammatical relations
such as subject-of and object-of. On the other hand, Chinese is
more analytic because, due to the relative looseness of its syntax,
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not only the elements in a sentence such as subject and object,
which are less marked syntactically, should be interpreted
analytically, but also the sentence itself, more often than not, can
be understood only by analysing it in the context of discourse, such
as in the case in which zero-anaphora is used.
Therefore, as a more synthetic language than Chinese,
English has certain syntactical constraints which dictate that a
subject-predicate structure should generally be maintained in a
well-formed sentence. Because of these constraints, in a written
narrative discourse, when a personal topic of a sentence is also the
subject in the syntactic structure, a personal pronoun he or she has
to be used even if it is mentioned several times in the preceding
text, as is evidenced by the passage quoted from Hemingway in
Example (3:17).
The picture in Chinese is-a little bit more complicated. As
is pointed out by L. Wang (1959, Sections 38 and 42), in
(traditional) Chinese, which is more analytic than English,
sentences in discourse are not-required to have a rigid syntactic
form. Hence, a personal pronoun serving as subject in a sentence
can be omitted either because it is contextually determinable in the
case of 'other role' pronouns such as ta and tamen or because of
customary usage in the case of 'speech role' pronouns such as w and
ni On the other hand, people influenced by the syntax of Western
languages will feel uneasy to see a sentence without a subject and
constantly supply a subject in their writing. He illustrates this
point by using an example from Honglou Meng( A Dream of Red
Mansions) as cited below, which shows that writers influenced by
the English syntax will feel uneasy about the absence of some of the
subjects (or topics) in the paragraph and would supply those in the
brackets if they are asked to produce such a paragraph.
(3:19)- s s, V
Wang Furen kanle, you xinteng, you pa Jiamu wen shi nanyi huida.
... Baoyil shuo: '(Wo) youxie teng, (zh) hai bu fng shi.
Mingri Lao Taitai wen, (nimen) zhi shuo shi wo ziji tang d jii
shi le.' Fengjie dao, '(Women) jiu shuo (ni) ziji tang d, (taa'
ye yao ma ren bu xiaoxin, hengshu you yi chang qi sheng.'
(Chao Xueqin: Honglou Meng, 290)
(Lady Wang's heart ached for him even as she wondered how she
was to answer for this to her mother-in-law tomorrow....
'It stings a bit but it's nothing serious,' Baoyu assured
her. 'Tomorrow if Grandmother asks, I'll say I scalded myself.'
'She'll scold us all the same for our negligence,' retorted
Xifeng smiling. 'There'll be a row anyway, no matter what you
say.')
(Tsao Hsueh-chin: A Dream of Red Mansions, Vol. I, 359)
In this passage, taa referring back to Lao Taitai (Old Lady) is
contextually determinable and therefore not used, and the other
pronouns are all customarily not used. This flexibility of Chinese
syntax plus the rhetorical use of the language, in which for
instance a pronoun might be used for certain effect such as focusing
Although this example used by L. Wang mostly involves
dialogue as his intention is to show the two kinds of personal
pronoun omission in Chinese, it is also true that personal pronouns
are used much more sparingly in the author's narration or
description in (traditional) Chinese. For example, in Chapter 2 of
Laocan Youji( Laocan's Travel) written by Liu E in the first
decade of this century, after the name Laocan is mentioned in the
third paragraph, zero-pronoun is used to refer to him in the whole
stretch of the following 18 sentences (constituting 5 paragraphs on
pages 11-12) describing what he did and saw. It will be certainly
more striking if we compare this passage with that by Hemingway
quoted in Example (3:17).
It is interesting to note also that L. Wang's interpretation
of the third and fourth zero-pronouns in this passage is different
from that of the translators in the following English translation,
for in these two places the understood nimen and wmen as Wang
assumes are rendered into _I_ and you respectively in the English
translation. It seems that Wang's interpretation is more plausible,
but here we do not wish to go into any detailed discussion about
this.
as discussed previously, gives rise to the situation in which two
types of anaphora are found in Chinese discourse.
3.2.4 Personal pronoun as modifier
In her contrastive study of some cohesive devices in Chinese
and English, Qian (1983) points out correctly that possessive
pronouns in Chinese 'are often used for contrast'. To support her
statement, she cites the following example, in which the use of tad
is intended to contrast with womend.
(3:20)
Ta ba tad lianxi xian jiao le, ye bu dengdeng, women ji ge hai
mei zub Wcin ne.
(He handed in his exercises first without waiting for us. We
have not yet finished.)
Although she makes a good point here, unfortunately her example
fails to show the nature of possessive pronoun as a cohesive device
in Chinese discourse, because what she has demonstrated here is only
an intra-sentential phenomenon. Moreover, to make the contrastive
study more meaningful, the function of Chinese possessive pronoun as
a cohesive device in discourse should be more fully explored.
Through our analysis of the three novels, we find that in
Chinese a personal pronoun as modifier is, in general, used less
frequently than a personal pronoun as topic in the text-forming
function. In other words, a possessive pronoun as a cohesive item
is more likely to take the zero form than a pronoun functioning as
topic. For instance, although we are unable to find a single
instance of zero-pronoun as topic in Jia, zero-pronoun as modifier
is not uncommon. The following is a typical example:
(3:21)
Zao guole liushi sui d Zufu tang zai chuang qian yi ba
tengyi shang, shenz xiande hen chang. 0 Chang lian shang
daile yi ceng an huangse. 0 Zuichun shang you liang pie huabaid
bazihu. 0 Touding guangtu, zhi you shaoxu huabai toufa. 0
Liang zhi yanjing bizhe, 0 bikongli weiwei fichu yidian shengxi.
( Jia, 64)
(Well over sixty, Grandfather lay in a reclining chair. His
body looked very long. Sparse white stubble sprouted on the
jaws of his long, dark face, and there was a fringe of grey hair
around his shiny bald head. Lying with eyes shut, he dozed,
snoring slightly.)
(based on The Family, 52-53)
In this short paragraph, as Zufu (Grandfather) is the sole topic and
the whole paragraph is a description of his physical features, it is
not necessary to use the possessive pronoun tad to mark him out as
the 'possessor1 of the part of the body each time it is mentioned:
usually a zero-pronoun takes up the function when the referent for
the possessor is clear in the context. In the English version,
however, these places have to be filled with the pronoun his.
The reason why zero-pronoun as modifier is used more often
than zero-pronoun as topic resides in the difference of the
grammatical roles they play in a sentence. The topic of a sentence
as defined in this study is the alignment of the 'given' and the
'theme' in the sentence and it is often conflated with the subject
in typical or unmarked cases (see the discussion in Section 1.1.2 of
this study). As the subject is a more essential element than a
modifier in an English sentence, the writer influenced by the
English syntax may be more conscious of the absence of a subject
than the absence of a modifier.
However, the influence of the English usage of possessive
pronouns as manifested by the overuse of Chinese possessive pronouns
is still evident in the Europeanized style of writings such as Jia.
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For instance, in the following example both of the two taad's can be
replaced by a zero-pronoun.
(3:22)
Mingfeng haoxiang cong mengzhong xingguolai si d, taad
lianse mashang bian le. Taad zuichun weiwei dongzhe, danshi
bins meiyou shuochu sheme.
( Jia, 253)
(Mingfeng seemed to awake from a dream and her expression
changed. Her lips trembled, but she did not speak.)
( The Family) 180)
Therefore, the functional distinction between marked and unmarked
use of pronoun and zero-pronoun as topic discussed in the last
section also holds true in the case of pronoun and zero-pronoun as
modifier. The only difference is that personal pronoun as modifier
is used more often as a marked form of personal reference because it
is used more sparingly than personal pronoun as topic.
Consequently, in the following discussion, instead of trying to
pinpoint the conditions in which a possessive pronoun is more likely
to be replaced by its zero form, we shall concentrate on specifying
the 'good reasons' why a possessive pronoun is used as a reference
item.
It should be pointed out, first of all, that what is said
about the marked functions of pronoun as topic in Section 3.2.3.3
can also be said of pronoun as modifier that is, a pronoun as
modifier may also be the marked form of reference for assisting the
selection of a topic and for recapitulating the referent. By the
same token, what will be said in-the following discussion concerning
the marked functions of pronoun as modifier may also apply to
pronoun as topic.
3.2.4.1 Marked for disambiguation
Certainly, the most common use of a possessive pronoun is to
keep reference untangled. Hence, when two potential referents are
present in the text, a possessive pronoun is used to mark the
referent out as the 'owner1. For instance, in the following example
none of the four possessive pronouns can be replaced by the zero
form.
(3:23)
Ta kanjian taa zheyang nanguo, yi zhong zhuihui, tongqmg he
ailian jiaozhlzhe d ganqing mengran lai xiji tad xin. Ta wangle
ziii di aiiin taad shenz, yong tad shoupa qu kai taad lian.
( Jia, 199)
(When he saw that she was so miserable, a mixed feeling of
remorse, sympathy and affection wrenched his heart. Forgetting
himself, he drew near to her and dabbed her tears with his
handkerchief.)
(based on The Family, 151)
3.2.4.2 Marked for emphasis
In effective story writing, sometimes the repeated use of a
possessive pronoun in a sequence of sentences can remind the reader
of the referent's particular association with certain special
features the referent possesses, and in so doing a rhetorical effect
of emphasis is achieved. For example,
(3:24)
Liu Yuylng shi yige congmingd nlizi. Shiqi sui qian duguo ji
nian shu, Zhongguo wenzi bi taad pengyou Feng Miqing
gaoraingxie. Duiyu jiloyisuo zhengquan shichang d jingluo, n
taa geng shi 'yuanyuan you zi'. Taad fuqin zai shi duo nian
qian d 'jiaoyishuo fengchao' zhong pochan zisha; taad gege ye
shi 'toujijia',•••; taad gonggong Lu Kuangshi, taa yigud
zhangfu. don shi kaikou 'biaoiin'. bikou 'gongzhai' d.
( Ziye, 324)
(Liu Yuying was a clever girl. She had been to school for
several years until she was seventeen, and she knew more Chinese
than her friend Feng Meiqing. She had had a thorough grounding
in all the intricacies of stock exchange business and quite at
home in it. About ten years before, her father had gone
bankrupt and committed suicide after a great upheaval on the
Exchange. Her brother had also been a speculator.... Her
father-in-law, Lu Kuangshi, and her late husband had talked of
nothing else but gold bars and government bonds every time they
opened their mouths.)
(based on Midnight, 293)
The three sentences starting with taad in this example do not merely
give more background information about Liu Yuying, in which case
zero-pronoun might well be used. The description of her
extraordinary family background also serves to explain why she is so
familiar with the intricacies of stock exchang business. Hence, the
repeated use of taad coupled with the structural parallelism thus
achieved gives emphasis to this unique family background of hers.
3.2.4.3 Marked for focused description
In Chinese written narrative discourse, a possessive pronoun
is often used to introduce another modifier, as if to tell the
reader that something of special quality will be presented and, at
the same time, to emphasize the association of such special quality
with the person the possessive pronoun refers to. For instance, in
the following example
(3;25)
Fan Bwen renbuzhu dale yige hanjin, gankuai zuanguo na
baibud xiaowei, pao do 'lingtang' qian shijie shang song yi kou
qi, yang lian wangzhe tiankong. Yi zhong guling wuyi, er you
jimo wuliao d lengwei, guan man le tad 'shirend xin1 le.
( Ziye, 7 0)
(Fan Bowen shivered in spite of himself, quickly pushe
through the white curtains out on to the stone steps in front o
the house. He drew a deep breath and looked up at the sky,
cold feeling of loneliness and desolation flooding his poeti
soul.)
( Midnight, 60)
if the adjective shirend (poetic) is taken out, then it is not
necessary to keep tad. Or in that case the whole sentence will
perhaps be recast as xinzhong chong man le yi zhong guling wuyi, er
you jimo wuliao d lengwei (his heart was filled with a cold feeling
of loneliness and desolation). That is because the phrase tld
'shirend xin' (his poetic soul) constitutes the end focus in the
sentence with a tinge of mocking undertone which is carried by the
adjective shirend in the inverted commas. If this adjective is not
there, the whole sentence will be rhetorically weak to have tad xin
(his heart) to occupy the position of end focus.
Sometimes, the use of a possessive pronoun in a descriptive
sentence may produce some special effect. Note the three taad's in
the following example.
(3:26)
—«-»» S_ V y v j
Jiaojihua Xu Manli Nlishi chizhe yi shuang jiao, niaoniaotingting
zhan zai yi zhang danz tai shang tiaowu na! Taa tuokaile liang
bi, tiqi yi tiao tui—tide name gao; taa yong yige jiaojian
zhichengzhe quanshen d zhongliang, zai na pingwen gulngnuan d
danz tai d lii ni shang feikuidi xuanzhuan, taad yifu d xiayuan,
ping zhangkailai, xing yi ba san, taad binend datui, taad jin
guozhe tunbu d danhong Yingdu chou d xieyi, qun dou
louchulaile.
( Ziy, 71)
(The society girl Xu Manli, her feet bare, was dancing
gracefully on a billiard-table. Her arms outstretched and one
leg held high in the air, so that her whole weight was supported
on the point of the other foot, she pirouetted rapidly on the
smooth, soft baize, the hem of her dress flaring out like a
parasol and revealing her soft white thighs and her round hips
shppt-hpH in ni nlc silk nndprwpar.)
( Midnight, 60)
In a more neutral descriptive sentence, the three taad1s can well be
dispensed with. But the use of it is like the addition of a
discordant note in a musical composition, which jars on listeners'
ears, producing an uncomfortable effect. The repeated use of the
possessive pronoun taad also suggests that that is the sort of
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things the society girl always enjoys doing.
3.2.4.4 Summary of personal pronoun as modifier
In this section we have briefly examined the referential
function of personal pronoun as modifier in Chinese narrative
discourse. We have found that again this type of cohesion in
Chinese can be achieved by the use of the two types of reference
items: pronoun and zero-pronoun. Compared with their English
counterparts, Chinese possessive pronouns are generally used as the
marked- form of personal reference with the unmarked referential
function being assumed by zero-pronoun whereas English possessive
pronouns can function both as marked and unmarked forms of
reference, the difference lying in whether they receive contrastive
stress or not. However, the influence of the English usage of
possessive pronouns on Chinese writings is still noticeable,
although not so wide-spread as compared with the influence on the
use of pronoun as topic. Therefore, we can tabulate in a similar
-manner the difference between Chinese and English in the use of
possessive pronouns as personal reference items as in Table 7. Here






Table 7: Possessive pronouns as reference items in Chinese
and English
again the so-called traditional Chinese and Europeanized Uninese in
pronoun as modifier for unmarked reference is less frequent thar
personal pronoun as topic, if we place the three novels on c
continuum, we will find, as shown in Figure 6, that in this respect
the three novels are closer to the pole of traditional Chinese. It
other words, with regard to the functional use of personal pronour
as modifier, the Chinese language as a whole is less Europeanized.
traditional
(zero-
pronoun) Ni Ziy Jia
Europeanized
(pronoun)
Figure 6: The use of personal pronouns as modifier in the
three novels
3.3 Inanimate Pronouns
Unlike their English counterparts, the inanimate pronouns
tah (it) and tahmen (they) in Chinese have a very unstable status as
a lexical item. As L. Wang (1959, 365-371) points out, although the
three graphic variants of Ea, taa and tah are all the products of
the Western influence, in the case of tah it is not only a new
graphic form but also an almost entirely new lexical item. For, in
(traditional) Chinese, while ta (or taa) as a personal pronoun is
commonly used, third-person pronoun referring to an inanimate thing,
such as a desk, is very rare and the use of it to refer to an
abstract idea is even rarer.
Our analysis of the three novels shows that the inanimate
pronouns tah and tahmen are used quite freely in Jia, much more
moderately in Ni_, but never in Ziye• Hence, taking the use of
inanimate pronoun in the two types of Chinese as a linguistic





Figure 7: The use of inanimate pronouns in the three novels
A comparison of Figures 5, 6 and 7 reveals that the language of Jia
is consistently more Europeanized than that of the other two novels,
and that a writer may stick more closely to the traditional Chinese
usage in one respect and may more readily follow the Europeanized
usage in another. With regard to the referential function, it
should be pointed out that, unlike the English i_t, the Chinese tah
seems to be unable to refer to the previous text and this function
of textual reference is taken only by the demonstratives zhe (this)
and na_ (that) as we shall see later.
3.3.1 Strategies for avoiding the use of tah in Chinese
The analysis of Ziye reveals that there are mainly tw
strategies used by those writers who adhere to the traditiona
Chinese to avoid the use of tah•
3.3.1.1 Zero-anaphora in place of pronominal anaphora
Similar to the zero-anaphora in personal reference,
reference to an inanimate object or a more abstract thing in
(traditional) Chinese is often realized by zero-pronoun instead of
tah. For instance, zero-pronoun refers to an inanimate object, a
kind of boat Yunfji chuan( Flying Cloud boat) as in
(3:27) v- SVVVS
'(a) Sandi, qunian wo he Zhuzhai huixiang qu saomu, ye zuo
zhe Yunfei chuan. (b) 0 Shi yl tiao kuichuan. (c) 0 Dantang
zhifang, buguo ban tian, jiu dao le; (d) 0 jiushi diande lihai.
• • •
( Ziye, 5-6)
('When I went home with Zhuzhai last year to visit th
ancestral graves, we travelled on this same Flying Cloud• It'
a fast boat and didn't stop on the way, and we did the journe
in half a day, but it did roll terribly')
( Midnight, 3)
And zero-pronoun refers to a more abstract thing, such as zhege
xiaoxi (this news) as in
(3:28)
'(a) Ni bu xiangxin me? (b) Laoshi gaosu ni,zhe xiaoxi
xianzai hai meiyou ji ge ren zhldao. (c) 0 Wo shi c6ng Hi
Yingzhang d xiaogongguan li delai d. (d) Yingzhang d yitaitai
yijing bi dao xianli qu le. (e) Hai shi gud Wang Maz d chuan, 0
qianzhen-wanqu!'
( Ziye, 108)
('You don't believe it? Listen, I'll tell you something;
there's hardly anybody knows about it yet. I heard it from
somebody at Colonel Ho's place. The colonel's concubine's
cleared out already. She went on Pockmarked Wang's boat. True
as I stand here!')
( Midnight, 93)
Notice that in both of the above two examples, the textual
conditions are favourable for the use of zero-anaphora (see the
discussion in Section 3.2.2). There is a topic chain in (3:27), as
the whole paragraph is about Yufei chuan. And there is a clearly
marked sequential topic in (3:28), as the whole sequence of
sentences is intended to convince the hearer that the news is true.
In addition, in both examples there is a demonstrative zhe or zhge
to mark out the following NP it modifies as the topic.
3.3.1.2 Repetition in place of pronominal reference
When the textual conditions are not so favourable for the
use of zero-anaphora, or in other words, when confusion might arise
if zero-anaphora is used, the strategy to avoid the use of tah is to
repeat the NP, sometimes accompanied by some necessary minor
readjustments such as changing an indefinite marker to a definite
marker. For instance,
(3:29)
Taa juede na shi hen qieyid, ran'er taa shi gudan, bmgqie taa
xinli you yi gen xin, bu zhidao shnme shihou shenggen zai
nali d yi gen xin, zong qian zhu le taa, shi taa bunng hen
zirandi h jiejm taad nlnzi tanxiao. Taa hen zhe gen xikn,
ran'er taa you wufa baqu zhe gen xian!
( Ziye, 520-21)
(She thought that was a pleasant thing to do, and yet she was so
lonely! She always felt there was a cord round her heart; when
or how it had come to be there she did not know, but it was
there all the time, binding her inside herself and preventing
her from being easy and natural with men and talking and
laughing with them. She hated this cord that bound her, but she
could not free herself from it.)
(based on Midnight, 485)
3.3.1.3 Demonstrative pronouns in place of tah
In (3:27 b) and possibly (3:28 c and e) cited above, if a
reference item is to be supplied, it is more likely to be a
demonstrative pronoun zhe (this) or n (that) rather than the
inanimate pronoun tah• This is especially the case when the
referent is potentially a human, as is evidenced by the following
example,
(3:3°)
Ta wuyijian taiqi tou, kanjian qianmian yuanyuandi you
lanced dongxi huangdng. Ta pikai xichuid shuzhl xiang nhge
difang zouqu. Ta zoule ji bu, bian renchulai nn shi yige ren.
( Jia, 74)
(In the distance, he caught a glimpse of something blue
shimmering through the haze of plum blossoms. As he drew
nearer, he saw it was a person.)
( The Family, 61)
In this example, it is highly improbable to replace na by tah as a
reference item for lanced dongxi (blue thing). By contrast, it is
perfectly all right to use ±t_ in the English version. And also note
that this example is taken from the novel whose language is highly
influenced by English.
3.3.2 Plural or singular?
As the status of tah and tahmen is rather unstable in
Chinese, the number distinction between the two is not always
maintained. This perhaps can best be seen in a short article of
about 1200 words written by Lu Xun in 1932, in which the referents
diguo zhuyi (imperialism) and diguo zhuyi jiqi nucai (imperialists
and their flunkeys) were referred to seven times by the singular tah
or tahd and eight times by the plural tahmen or tahmend• Notice
the shift from tahd to tahmend in the following pair of sentences
from that article when the same referent diguo zhuyi is referred to.
Diguo zhuyi he wiimen, chule tahd nucai zhiwai, na yi yang
lihai bu h2 wSmen zhbng xiangfn? Womend yongju, shi tahmend
baobei, name, tahmend diren, dlngran shi womend pengyou le.
(L Xun: Women Bu Zai Shou Pian le, 31)
(The imperialistsT interests and ours—I am not speaking of
their flunkeys—are diametrically opposed. Since our sores are
their treasures, their enemies must naturally be our friends.)
(Lu Xun: We Can No Longer Be Duped, 181)
In the following example the author must have had the English
concept of number in mind when he wrote
(3:32)
Taa weixiao le, zhe bing bu shi kuailed xiao, shi bei'aid
xiao. Taad yanguang biande hen wenrou le. Tahmen buzhudi aifu
tad lian.
( Jia, 198)
(She smiled. But it was a sad, not a happy, smile. Her
eyes, softening, caressed his face.)
( The Family, 130)
because the Chinese word yanguang (literally 'eye sight') is not
clearly marked as to whether it is plural or singular. Usually it
is regarded as uncountable, as we generally do not say yi dao
yanguang or liangdao yanguang although sometimes in figurative use
phrases such as yi dao ruilid yangulng (a sharp look) do appear.
Presumably, the writer thought that, as the English word 'eye' is
usually used in the plural form when referring to the organ of
vision a normal person has, the Chinese word yangulng must also be
plural in number. On the other hand, the same writer used tlh to
refer to two clearly identified abstract entities, 'zuoyi zhuyi'
('compliant bow' philosophy) and 'wudikang zhuyi' ('policy of
non-resistance'), as in the following example,
3:33)
'Zuoyi zhuyi' he 'wudikang zhuyi' dui ta que you hen da d
haochu jiu shi zhyangd 'zhuyi' ba Xin Qingnian d lilun he
tamen zhege da jiating d xianshi hao bu chongtu di jiehqilai.
Tah geile ta yi anwei,.
( Jia, 40)
(Indeed, he found the 'compliant bow' philosophy and the
'policy of non-resistance' most useful. It was thanks to them
that he was able to reconcile, with no difficulty at all, the
theories expressed in New Youth with the realities of his big
family. They were a solace to him,...)
( The Family. 32)
Note that in the English translation the tah is rendered as they.
Perhaps example (3:33) represents a tendency in modern
Chinese to use the singular tah instead of the plural tahmen to
refer to the inanimate objects, especially the abstract concepts, as
a whole. This can be illustrated by another example,
(3:34)
Na ershi yi tiaojian d tichu, shi Zhongguo tedi guiding ylge
gubchiri, feng dao n yi ri ge di kaihui jinian, biaoshi zl chi,
bing tu fnfa, dao zhe shi ye you si nian le, zuijind wijiao
jiufen, da bufen ye youyu ci; dan tahd nirong shi shenme, djia
shihu mangran.( Ni, 199)
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(These Twenty-one Demands had caused China to fix a Day of
National Humiliation, and every year when this day came round
remembrance meetings would be held throughout the country as an
expression of China's sense of shame and an attempt to arouse
the country from its lethargy. This had been going on for four
years now. The latest diplomatic embroilments had also for the
most part been a result of these demands yet everyone seemed to
be very vague about what exactly their contents were.)
( Schoolmaster, 218)
Here, tahd refers to ershi yi tiaojian (Twenty-one Demands), which
are probably regarded by the author as constituting a whole treaty
rather than as separate demands. In the English version, again the
plural their is used.
3.4 Some Special Referential Functions of Personal Pronouns
As in English, the personal pronouns in Chinese can also
have some special referential functions. In a recent study of this
phenomenon, L. Zhang (1982) lists twenty-four varieties of such
special use, which are subsumed under five major categories: 1.
extended reference, in which a pronoun usually referring to a single
person is extended to refer to a whole group, eg, wo, ni, and to
referring to women, nimen, and tamen respectively 2. narrowed
reference, in which a reverse process of (1) takes place 3.
transferred reference, in which the meaning of a pronoun is
transferred to refer to another kind of person, eg, ni referring to
wo 4. extended-transferred reference, in which both processes of
(1) and (3) take place 5. narrowed-transferred reference, in which
both processes of (2) and (3) take place.
L. Zhang points out that the varied use of personal pronouns
is both a grammatical phenomenon and a rhetorical device. In
communicative interaction, the coloured use of personal pronouns
reflects the communicative situation, the speaker's mood, character
and attitude, and his relative social status in relation to the
addressee. Here, we shall only examine some special uses of
personal pronouns in their cohesive function in Chinese narrative
discourse.
3.4.1 Transferred reference
Sometimes, the second-person pronoun nn (you) is usee
actually to refer to wo (I), eg,
(3:35)
Juexin zhengkai yanjing, kanlekn Juhui, mianqiang xiao
dao: 'Wo xiang duo zai zher xiuxi ylhuir. Zhe ji tian tai lei
le, zai ziji fangli zhen meiyou faz anjing, zh£ jian shi yao li
zho ni» j ian shi ye yao lai zhao ni. Jin wnshng you yo
ao ge tongye, haishi chenzao xiuxi yihuir, miande dao shihou
zhichi bu zhu.'
( Jia, 120)
(Juexin opened his eyes and gazed at Juehui wearily. 'I've
come for a rest,' he replied with forced laugh. 'The last few
days have been too much for me. I can't have any peace at home.
People are always coming to me for one thing or another. We're
going to be up all night again tonight. If I don't get some
rest, I won't be able to last.')
( The Family, 94)
In this example by using tyl_ instead of wo the speaker is trying to
solicit the listener's sympathy and understanding by inviting him to
imagine what will happen if he is put in the same situation.
3.4.2 Extended reference
In an extended reference, as L. Zhang (1982) has pointed
out, the speaker focuses his attention on a single one picked out as
the representative of a whole group so as to make his statement more
forceful. This can be illustrated by the following example,
(3:36)_ v
'... (a) Changli d gongrn bing bu shi yige yinban yinchulai
d; (b) you ji ge zui huki d, guangjing jiushi gongchan fenz,
yixie hutuchong jiu genie taamen pao. (c) Da duo shu shi
danxiao d. (d)Wo qing San Xiansheng gei wo santian d xianqi
jiu dasuan cheng n bgong fengchao zhong ren mingbai le na ji
V, V J I -r V j TT'pp vou p'oriprhpn xipnvi. vi wane da Tin taa I•••
( 7u. 368)
'••• Our workers aren't all cast in the same mould. Some o
them are a bad influence—Communists, most likely and some o-
the more stupid of the workers just tag along with them; bui
the majority are timid and don't want to get into trouble. Th
reason 1 ask for three days to finish the job is because thre
days of unrest will give me an excellent opportunity of finding
out for sure just who these suspected communists are, and thei
nettine them all at one fell swoop!...'
( Midnight, 334~35)
In this example, taa in (d) is coreferential with taamen in (b). To
demonstrate his resoursefulness, determination and efficiency in
front of his boss, the speaker uses taa instead of taamen, as if
the whole group could be easily crushed and no one could escape.
3«5 Summary
In this chapter, we have looked into what Halliday and Hasan
have termed as 'personal reference' in Chinese, concentrating on the
aspects which are different from English. As it is generally felt
that pronouns in Chinese are often omitted, our major concern in
this chapter is to try to specify the conditions under which
pronouns are more likely omitted or used and to provide a systematic
account for the seemingly haphazard phenomenon of pronoun 'omission'
in Chinese. The method we have proposed to solve this problem is
the differentiation between the two major tvpes of Chinese, the
traditional and the Europeanized, and the examination of different
discourse functions of different means of anaphoric reference in the
two types of Chinese.
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We have posited that, corresponding to pronominal anaphora
in English, there are two types of anaphora in Chinese,
zero-anaphora and pronominal anaphora, which are used by different
writers for different discourse functions. For those who stick more
closely to the traditional Chinese usage, pronominal reference is
generally a functionally marked form of reference in the sense that
it is used not purely for referential purpose but, in addition, also
for such special functions as initial focusing, recapitulation,
disambiguation, contrast and focused description. And for them
zero-anaphora is a means of unmarked reference, whose use is largely
textually and semantico-pragmatically induced.
We have demonstrated that the actual use of these two types
of anaphora by a particular Chinese writer is largely determined by
his own particular notion of pronominal reference: on the one hand,
if he follows the English usage and regards pronominal reference as
an unmarked form of reference, he will use it more freely in his
writing on the other hand, if he is more inclined to stick to the
traditional Chinese usage and regard pronominal reference as an
essentially marked form of reference, he will use it more sparingly
and reserve it for those special purposes as mentioned above. Since
the modern Chinese as a whole is actually a mixture of the two
extremes of traditional Chinese and Europeanized Chinese, a
continuum is proposed to measure the extent to which the
Europeanization process has gone as reflected in a particular
writer's use of a particular reference item. We also have shown
that zero-anaphora occurs more often in the case of personal pronoun
as modifier than as topic, because the topic in a sentence is a more
essential element than a modifier.
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It has further been shown that our notion of zero-anaphora
as a cohesive device can be supported by a psycholinguistic model of
discourse processing. And an extended and modified version of the
'analytic vs. synthetic' typological distinction can be used to
account for the language phenomenon of why in English there is
normally only one type of discoursal reference, viz. the pronominal
reference, whereas in Chinese there are both pronominal reference
and zero-pronoun reference.
In this chapter, some special features of personal reference
items in Chinese as regards their discoursal function are also
discussed. These features show that in literary narrative discourse
rhetorical considerations often interact with grammar.
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4 DEMONSTRATIVE REFERENCE IN CHINESE AS CONTRASTED WITH ENGLISH
In the Chinese demonstrative reference system, three formal
features are distinct as compared with that of English. First,
there is the obvious lack of a definite article, which constitutes
what Halliday and Hasan have termed as the neutral form of
demonstrative reference in English. Second, the Chinese
demonstrative pronouns zhe (this) and na (that) have more restricted
application when functioning as head, and often have to work
together with a group of words usually called as 'classifiers' in
Chinese when functioning as modifier. And third, the demonstrative
adverbs in Chinese are essentially the compounds formed by zhe and
na with words of time and place, and their referential function is
largely predictable if the general function of zhe and na can be
explicated. In this chapter, therefore, such compounds as zheli
('here', or more literally 'this place') and nashi ('then', or more
literally 'that time') will not be treated separately as
demonstrative adverbs but will be regarded as special cases in which
the demonstratives zhe and na function as the modifier. Following
Halliday and Hasan's way of classification, we can similarly
tabulate the Chinese demonstrative reference system as in Table 8
(the list of items under the heading 'adverb' being representative
rather than exhaustive).
In what follows, we shall first discuss briefly some formal
characteristics of demonstrative reference items in Chinese. Then,
we shall examine the cohesive function of demonstratives as head and
modifier in narrative discourse. And finally, we shall look into


















Table 8: Demonstrative reference in Chinesi
4.1 Some Formal Characteristic!
4.1.1 Plural and singular
Like most English nouns and pronouns, the English
demonstratives have a clear number distinction. Thus, for singular
number we have this and that and for plural we have these and those.
This grammatical distinction, however, is seldom manifested in the
Chinese nominal system in general, and so is in the demonstrative
system to some extent. Indeed, the classification of zhe and na as
singular and zhexie and naxie as plural is very superficial and
sometimes even misleading. In the first place, the particle xie is
not, strictly speaking, a plural morpheme, but more like an
indefinite quantifier meaning 'some' or 'an amount of'. Therefore,
unlike the English these and those, which are always used to modify
a clearly marked plural noun, such as in 'these two students' and
'those five apples', the Chinese zhexie and naxie cannot be used to
modify a noun which is already quantified by a numeral or other
indefinite quantifiers such as j_i (several). In such cases, only a
single zhe or na is used, eg,
(n:1) S'
Zai nage wangud lao rend tongyangd weixie xia zhe liang dai ren
que zuo chule wanquan butonsd lians zhong xingwi!
( Jia. 349)
(In the face of the menace of the stubborn old man, what a
difference in reaction between these two different generations!)
( The Family, 240)
Moreover, when functioning as head, zhe and ria are not necessarily
always singular in meaning, as is shown in the following examples
taken from Lii et al (1980),
(4:2) a. Na_ shi wod ji ge tang xiongdi.( na= naxie)
( Those are my cousins.)
b. Zhe dou shi yidengping.( zhe= zhxie)
( These are all grade A products.)
It is clear from the above two examples that the notion of number in
Chinese is primarily a semantic one, because the plural meaning of
na in (a) and zhe in (b) can be inferred from the lexical meaning of
jj ge (some) and dou (all) respectively; whereas grammatically there
is no number concord as in English.
4.1.2 Zhe and na_ as head
When functioning as head, zhe and na, unlike this and that,
generally can only be used as the logical subject of a sentence and
cannot be used as the logical object (L. Wang 1959, 34; Y.-R. Chao
1968, 649). When they are used as object, the meaning they express
is felt to be incomplete, and therefore it is improper for them to
stand alone by themselves. This incompleteness in meaning can
normally be remedied by three means, depending on the nature of the
referent.
First, when the referent is a concrete object, the
classifier which is usually associated with the object is retained
and used together with zhe or n, eg,
(4:3) A: Ni xihuan na zhang hua?
(Which picture do you like?)
Bl: Wo xihuan zhe zhang.
(I like this one.)
B2:Wo xihuan zhe.
(I like this.)
From this example, we can see that, while the English version of
(B2) is possible, the Chinese version is rare, if not completely
impossible. Moreover, a comparison of the Chinese and English
versions of (Bl) shows that syntactically the rules governing the
transformational processes in these two sentences are different: in
the Chinese sentence W xihuan zhe zhang, a deletion rule is
operative, which creates another type of cohesion, viz. cohesion by
ellipsis; whereas in the English sentence 'I like this one', a
substitution rule is at work, which results in a type of cohesion
called cohesion by substitution.
When the referent is a more abstract entity, there are twc
alternative ways to make the reference more clear. This can be
illustrated by the following example.
(4:4) A: Ni shuo ni yao zhengfu zhengge shiji
0f course, exceptions do occur in a few cases in which this
sense of incompleteness is actually explored for some rhetorical
effect, eg.
Zh£ hiz yi dao shangdian jiu yao zhe yao na, nao ge mei wdn.
(Once in a shop, the boy wants to buy whatever he sees, and
there is no end of it.)
Here, zh and na_ in the phrase yo zhe yao na (want this and
want that) function more like indefinite pronouns and therefore fall
outside the realm of this study.
(You said you want to conquer the whole world.)
Bl: Wo conglai meiyou shuoguo na zhong hu.
(I've never said that kind of thing.)
B2: Wo conglai meiyou nayang shuoguo.
(I've never said anything like that.)
B3:Wo conglai meiyou shuogub na.
(I've never said that.)
B4: Wo conglai miyu shuogucb.
npvpr RpiH.)
Sentence (Bl) represents one of such ways. In this case, a general
word hua (words) is used together with the demonstrative pronoun na,
making the whole phrase na zhong hua (that sort of words)
unmistakably refer to what is reported as having been said in (A).
A similar strategy is also employed in the English equivalent of
(Bl), in which a general word thing is used. Sentence (B2)
represents another way of making the reference more clear. This
time, the demonstrative ria_ is turned into an adverbial by the
addition of the particle yang. The contrast between the Chinese
demonstratives and their English counterparts in their grammatical
function is shown in the two versions of (B3). It is clear that the
Chinese demonstrative ria as head cannot appear in the object
position, whereas it is perfectly natural for an English
demonstrative that to take that position. Of course, yet another
way of referring to what is reported as having been said in (A) is
simply to use zero-anaphora, as is shown in (B4). It is interesting
to note that, while the Chinese version of (B4) is perfectly
natural, the English version is improper as an answer to (A). This
Superficially, nayang (that manner) is an adverbial of
manner; but in the above context, and also in the usual reading of
the sentence in its own right, nayang refers to the content of
what is said rather than the manner in which it is said. If the
manner is intended, the sentence will be more likely to be Wo
conglai meiyou nayang shuoguo hua (I've never spoken that way).
will be dealt with when we come to the discussion of marked and
unmarked reference in Section 4.2.
4.1.3 Zhe and na as modifier
When used as modifier, the Chinese demonstratives zhe and
na, unlike the English this and that, often go together with a
special class of words called classifiers. As the classifiers in
Chinese are suggestive of the nature of the nouns they are normally
connected with due to their close association with particular nouns,
they have to be retained even when the nouns are deleted, serving as
pro-forms of the full NPs, as is shown in the last section. This
kind of difference between Chinese and English in the use of
demonstratives as modifier hardly needs any illustration, as
examples are so abundant that one can easily come across expressions
like zh zhi bi (this pen) and na ben shu (that book) in both oral
and written Chinese.
However, one point should be made pertaining to the use of
zhe and na with or without a classifier in their referential
function in a text. When a demonstrative is used together with a
classifier, the referent can only be the specific object the noun
signifies. This also holds true even when the noun itself is
omitted. On the other hand, when a demonstrative is used alone in
modifying a noun, the reference may be broader. Compare,
(4:5) A: Zhe zhi bi shi xin chanpin.
(This pen is of a new design.)
BI: Na bi wo shiguo, xieqilai hen liuli.
(I've tried that. It writes smoothly.)
B2: Na zhi (bi) wo shiguo, xieqilai hen liuli.
t-rirl that nne. It writes smoothly.)
The expression na bi (that pen) in (BI) may refer either
specifically to zhe zhi bi (this pen) in (A) or more generally to
the type of pens as represented by that particular one; whereas na
zhi (bi) (that one) in (B2) can only refer to the specific pen of
zh zhi bi in (A). This possibility of interpreting na bi as
referring either to a particular one mentioned before or to a more
general type represented by it stems from the possibility of
inserting either zhi (piece) or zhong (kind) in the phrase na bi.
If we call a word like zhi as a classifier, then we perhaps may call
a word like zhong as a categorizer, for it refers to a more general
type or category.
The same possibility can also be found in interpreting the
word that in the English version of (BI) as referring either
specifically to 'this pen' in (A) or more generally to the type of
pens represented by it. This may lead us to the general conclusion
that the use of a Chinese demonstrative with or without a classifier
in referring to a specific object or a more general type corresponds
functionally to the use of an English demonstrative with or without
a noun following it. However, the phenomenon of dual possibility in
interpreting a 'demonstrative+ noun' structure in Chinese is more
complicated when we take into consideration the fact that sometimes
the demonstrative in such a construction can only be regarded as a
shortened form of the structure 'demonstrative+ classifier'. In
other words, sometimes a classifier can be omitted after a
demonstrative and therefore in such cases we can only supply a
classifier, not a categorizer, after the demonstrative in
interpreting the 'demonstrative+ noun' construction. For instance,
in the sentence
(4:6) Zhe chengshi hen piaoliang.
(This city is very beautiful.
the phrase zhe chengshi (this city) normally only means specifically
zhege chengshi (this city), not zhe zhong chengshi (this type of
cities). A more general reference requires the presence of a
categorizer, hence we can only use zhe lei chengshi, or zhe zhong
chengshi to mean 'this type of cities'. Roughly speaking then, it
seems that classifiers before nouns denoting places and animate
objects can often be omitted. Thus, when a demonstrative directly
modifies such a noun, we usually can only have one interpretation.
Compare,
(4:7) a. Zhe dongxi zhen hao chi.
(This thing tastes very good.)
b. Zhe dongxi zhen kewu.
(This creature is really disgusting.)
The noun dongxi in Chinese is a general word and can refer either to
an animate object or an inanimate object. When referring to an
inanimate object, zhe dongxi can mean either a particular thing,
such as an apple or chocolate, which the speaker has just tasted, or
the more general kind, a sample of which the speaker has just
tasted. In other words, zhe dongxi can mean either zhge dongxi or
zhe zhong dongxi. On the other hand, when zhe dongxi refers to an
animate object, it can only mean the particular creature the speaker
hates, no matter whether it is a cat, a dog or a person. That is to
say we can only regard zhe dongxi as the shortened form of zhege
dongxi with the classifier ge_ omitted. If the speaker wants to
refer to the whole class of such creatures, he will be more likely
to say Zhe lei dongxi zhen kewu (this sort of creatures are really
disgusting) just like zhe ban jiahuo (this pack of scoundrels) in
Example (3:13).
4.2 Demonstratives as Head: Marked and Unmarked Forms
When functioning as head, this and that in English are
regarded as the selective or marked forms of demonstrative reference
and it is regarded as the unmarked form. As Halliday and Hasan have
stated,
Historically, in fact, both it_ and the are reduced forms of
that; and, although it now operates in a system of personals,
both can be explained as being the 'neutral' or non-selective
type of the nominal demonstrative—as essentially one and the
same element, which takes the form it_ when functioning as Head
and the when functioning as Deictic.
(1976, 58)
In Chinese, means of referring to an inanimate object or
abstract thing expressed by a noun or noun phrase has already been
discussed in Section 3.3. Briefly, for this purpose zero-pronoun or
tah is used as the unmarked form depending on a particular Chinese
language user's attitude toward tah, and zhe and na or zhe and _na
plus the repeated noun phrase are used as the marked forms. We have
also noted that tah in Chinese usually cannot be used for extended
or textual reference. Here we shall show that in Chinese the zero
form of zhe and na, or zero-demonstrative, is the unmarked form for
extended or textual reference, and zhe and na, or their compounds
especially when used as the logical object as discussed in 4.1.2,
are the marked forms.
The use of zero-demonstrative as an unmarked form of
extended reference can be illustrated by the expression mei guanxi
(does not matter) as a cheerful and reassuring answer to an apology
as in
(4:8) A. Dui bu qi, rang ni jiu deng le.
(I'm sorry for having kept you waiting.
B. Mei guanxi.
(It's all right.)
In this brief exchange, if B is really trying to reassure A, it is
unnecessary for him to use the marked form of zh or ria_ referring to
A's remark of rang ni jiu deng le (let you long wait) to say zhe (or
na) mei guanxi• For this will almost amount to reminding A of the
fact, by verbally pointing to it, that A had kept B waiting, or to
suggesting 'it doesn't matter with this —having kept me
waiting—(the more terrible thing you did is...)'. Of course, the
real meaning of these two expressions depends very much on the
intonation; but, all other things being equal, the expression mei
guanxi is surely much more casual and light-hearted than zhe (or na)
mei guanxi•
To demonstrate zero-demonstrative as the unmarked form of
textual reference, a case in point is the following example.
(4:9)
(a) Lu Xilnsheng ba shiqingd jinguo cuozdi xushu, shuo yi ju
tou yi zhen qi; (b) moliao xiang Jiang Hua d beiying toule
hendud yi yan, shuo: '(c) Ta bu ting wod hua, bu shou wod guiju;
(d) 0 ye bu yaojin, yihou buyong shang wod k£!'
( Ni, 72)
(Mr. Lu got the story out in a jumble of words with frequent
pauses for breath; finally, with a withering glance at Jiang
Hua's back he said, 'He won't do as he's told and behave himself
in my lessons; that's all right, and he needn't come to my
lessons any more!')
(based on Schoolmaster, 79)
In the first clause of sentence (d) in this example, the
zero-demonstrative is used, which refers to what the pupil did as
described in sentence (c). Outwardly, it shows that the speaker
does not care about what the pupil did, but actually it serves to
intensify a veiled threat.
Thus, the function of Chinese and English demonstrative
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Table 9: Demonstratives as head in Chinese and English
It should be noted that due to some language-internal constraints,
the correspondence between the Chinese and English demonstrative
reference items is not always a one-to-one relationship. For
instance, it_ as an unmarked demonstrative in English can refer to
anything, including persons. Hence, for example, we can say 'It's
me'. The use of tah in Chinese, on the other hand, is more
restricted. As has been mentioned in Section 3.3.1.3, when a
referent is potentially human, a demonstrative pronoun is used
instead of tah (see Example (3:30)).
4.3 Demonstratives as Modifier: Marked and Unmarked Forms
As has been mentioned at the beginning of the previous
section, in English the definite article the is the neutral or
unmarked form of the nominal demonstrative when functioning as
modifier, whereas this and that are the selective or marked forms.
In Chinese, this matter is more complicated. On the one hand, due
to the absence of articles in Chinese, a bare noun phrase may be
either definite or indefinite, and this prevents us from similarly
postulating that zero-article is the unmarked form of demonstrative
reference without further modification. On the other hand, as has
been pointed out by L. Wang (1959, 38), the Chinese demonstrative
pronouns zhe and na sometimes may be used just for introducing a
noun without any deictic meaning, and in this case they may be
regarded simply as articles. In this section, therefore, we shall
first examine the meaning of definiteness as exemplified by the
English definite article the and the cohesive function of definite
reference in both Chinese and English, and then we shall return to
the discussion of the marked and unmarked forms of demonstratives as
modifier.
4.3.1 Definite reference and its cohesive function
In the past decade, the meaning of definiteness as expressed
by the English definite article the in connection with its
referential function in discourse has been discussed by a number of
scholars, notably Chafe (1972, 1976) and Hawkins (1978). Similar to
Chafe's (1976) analysis, Halliday and Hasan (1976, 71-74) point out
that the use of the definite article is the indication that 'the
item in question is specific and identifiable' through one of the
following four kinds of reference, or sometimes a combination of
them: 1. situationally specific reference, eg, 'Pass me the hammer';
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2. homophoric reference, ie, either a) unique reference, eg, the
sun, the Queen (of Britain), or b) generic reference, eg, the tiger
3. cataphoric reference, eg, the party in power 4. anaphoric
reference, ie, either a) reference to the same noun in the previous
text, or b) reference to a synonym or near-synonym, a superordinate
or other collocationally related nouns.
Of these four types of reference only the last one, type
(4), is inherently cohesive, as the first two are exophoric and type
(3) reference is established through sentence-internal structure.
An examination of the nature of the anaphoric referential function
of the definite article the shows that the kind of reference
cohesion established by the is actually auxiliary or secondary to
the lexical cohesion created by the repetition of the same noun or
the use of a synonym, etc. as indicated in (4 a and b) above (see
also a brief discussion on lexical cohesion in Section 2.1.4 of this
study). In other words, in the case of anaphoric reference, only
when two nouns are clearly related, either coreferentially or
collocationally, can the definite article be attached to the second
noun and as the lexical relation between the two nouns itself
constitutes a cohesive tie, the reference cohesion established by
the definite article the merely serves as a reminder that the second
noun is semantically associated with a noun in the previous text.
It is arguable whether this kind of auxiliary cohesion is
functionally necessary (as Grimes (1975, 316) has suggested,
linguistic reference is highly redundant anyway) but the
language-internal constraints in English dictate that when such
relation obtains the definite article the has to be used because
this is one of the functions it is created to fulfil.
In the case of Chinese, the situation is quite different.
In the first place, there is no such lexical item as definit
article, or no article at all, in Chinese. For this reason, Qia
(1983, 25) remarks,
If in English on second mention 'the presence of the creates a
link between the sentence in which it itself occurs and that
containing the referential information' (Halliday and Hasan
1976, 74), then in Chinese the absence of the definite marker
indicates definiteness.
Her statement is no doubt correct if the condition 'on second
mention' is also applied to the case of Chinese. At the same time,
however, it is too narrow to include the anaphoric referential
function of (4b) as mentioned above if her 'second mention' only
means second mention of the same noun (which can be inferred from
all her four illustrative examples in which only second mention of
the same noun occurs and from her remark that 'the link is
obvious'). Let's look at an example in which both types of
reference, type (4a) and type (4b), are present.
(4:10)
(a) Jiangmian shang zhiyou yi tiao dipengd chuan, xiang nan
xingshi. (b) Zhengshi nifeng, chuanchun xiangzhe gugud
shuisheng. (c) Houshao liang zhi lu, nianqingd nongjia fufu
liang ge yao ybubiand yi zhi, sishi sui zuoyou d yige tuobei yao
zuobiand.
( Nf, 1)
(The river was empty except for a south-bound boat covered
in with a low mat awning. It met the wind head-on, and the
water swirled gurgling round its stem. At the stern were two
oars, one on either side. A young peasant couple pulled
together on the starboard oar and a hunchback in his forties on
the other.)
( Schoolmaster, 1)
In this example, if we analyse separately the compound chuanchun
('stem', or more literally 'boat lip') in (b), we may regard chuan
in chuanchun as the second mention of the same noun chuan in
sentence (a). But although houshlo (stern) in sentence (c) is not a
second mention of chuan in (a), they are collocationally related
through lexical meaning, as houshao is a meronym to chuan. Hence,
here not only chuanchun in (b) is anaphorically definite because
there is the second mention of chuan, but also is houshao in (c)
because it is collocationally related to chuan in (a).
We can see, therefore, that the definiteness of nouns in
Chinese is not formally specified, but can only be semantically
inferred. For this reason, it is tempting to generally state that,
because of the auxiliary nature of the cohesive function of the
English definite article as discussed above, this kind of cohesion
is regarded as unnecessary and hence is dispensed with in Chinese in
the same way as some other auxiliary morphological markers such
tense and number are dispensed with. This seems to be further
supported by two other reasons. First, unlike the situation in the
use of the personal pronouns in Chinese, in which an opposition of
zero-pronoun vs. pronoun can be established, in the case of
definiteness-marking there is no clear opposition of zero-article
vs. article in Chinese. Second, as a bare noun phrase in Chinese
may be either definite or indefinite, we cannot similarly posit that
zero-article is the unmarked form of demonstrative reference
equivalent to the function of the English definite article the and
the use of zhe and na_ is the marked form of demonstrative reference
equivalent to that of the English this and that. However, here we
are not mainly concerned with the FORMALLY marked or unmarked
definiteness per se but with the FUNCTIONALLY marked or unmarked
definite reference. As Chafe (1976) has stated,
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Other languages [than English] attach less surface importance to
this [definite] status, not marking it at all or marking it only
in conjunction with certain other features, as with the
demonstratives of Chinese or Classical Latin. Words like this
or that include an indication of what the speaker expects the
addressee to be able to identify the referent: its closeness to
the speaker or to this point in the discourse, its distance from
the one or the other, or the like. (p. 39)
Chafe's view on the functional nature of definiteness and
demonstratives is compatible with Halliday and Hasan's
classification of demonstrative reference. For them, in indicating
the status of definiteness of a noun phrase, the definite article
the is the neutral or unmarked form and this and that are the marked
forms because, in addition to indicating definiteness, they also
convey proximity. Therefore, it seems that here we can still employ
the term zero-demonstrative as we used earlier, and posit that in
Chinese the use of demonstratives is the functionally marked form of
demonstrative reference (or perhaps 'definite reference' is a better
term here), and zero-demonstrative, which is only applied to
anaphorically definite noun phrases, is the unmarked form. Then,
the problem with this statement is how we can decide whether a noun
phrase is anaphorically definite. This will be dealt with in the
next section.
4.3.2 Definiteness and word order in Chinese
Although definite nouns in Chinese are normally not
morphologically marked, as a number of linguists (eg, Y.-R. Chao
1959, 1968 Li and Thompson 1975, 1976 Light 1979) have pointed
out, the definite status of nouns is closely related with word
order. It is generally agreed that preverbal nouns tend to be
definite, while postverbal nouns tend to be indefinite. In her
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comparative study of demonstrative reference as a cohesive device in
Chinese and English, Qian (1983) has also noted the positionally
determined definiteness of noun phrases in Chinese. But her
discussion of this language phenomenon is limited in two respects:
first, it is restricted to isolated sentences only and second, it
is restricted only to the definite or indefinite status of a theme
or topic, which is defined as the initial element of a clause not
counting conjunctions and adverbials. Here, we shall try to show
that a writer/speaker's choice of word order within the limits of
Chinese grammar is largely, pragmatically controlled whereas
anaphoric definite reference is mainly semantically controlled.
By saying that word order is pragmatically controlled we
mean that it is determined by, and therefore manifests, the
speaker/writer's point of departure, intention, expectation and
presupposition. The possibility of achieving these pragmatic
purposes by manoeuvring word order in Chinese within the grammatical
limits resides in the positional difference of noun phrases in
semantic meaning. As Light has pointed out,
postverbal objects are unmarked for semantic meaning by their
position alone, whereas, all other things being equal, preverbal
objects are marked for contrastiveness. (1979, 149)
This statement on the semantic difference between preverbal and
postverbal objects, according to Light, can in fact also apply to
all noun phrases. Hence,*it may be similarly stated that postverbal
noun phrases are unmarked for semantic meaning by their position
alone, whereas, all other things being equal, preverbal noun phrases
are marked for contrastiveness, which, as Light points out,
'includes definiteness but is not limited to it'.
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An important concept in Light's statement on the marked and
unmarked positions of noun phrases for contrastiveness is the
markedness theory which 'requires that constructions not overtly
marked for a particular function or meaning be neutral with regard
to that function or meaning' (op cit, 151).* This is pertinent when
applied to the study of the relationship between word order and
definiteness, because it can avoid the pitfall of proposing an
outright opposition between definiteness and indefiniteness in
relation to word order. For instance, Li and Thompson (1975)
postulate, as one of the major refinements to the general tendency
that preverbal nouns are definite and postverbal nouns are
indefinite,
Refinement 1: The noun in post-verbal position will be
interpreted as indefinite unless it is morphologically or
*It seems to me that the markedness theory as Light employs
here is essentially the same thing as Halliday's notion of
markedness as briefly describe in Section 1.1.2 of this study. The
only difference seems to be that they look at it from two different
perspectives and use it for different purposes. Halliday's notion
is concerned with the nature of the choices available to a language
user in a certain grammatical structure or system whereas the
markedness theory as is presented here is concerned with the nature
of constructions with regard to a particular function or meaning.
They are really the two sides of a coin. For instance, at the
lexical level, Halliday probably will say that the choice of tall
as opposed to short in the question 'How tall is he?' to inquire
about the height of a person is an unmarked choice, because by
choosing the word tall alone the speaker does not imply whether
'he' is tall or short. For the same word tall in the same
question, the markedness theory will say that it is unmarked,
because, as opposed to short, it is neutral with regard to the
function of inquiring about the height of a person. In fact, both
concepts can be applied to our use of the term 'marked' or
'unmarked' in discussing the cohesive functions of different
reference items: when the reference items are looked upon as the
choices a language user may make, Halliday's notion may be more
appropriate when thay are looked upon as particular forms reference
cohesion may take, the concept of markedness theory may be more apt.
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inherently or non-anaphorically definite.
By non-anaphoric definiteness, as opposed to anaphoric definiteness,
Li and Thompson mean the definiteness determined extralinguistically
as opposed to linguistically in the previous text. As a corollary
to this rule, they maintain that an anaphorically definite noun
phrase cannot occur postverbally. Therefore, in the following
example (originally cited as (21) and (22) in Li and Thompson 1975,
173) they consider (b) unacceptable as an answer to (a), because the
anaphorically definite noun aoshi (key) in (b) takes a postverbal
position.
(4:11) a. Yaoshi ne?
key question particle
What about the key(s)?
b. Wo wang le yaoshi le
I forget asp. key
I forgot the key(s).
Their judgement of the acceptability of (4:11 b) is largely correct
in this context, but their explanation is questionable. It is
simply not true that anaphorically definite nouns cannot occur
postverbally. To give an example used by Qian (1983) in another
connection,
(4:12)
(a) Ta shunzhe yl kuai gaoliang di zouzhe,vgiagiao pengzhe Zhang
Shuan duimian zoulai. (b) Ta zheng xiang shangqu da zhaohu,
Zhang Shuan haoxiang guyi huibi d yangz, jimang guai dao
gaoliang di li.
(Li Zhun: Buneng Zou Na Tiao Lu, 17)
(He walked along a sorghum field and by chance saw Zhang Shuan
coming toward him from the other side. As he was just about to
go up and greet him, Zhang-Shuan, as if deliberately trying to
avoid him, hurriedly turned into the sorghum field.)
In this example, gaoliang di (sorghum field) in (b) is clearly
anaphorically definite because it is a repetition of the same noun
in (a) and both of them refer to one single thing. It is not
primarily because gaoliang di in (b) cannot be manoeuvred
preverbally since it is equally natural to say jimang wang (or
xiang) gaoliang di li yi guai, but because in so doing the
direction expressed by the phrase wang gaoliang di li will be marked
for contrastiveness, which is probably not what the author intended
to do. Compare also the preverbal and postverbal positions of the
anaphorically definite noun san (umbrella) in the following example.
(4:13) v v
'(a) Hao, women fangle san jiu lai,' Juemin gaosheng da dao,
'....' (b) Juehui huida dao, ta jiu ba san diu zai diban
shang, mashang zoule chulai.
'(c) Ni zhongshi zheyang bu ai shoushi, ....T (d) Juemin
baoyuan dao, danshi tad lianshang hai daizhe xiao rong. (e) Ta
you huizhuan shen zou jin fang qu shiqile san, ba tah zhangkai,
xiaoxind fane zai diban shanff.
( Jia, 6-7)
('Right. We'll get rid of these umbrellas and be there
directly,' Juemin retorted....
'....' Juehui tossed his umbrella on the floor and quickly
left.
'Sloppy! Why can't you do things right?...' Though he
spoke critically, Juemin still wore a pleasant expression. He
went back to the room, picked up the dripping umbrella, opened
it and carefully placed it on the floor again.)
(based on The Family, 3-4)
In (4:13 b) the anaphorically definite noun san, which is the
second mention of the san in (a), is rendered preverbally through
the use of the preposer ba• And yet the same san in (e) occupies a
postverbal position, although it is also obviously anaphorically
definite because it is coreferential with the san in (b). The
reason for the different treatment of the same noun in the two
sentences can be understood as for stylistic consideration. Notice
that ba is used in the second clause of (e), and therefore it is
rather awkward to say ba san shiqilai, ba tah zhlngkai. B}
analogy, it is unlikely that, when an anaphorically definite nour
has to appear several times in a text, the author will always put it
in a preverbal position through repeated use of bj[. Since we treat
a writer's stylistic consideration as a special kind of pragmatic
concern of language use because it reflects the author's intention,
we can also regard this kind of word order variation as
pragmatically controlled.
Now, returning to Li and Thompson' example, we would like to
argue that the reason why sentence (4:11 b) is wrong as an answer is
essentially because of its failure to observe the cooperative
principle in conversation and therefore it is 'conversationally
unsuitable' (Grice 1975) as an answer to (4:11 a). As the question
in (4:11 a) is inquiring about 'the key', an answer normally
expected should choose 'the key' as the topic and put it at the
topic position. Hence, a possible answer will be something like
'Yaoshi, wo wang le' or 'wo wang le' as are cited as (23 a) and (23
c) respectively in Li and Thompson (1975, 173). In fact, it is not
very difficult to construct an example in which an anaphorically
definite noun occurs naturally in a postverbal position when it is
not obliged to be the topic, eg,
(4: i 4)__
(a) Zutiln wo gei wo erz maile yi zhi pingguo yi zhi li. (b)
ri-i— T. V l T n .c S v 1• V i T
Ta ya, chi wan le pingguo you yao chi _li_, fan ye bu xiang chi
le.
(Yesterday, I bought an apple and a pear for my son. He, after
eating up the apple, wanted to have the pear too, and didn't
want to take the meal any more.)
In this example both pingguo (apple) and li_ (pear) in (b) are
anaphorically or linguistically definite, and yet occur naturally at
the postverbal position. We say that word order is pragmatically
controlled because in this example it is mainly determined by the
speaker's intention—the speaker wants to talk about the son and not
the apple and pear. And in Example (4:11), (b) should treat yaoshi
as the topic because only in this way can (b) satisfy the
expectation of (a). Therefore, the unacceptability of (4:11 b) as
an answer to (4:11 a) is not primarily due to the grammatical
misplacement of an anaphorically definite noun at a postverbal
position but due to the pragmatic failure to comply with the
cooperative principle in conversation.
By the above discussion, we hope to have shown that word
order is primarily pragmatically controlled within the possibilities
of Chinese grammar, whereas anaphoric definiteness of noun phrases
is largely semantically controlled, though preverbal position is a
marked place for it. Again, it should be noted that here we are not
primarily concerned with the positionally marked vs. unmarked
definiteness per se. But as anaphoric definiteness is the only type
of definiteness which is functionally cohesive in extended discourse
and which is ruled out by Li and Thompson (1975) as impossible to
occur postverbally, we have attempted to show that anaphoric
definiteness is largely semantically controlled independent of word
order, which is primarily pragmatically controlled within
grammatical constraints. This, in fact, does not contradict the
observation that preverbal position is a marked place for contrast.
On the contrary, it is precisely because of the writerspeaker's
intention for contrast, among other pragmatic reasons, that a noun
phrase is preposed to a position marked for contrastiveness
including definiteness. As regards the relationship between word
order and definiteness, we think Light's statement is much more
accurate and also holds true at discourse level as the above
discussion has shown.
4.3.3 Marked and unmarked forms of demonstrative reference
Having shown that anaphoric definiteness of noun phrases is
semantically controlled, we are now able to make the following
general statement concerning the reference cohesion established
through the use of demonstratives as modifier in Chinese: In
Chinese, zero-demonstrative plus an anaphorically definite NP, which
can be determined semantically and which often occur preverbally, is
the unmarked form; whereas a demonstrative plus an anaphorically
definite NP is the marked form. Similarly, a functional comparison
between Chinese and English in the use of demonstrative adjectives




English this, that the
Chinese zhe, na 0
Table 10: Demonstratives as modifier in Chinese and English
Note that in the above table we do not attempt to
distinguish the two types of Chinese usage as we did when discussing
the use of personal pronouns. The reason is two-fold. First, the
situation is different: while there are personal pronouns in both
languages, definite article is nonexistent in Chinese. Second, and
more interestingly, although the Chinese demonstratives were
overused in the past, especially before 1949, by some writers under
the influence of the English usage with regard to the definite
article the, this influence was counterbalanced in the 1950s by the
Russian language which also lacks a definite article. A typical
case can found in journalistic writing. For example, in the 50s,
sentences such as' baogao shuo (report says)....' and' wenzhang
renwei (article maintains)...' became prevalent in newspaper and
journal articles, largely replacing sentences starting with zhege
baogao or na pian wenzhang (Y. Chen 1982).
By saying that the use of demonstrative adjectives is the
marked form of demonstrative reference we chiefly mean that, in
addition to the indication that the information for the
interpretation of the noun phrase modified by a demonstrative
adjective can be found elsewhere in the text, it also specifies the
proximity of the referent that noun phrase signifies as seen from
the point of view of the speakerwriter. This we shall discuss in
the next section. Besides this general function of marked
demonstrative reference, however, the use of demonstrative
adjectives may also have some other functions, noticeably for
extended description. This is an example:
(4:15)
(a) Huanzhi zhi juede feichang kuaishi, na liang zhi hei
yantong d yi yao, jiu xieloule wuliangd shenmid mei. (b) Zai
kan na chuyu diloke mingshou shi d biz, na kailang er wanwan you
zhi d shuang mei, na goulede shifen gongzhi dongren d zuichun,
na ymcang zai hei zhousha pi'ao dixia er yiran mingxian d,
yuanhun er hao bd zhidun d jiantou d quxian, juede dou hen
ke'ai. (c) Chule fS qian'e d bilfen, zai meiyou bied difang keyi
kanchu taa tong Shubo you xiong mei guanxi.
( Ni, 54-55)
(All Huanzhi felt was a great happiness, for that one swift
glance from those dark eyes had revealed a whole world of
mysterious beauty. He looked again at that nose, chiselled, it
seemed, by the hand of a cunning craftsman; at those eye-brows,
clear of outline and arched to perfection; those lips, shaped
with a trueness of line that made the heart beat faster; at that
rounded uninterrupted curve of her fur-lined jacket without its
shape being hidden; all this, he thought, was quite delightful.
Apart from the shape of her forehead, there was nothing in her
appearance to suggest that she and Shubo were brother and
sister.)
(based on Schoolmaster, 60-61)
This is an extended piece of description of the girl Jin Xiaojie
(Miss Jin) in the novel through the eye of Huanzhi. Textually the
demonstrative _na in (a) and (b) refers anaphorically to the girl in
the previous paragraph. Notice that the word ria is only used in (a)
and (b), where it precedes a long string of descriptive adjectives
in each clause describing her eyes, nose, eye-brows, lips and
shoulders, but not used in front of qian'e (forehead) in (c) as it
is not unique and therefore not specially picked out for
description. Notice also the correspondence between im in the
Chinese version and that or those in the English version and between
the zero-demonstrative before the word qin' in (c) and its English
translation equivalent the. It shows that, apart from the formal
differences, the marked function for extended description is more or
less the same in the two languages. L. Wang (1959, 38) remarks that
zhe, na, zhexie and naxie used in such cases have shed their
deictic function and can be simply regarded as a kind of article for
introducing a noun phrase. However, since not every noun phrase in
Chinese has to be introduced, this very function of introducing a
noun phrase can be regarded as a special function of Chinese
demonstratives, because they call people's attention to the noun
phrases they introduce.
4.4 Proximity Expressed by Zhe and Na_
As it has been mentioned above that the major marked
function of zhe and na is for expressing proximity, in this section
we shall examine the different notions of proximity in terms of the
distance as the speakerwriter sees it. We shall show that, though
it is essentially true that both the Chinese zhe and the English
this express nearness and both na and that express non-nearness, the
Chinese concept of distance as reflected in the choice of zhe or na_
has a stronger psychological element in it than the English this or
that•
4.4.1 Spatial distance
Perhaps the original deictic function of demonstratives is
to indicate the spatial distance of an object from the standpoint of
the speaker: this and here in English and zhe and zheli in Chinese
express nearness, whereas that and there and jna_ and nali express
non-nearness. To a large extent this is true in both languages.
However, it seems that in Chinese there is another consideration
which often interacts with and sometimes overrides the pure spatial
consideration in the choice of demonstratives, and this is the
consideration of focus. The interplay of these two considerations
can be illustrated by the following example.
(4:16)
'(a) Ni kan, nar you yi zhi hen hao d,f ta gaoxingdi shuo.
(b) Taa taiqi t5u, xiao wen dao: T Zai nar?'
' (c) Nar bu shi?f ta shen shou xiang pangbian shushang yi
zhi. (d) Taad yanguang genzhe tad shou wangqu. (e) Shushang
guoran you yi zhi hen hao d hua. (f) Zhe yi zhi li di po gao,
hua ye bu shao, da bufen dou shi han bao wei fang. (g) Zhiz
wlnqu you li, ling ren zhumu.
'(h) Kexi tai gao yi dian, zhe yi zhi dao hen hao,'
Mingfeng... zi yu dao.
( Jia, 76)
('Look, there's a good one,' Juehui said cheerfully.
She raised her head and smiled. 'Where?'
'Don't you see it? Over there.' He pointed at a branch of
a nearby tree, and her gaze followed his finger. Indeed there
was a very good one, high up on the tree, laden with blossoms
and more buds. It stood out quite conspicuously with its
vigorous twisted branch.
'Ah, yes. It has lovely blossoms. But it's too high.'
Mingfeng said to herself,••••
(based on The Family, 62)
In sentences (a) and (c) the demonstrative nar (there) is used by
the boy Juehui to indicate the real distance of a branch of blossoms
by pointing to it some distance away from both of the interlocutors.
When the girl's (Mingfeng) gaze followed his finger and saw it, the
demonstrative zh is used both in the author's narration as in
sentence (f) and in the girl's speech as in sentence (h), because
now the focus of both these two characters in the novel and the
writer is on that particular branch of blossoms as distinguished
from all others. The use of zhe in (h) also indicates the speaker's
agreement with the boy's judgement that that particular branch of
blossoms is a good one. If she does not agree, then it is perhaps
more natural to say' na yi zhi bu hao (that one is not good)'
instead of 1zhe yi zhi bu hao (this one is not good)'. This is
also explainable in terms of focus, because in that case she does
not see anything special in that particular branch of blossoms and
hence it is not worth while focusing on it. In the English version,
the word used corresponding to zhe in (f) and (h) is the neutral
demonstrative it_, which is regarded as the weakened form of that.
In this context it is perhaps less natural to use this• Let's look
at another example in this connection.
(4:17)
'(a) Zhe dao nanyi shuo ding. (b) Keshi ni zhiyo kankan
zherd xiao keting, jiu dele jieda. (c) Zhelimian you yi wei
jlnr6ngjied daheng, you you yi wei gongyjied jutou; (d) zh
xiao keting jiu shi Zhongguo shehui d suoying.'
( Ziye, 27)
('It's a tall order, your question. But you can find an
answer in the next room. There you have a successful financier
and a captain of industry. That little drawing-room is Chinese
society in miniature.1)
( Midnight, 22)
In this example, zher (here) in (b) expresses the real spatial
distance, which refers to the whole premises where the speaker is.
But both zhelimian (this inside) in (c) which refers anaphorically
to zhrd xiao keting (the little drawing-room here) in (b) and zhe
in (d) which points to the same room are used more for focus than
for expressing nearness, because the speaker is not in that room,
which is next to his. By using zhelimian and zh, the speaker
speaks as if he was standing in front of a picture and pointing to a
particular object while he was talking about it. Here, notice again
that in the English version zhelimian and zh are rendered as there
and that. From these two examples, it seems that in the use of
Chinese demonstratives when the need for focus arises, it often
overrides the consideration of real distance, whereas in English
demonstratives are used more often as indicators of real distance.
4.4.2 Temporal distance
Another dimension along which distance can be measured is
time. In this regard, Qian (1983) has noted that, compared with the
English usage of demonstratives,
the Chinese usage is different: zhe is associated with a
'near-past', 'present' or 'near-future' time referent, whereas
na is associated with a 'past (near or not near)' or
'not-near-future' time referent.












Table 11: A comparison of Chinese and English demonstratives
in expressing temporal distance (from Qian 1983,
26)
Withholding our comment on the above table for a moment, here we
shall first show that in Chinese the speaker's notion of focus will
again exert its influence on the choice of demonstratives. for
instance, the demonstrative zh in (4:18 b) of the following example
refers to what had happened five or six years ago.
(4:18)
(a) Taa dao xianzai hai jide hen mingbai d shi wu liu nian
qian zi tudimio d xiangshi zhong kanjian yi zhi changchang hui
xilTo d houz, yi kou d yachi duorae bai! (b) Dan zhe ye shi taa
zuihou yi ci kuailed jinian,••••
( Ziye, 167-68)
(She could still remember the monkey she had seen several
years before at a temple fair at home—it kept grinning and
showing a mouthful of gleaming white teeth. That was her last,
happy memory,....)
(based on Midnight, 144)
The use of zhe indicates that the scene was so vivid and
unforgetable that whenever she recalled it it seemed to her that it
had iust happened. In the following example, zhetian (this day) in
(e) refers to the day when the father died about three or four years
ago.
(4:19)
(a) Guohou Yeye you wo jiao do tad fangli, wen wo shi
zenme hui shi. (b) Wo ju shi shuole. (c) Yeye ye liuxia lei
lai. (d) Ta hui shou jiao wo huiqu haohaodi fusi bingren. (e)
Zhetian wanshang shenye Die ba wo jiao dao chuang qian qu bi ji
yizhu,••••
( Jia, 103)
(Later, Grandpa called me to his room and questioned me in
detail on what had happened. when I told him, he wept too.
Finally, he waved me away, telling me to take good care of the
patient. That night Dad summoned me to his bedside to write his
will.•••)
( The Family, 83)
In this example, the speaker is recalling the most sad moment in his
life. Both examples show that when the writerspeaker focuses his
description on a significant event in the past, he may use zhe or
zhe compounds to refer to the event or the day the event took place.
In English the choice of demonstratives in this respect seems to be
more restricted to the pure deictic function, as can be seen in the
English versions of both (4:18) and (4:19), in which that and that
night are used corresponding to the Chinese zhe and zhetian
wanshang•
4.4.3 Textual distance
As Halliday and Hasan (1976) have observed, in English the
tendency for textual reference is that this is usually used to refer
to what the speaker himself has said and that is used to refer to
what his interlocutor has said. Based on translation equivalence,
Qian (1983) again points out that the usage in Chinese may be
different. She gives the following two examples to illustrate her
point.
(4:20)
TI m sick of Mr. Bingley,' cried his wife.
'I am sorry to hear that; but why did not you tell me so
before?...'
(Austen: Pride and Prejudice, 4)
(4:21)
'Can 1 have the carriage?' said Jane to her mother.
'No, my dear, you had better go on horseback, because it
seems likely to rain; and then you must stay all night.'
' That would be a good scheme,' said Elizabeth, 'if you were
sure that they would not offer to send her home.'
(op cit, 20)
She points out that that in (4:20) should be translated into zhexie
hua (these words) instead of naxie hua (those words), and that in
(4:21) should be translated into zh instead of na. This
difference can also be seen from Y.-R. Chao's translation of Alice
in Wonderland, in which many that's used in this function in the
English original are rendered into zhe• Here again we suspect that
the notion of focus or involvement plays an important role in the
Chinese usage.
To a Chinese speaker, if he is concerned with what his
interlocutor has said, he usually regards it as 'near' to himself,
and therefore zhe or a zhe compound is the better choice to
indicate his focus or attention. This can also be illustrated by
the following example from original Chinese.
(4:22)
'(a) Bu yao zheyang shuo, wo buguo shi yige pingchangd ren,
gen ni yiyang d ren. (b) Wo jianglai yiding yao jie ni—' (c)
Tad shengyin zhandouqilai, tl liuxiale ji di yanlei.
'(d) San Shaoye, qing ni yihu bu yao zai zheyang jiang,'
Mingfeng liangmang daduanle Juehuid hua.
( Ji5, 82)
'Don't talk like that. I'm just an ordinary person, the
same as you. I promise I'll marry you—' His low voice
trembled and tears rolled down from his eyes.
'Please don't speak like that any more, Third Young Master.'
Mingfeng hurriedly cut him short.)
(based on The Family, 67)
In this example, we can see that both interlocutors use zheyang
(this manner) to refer to what the other person has said. In the
English version, the two occurrences of zheyang in (a) and (d) are
both rendered as that so as to conform to the English usage.
4.4.4 Psychological distance
In the above discussion regarding the contrastive use of
demonstratives in Chinese and English in expressing spatial,
temporal and textual distance, we have used the notion of focus to
explain why zhe and zhe compounds are preferred when their referents
are not near in these three respects. Since this element is so
prevalent and so important as a factor influencing the Chinese
writerspeaker's choice of demonstratives, it may well be regarded
as constituting another dimension of distance in the
writerspeaker's mind, which we may term as psychological distance.
Thus we may say that zhe and zhe compounds in Chinese express a much
stronger notion of psychological nearness which interacts with and
sometimes overrides other kinds of nearness.
The notion of psychological nearness of time perhaps can be
best explained by the Time Traveller's answer to the Psychologist in
H. G. Wells' The Time Machine when explaining the idea of moving
about in time,
If I am recalling an incident very vividly I go back to the
instant of its occurrence: I become absent-minded, as you say.
(Wells 1949, 6)
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Indeed, when a Chinese writer/speaker describes a vivid scene or
event in the past, he may mentally go back with the Time Machine to
that particular moment and describe it as if it were just happening.
What is significant in literary narrative discourse about the
psychological nearness expressed through the use of zhe and zhe
compounds is that, by so doing, the writer invites the reader to
see, and therefore to experience, the event in the same way as his
character does. And the above discussion has pointed to the fact
that the Chinese demonstrative system allows more freedom for
writers to use the Time Traveller's device to recall an incident
vividly.
Returning to the discussion on the distinction between near
and not-near past made by Qian (1983) as mentioned at the beginning
of Section 4.4.2, we can see that in fact this distinction can be
best understood in terms of psychological distance, because it is
inconceivable to draw a clear demarcation line between the two by
using a real time scale, say, near past means within one year and
not-near past beyond one year. For instance, Qian uses the
following example to illustrate the 'not-near past', in which she
claims that na instead of zhe should be used.
(4:23)
All my uncles and aunts came back and spent the Spring Festival
together last year. That was a great family reunion.
(cf. Qunian.... Na shi yici da tuanyuan.)
(from Qian 1983, 26)
Actually, in this example, zhe is also possible depending on how the
speaker looks at the 'great family reunion'. In fact, it is even
preferable to na if what follows is a long description of that great
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event. Furthermore, if 'last year' should be regarded as 'not-near
past' and therefore na should be used instead of zhe, then how can
we explain the use of zha in (4:18) and (4:19) as in both of these
two examples the referents are events taking place more than three
years ago?
The psychological nearness in terms of spatial distance can
be understood as a kind of mental telescope through which the
speaker/writer looks at an object which is particularly picked out
and focused upon. Therefore, although it may not be near to the
speaker, psychologically it may be treated as near because it
occupies the focal attention.
The psychological nearness in terms of textual reference is
more strongly manifested in Chinese discourse. It seems that in a
continuous, friendly and cooperative dialogue a speaker usually
regards both what he himself has just said and what his interlocutor
has just said as near, as if there is a tacit agreement that what is
under discussion should be regarded as of mutual interest. This
explains what Qian has observed that sometimes zhe instead of na
should be used to translate the English that (see the discussion at
the beginning of Section 4.4.3). The word na is generally used when
the speaker wants to indicate his detached attitude toward what his
interlocutor has said. Compare the use of zhe and ni in the
following example (the English translation being deliberately
literal).
(4:24)
A: Suhua shun lanren you lan fu, suoyi ren haishi An yi than d
hao.
B1: Ni zhe zhong hua bu dui.
B2: Ni n7-zhong hua bu dui.
B3: Ni gangcai na zhong hua bu dui.
B4:Ni gangcai zhe zhong hua bu dui
(A: The old saying has it that being lazy has a good fortune of
its own, so one may just as well be lazy.
Bl: Your these words are not right.
B2: Your those words are not right.
B3: Your those words just now are not right.
B4: Your these words just now are not right.)
On the surface, what sentences (Bl) and (B2) show is that here we
can have a free choice between zhe and nn, since both sentences are
quite natural. However, the contrast in referential function
between zh and rm are brought into relief with the addition of the
adverbial gangcai (just now) as can be seen in sentences (B3) and
(B4), in which only rm can be used. All (Bl), (B2) and (B3) are
possible comments on (A) and all express more or less the same
meaning. But the way (B3) reacts to (A) shows that the speaker
chooses to examine it in a detached manner and comment on it
retrospectively rather than directly. This psychological
detachedness of non-nearness is expressed clearly through the
addition of the adverbial gangcai, and consequently only na can be
used in this sentence. Here, we have a case in which the use of na
reflects both textual and temporal non-nearness: textually non-near
because it refers to what his interlocutor has said, and temporally
non-near because its use together with the adverbial of time gangcai
clearly indicates a break in time no matter how short it is. And
both these two kinds of non-nearness are psychologically induced.
The psychological detachedness is in fact also detectable in
sentence (B2), although it is not as clearly indicated as in (B3).
Therefore, what appears to be a free choice between zh and nk
actually has a functional undertone when one of them is used.
Thus, we can generally conclude that, in the use of
demonstratives as cohesive items, although both this and zhe or zhe
compounds indicate nearness and both that and jia or na_ compounds
indicate non-nearness, in English the distinction in proximity is
often interpreted in terms of actual spatial, temporal and textual
distance, whereas in Chinese this distinction is made on both
psychological and factual grounds. In other words, as far as the
use of demonstratives for expressing proximity is concerned, it
seems that English is more scientific as it stresses the precision
with respect to language use, whereas Chinese is more expressive of
human feelings as its use reflects more personal emotions and
attitudes. This seems to lend support to the general distinction of
syntactic vs. pragmatic modes of languages for communication
postulated in Giv6n (1979 a & b).
4.5 Summary
In this chapter we examined some characteristics of Chinese
demonstratives as a cohesive device in comparison with their English
counterparts. With regard to the grammatical forms of Chinese
demonstratives, we have shown that, unlike English, formally there
is no such grammatical notion of number concord in Chinese between
the demonstratives and the nouns they modify. When Chinese
demonstratives serve as modifier, they are usually used together
with the classifiers particularly associated with the nouns they
modify, and the classifiers are often carried over by the
demonstratives even when the nouns are omitted. When the classifier
is absent, the 'demonstrative+ noun' construction can, depending on
the nature of the noun, be either regarded as a shortened form of
'demonstrative+ classifier+ noun' construction, in which case a
specific reference is intended, or interpreted, in addition to that,
as a shortened form of 'demonstrative+ categorizer+ noun'
construction, in which case a broader reference is intended. Unlike
their English counterparts, the Chinese demonstratives usually
cannot be used as logical object.
With regard to the relationship between the form a
demonstrative reference may take and its referential function, we
have found that, similar to the results obtained in our study of
personal reference, in demonstrative reference, zero-demonstrative
is the unmarked form and the use of demonstratives is the marked
form. We have argued that in the absence of a definite article in
Chinese an anaphorically definite noun can always be determined
semantically and it often appears in a preverbal position but is not
restricted to it. A general comparison between Chinese and English
in the use of demonstratives both as head and as modifier in their
cohesive function can be illustrated by Table 12. (The items in























text this, that it
Table 12: Demonstrative reference in Chinese and English
demonstratives function as modifier, and they are not selected when
the demonstratives function as head.)
With regard to the concept of proximity which the marked
forms of the Chinese and English demonstratives express in their
referential function, it has been demonstrated that although both
zhe and this express the nearness and na and that express the
non-nearness, the interpretation of the concept of proximity in
terms of spatial, temporal and textual distance is more
psychologically controlled in Chinese than in English.
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5 CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS
5.1 Summary of Main Findings
In this study, we contrasted the formal features and
functional properties of personal and demonstrative reference as a
cohesive tie in Chinese and English narrative discourse within the
framework of Halliday and Hasan (1976). Thoughout the study, our
emphasis was on the functional differences between the two languages
in the use of similar reference items. In order to do so, we have
proposed in the study of personal reference that a distinction
should be made between the 'traditional Chinese' and the
'Europeanized Chinese'. This, we feel, has proved to be useful, as
it has enabled us not only to explain the seemingly capricious
phenomenon of the use and nonuse of personal pronouns in Chinese,
but also to make the comparison between the two languages more
meaningful. Moreover, in this study we have consistently employed
the notion of markedness in comparing the functional properties of
different reference items in the two languages. And this has also
proved to be a methodologically feasible way of describing the
functional difference between two ostensibly similar items in two
languages, hence further ensuring the comparability in a contrastive
study such as this.
Essentially, this study has revealed that in Chinese the
functionally unmarked reference often takes the zero form, whereas
in English a surface linguistic cue always has to be used when
reference is intended.
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With respect to the use of personal reference in the two
languages, we have shown that, while in English only pronominal
reference is used anaphorically for unmarked reference, in Chinese
there are two types of anaphoric reference, viz. zero-anaphora and
pronominal anaphora, whose choice is determined by a particular
writer's general language profile--whether it is relatively
'traditional' or 'Europeanized'--as well as by the referential
function intended in a particular place of a text. We analysed the
conditions in which zero-anaphora is used by some Chinese writers
and have demonstrated that the use of zero-anaphora is both
textually and semantico-pragmatically controlled. We have also
illustrated that for those writers who stick more closely to the
traditional Chinese usage pronominal reference is regarded as a
functionally marked form of reference and is generally used for such
rhetorical effects as initial focusing, recapitulation,
disambiguation, contrast and focused description.
With respect to the use of demonstrative reference in the
two languages, we have found that in Chinese, zero-demonstrative
reference is the unmarked form roughly corresponding to the
referential function of the in English, and the use of
demonstratives is the marked form of reference roughly corresponding
to the referential function of the demonstratives in English.
Furthermore, we have shown that, while the functional difference
both between zhe and na in Chinese and between this and that in
English is explainable in terms of proximity, in Chinese there is a
much stronger psychological element in the concept of nearness,
which often conspires with the notion of real spatial, temporal and
textual distance to affect writers' choice between zhe and na
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5.2 Conclusion: A Typological Probe
In Section 3.2.3.4, when explaining the difference between
Chinese and English in the use of anaphora, we argued in favour of
reinterpreting the set of terms 'analytic' vs. 'synthetic' in a new
light to provide a consistent account for the typological
differences between the two languages at both morphological and
syntactico-discoursal levels. By way of conclusion, here we shall
pursue this line of argument a little bit further by taking into
consideration some other major features of the two languages within
the reference system as observed in this study. In doing so, the
following brief discussion is concerned not so much with proving
that English is more synthetic than Chinese as with reinterpreting
systematically in what sense this can be understood.
At the lexical level, we regard English as more synthetic
because English contains more synthesized words than Chinese.
Within the reference system, as we pointed out at the beginning of
Chapter 4, the Chinese demonstrative adverbs are essentially those
compounds that are formed by combining the demonstratives zhe and na
with words of time and place, and their meaning can be analytically
deduced from the component elements whereas the English
demonstrative adverbs are the simplexes with synthesized complex
-meaning. For instance, as a reference item, nashi (literally 'that
time') and then are almost identical in meaning, both having the
basic semantic features of[- near] and[+ time]. However, in
English these two features are synthesized in the simplex then,
while in Chinese they are analytically derivable from na (that) and
sh( (time) in the compound nashi. We do not wish to claim here
that, apart from a small amount of clearly polysyllabic words such
as putao (grape), all other words composed of two or more than two
Chinese characters are compound words and their meaning can all be
analytically inferred. This is certainly a complex matter (cf.
Comrie 1981, 44-45) and is outside the scope of this study. But it
may not be entirely untenable to argue that a word like nashi is
less lexicalized, as it is still expandable to the (possibly less
formal) form of na ge shihou• Thus, we may say that English is
more synthetic at the lexical level because it involves a higher
degree of lexicalization. This is congruous to Wong's (1983)
observation in his discussion concerning another language feature
that, as many Chinese causative expressions are not lexicalized
because of the morphological simplicity of the language, Chinese
learners of English tend to express the causative relationship in
English by overusing the make construction and under-lexicalizing,
thus resulting in many wrong and unidiomatic sentences.
At the morphological level, where the set of terms 'analytic'
and 'synthetic' was originally used as a descriptive parameter to
distinguish languages of isolating type on the one hand from
languages of agglutinating and fusional types on the other, a
typical analytic language is described as showing one-to-one
correspondence between words and morphemes and exibiting no
morphological variation for tense, number and case in the
grammatical system (Comrie 1981, 39-49). English is generally
believed to be more analytic as compared with most European
languages; but compared with Chinese it is certainly more synthetic.
As far as the reference systems of the two languages are concerned,
this can be understood by the fact that, while a distinction between
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subjective, objective and possessive cases is made in the English
personal pronoun system, in Chinese the distinction between
subjective and objective cases is totally absent and the possessive
case is only partially marked. And the number distinction as is
found in the English demonstrative pronoun system is also
non-existent in the corresponding Chinese system. Perhaps the only
exception in this respect is that the Chinese pronoun system makes a
few more distinctions in number and gender as a result of
over-learning the grammar of Western European languages. But
certainly, if we take the reference system as a whole, we can see
that there is more morphological variation in English.
As the morphology of a language always interacts with its
syntax, we can say that a language is more synthetic because with
its richer morphology there is a higher degree of
morphologico-syntactic synthesis, whereas in a pure analytic
language there is no such synthesis because there is no morphology.
Therefore, English is more synthetic because it exhibits more
synthesis (in the sense of concord) between the morphological case
of a personal pronoun and its syntactic function, and Chinese is
more analytic because the transitivity relations are not encoded
morphologically but can only be inferred analytically through
semantic meaning and word order. Moreover, as Chinese lacks a
morphological system for marking definiteness, the definite status
of a noun phrase can also only be inferred analytically.
At the syntactico-discoursal level, as we have noted in
Section 3.2.3.4, the difference between synthetic and analytic can
be seen as a difference in the degree of synthesis taking place in
the encoding of the discourse information in the syntax. Hence, as
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a more synthetic language, English has a more rigid syntax, and such
discourse element as topic has to be synthesized (in the sense of
realization) in the sentence therefore, English generally forbids
the use of zero-anaphora for intersentential reference. On the
other hand, as a more analytic language, Chinese has less syntactic
constraints and therefore a discourse element such as topic does not
have to be realized in a sentence when it is obvious in a given
discourse context hence, both zero-anaphora and pronominal anaphora
are found in Chinese.
From the above discussion, we can see that the set of terms
'analytic' and 'synthetic' originally used for describing
morphological distinction in language typology can be conveniently
reinterpreted to provide a fairly consistent account for the
differences between languages from the lexical level to the
syntactico-discoursal level. Such differences between Chinese and
English as reflected in the use of reference as a cohesive tie in
written narrative discourse can be summarized as follows, and all
these differences can be seen as manifestations of Chinese as a more
analytic language and English as a more synthetic language.
EnglishChinese
less lexicalization more lexicalization
less morphological more morphological
variationvariation
definiteness of NPdefiniteness of NP
generally not marked marked
more rigid syntaxless rigid syntax
absence of intersen-presence of intersen-
tential zero-anaphoratential zero-anaphora
To sum up then, we may say that the theoretical implication
of this study for the general research on language typology is that
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it has proved that, as far as the grammatical system of reference is
concerned, Chinese is fairly consistently more analytic than English
from lexical to discoursal levels in the sense as we discussed
above. Or to put it the other way round, we may conclude that the
differences between Chinese and English in the use of reference as a
cohesive tie lie in the more deep-rooted typological difference
between Chinese as a more analytic language and English as a more
synthetic language.
5.3 Limitations of the Study and Suggestions for Further Research
By the foregoing discussion, we hope to have shown that a
contrastive study of cohesion in two languages can be a rewarding
area of research. In this section, we wish to point out that this
study is limited in several ways and further research is needed if
we want to have a fuller understanding of the differences between
languages in achieving textual cohesion in extended discourse.
*This list of differences between Chinese and English looks
quite similar to the set of features characterizing the differences
between the pragmatic and syntactic modes of language observed by
Givon (see Givbn 1979a, 98 1979b, 296-97). In fact, Givon's
distinction of the two communicative modes is quite attractive in
explaining two other aspects discussed in this study too. First,
our notion of the degree of synthesis of discourse elements into
syntax corresponds to Giv6n's notion of the extent to which the
process of syntactization has gone. And second, as noted in Section
4.4.4, our observation that there is a stronger psychological or
emotional element in the use of zhe and na in Chinese is also
congruous to Givon's characterization of the pragmatic mode.
However, as Giv6n's model implies that the pragmatic mode is both
ontogenetically and phylogenetically primitive, we hesitate to adopt
it here as a model for contrastive study of two languages.
Moreover, since the Chinese language has a long history, the reasons
for the differences between Chinese and English must lie somewhere
else in the two language systems. Mr. Wang Ning suggests, for
instance, that the Chinese logographic writing system might play a
significant role in shaping Chinese into what it is now being used.
This is a largely unexplored area of research. And certainly much
study is needed before any definitive conclusion can be reached.
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Firstly, this study is limited in the data it used for
analysis. Most of the examples we cited in the study of Chinese are
from written narrative discourse, and more specifically from three
novels, for reasons as noted in Section 1.4.2. In a comparative
study of written and spoken narratives, Tannen (1982) remarks that
the language of imaginative written narratives, such as novels and
short stories, is a complex entity which may contain features of
both syntactic complexity as expected in writing and personal
involvement as expected in speaking. Relating this observation to
Ochs' (1979) finding in her study of planned and unplanned discourse
that in extreme cases of unplanned speech in English zero-anaphora
may be used to refer to a referent in the foregoing discourse, it
seems that we might have overlooked zero-anaphora as a cohesive tie
in English written narrative discourse. However, as Ochs has also
observed that the language we usually encounter in daily speech can
only be determined as relatively planned or unplanned and extreme
unplanned speech is rare, and as Tannen has also pointed out that
some paralinguistic and prosodic effects are, unattainable in
writing, it is highly unlikely that such rare instances of extreme
unplanned speech can ever find their way into well-structured
written narrative discourse. For instance, discourse zero-anaphora
is never found in Alice in Wonderland, from which many examples are
drawn in Halliday and Hasan's study of cohesion in English. Even in
J. D. Salinger's The Catcher in the Rye, a novel whose language is
generally believed to be 'an accurate rendering of the informal
speech of an intelligent, educated, Northeastern American
adolescent' (Costello 1959, 46), we cannot find a single instance of
zero-anaphora. In fact, as Halliday and Hasan have noted, in
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English there is a 'very general restriction on ellipsis, whereby it
is not possible to omit single elements from the structure of the
clause' (1976, 203). By implication, ellipsis of a single pronoun
is ruled out in English, thus no zero-anaphora. Therefore, we can
say that our findings in this study are generally true as far as the
ordinary written narrative discourse of average educated language
users is concerned, and they are only true to that extent. On the
other hand, as the written narrative discourse reflects a wide
spectrum of language use, our choice of data from this type of
discourse may enable us to claim that, allowing for personal
idiosyncrasies in the use of the two languages, our findings in this
study are applicable not only to the written narrative discourse of
the two languages but also to the two languages in general. Of
course, to what extent this is true remains to be found out.
Looking at it from another perspective, we can see that just
because the written narrative discourse is more representative of
the language use as a whole, it is more difficult to pinpoint its
specific features. And as more attention is being paid recently to
the study of different types of discourse, as testified by Ochs
(1979) and Tannen (1982) cited above and also by Tannen (ed. 1982 a
b) among others, it may be interesting to compare features of
cohesion across languages in other types of discourse such as
descriptive, argumentative and expository, as well as in spoken and
written narratives of a more specific type.
Secondly, our investigation is limited in its scope as a
study of cohesion. As can be seen from Chapter 2, cohesion in a
language can be achieved through reference, substitution, ellipsis,
conjunction, and lexical means. In this study, we only looked into
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reference as a cohesive tie in Chinese and English, and more
specifically, only the personal and demonstrative reference
cohesion. Therefore, to have a fuller picture of how cohesion works
in the two languages, more research into other types of cohesion is
needed. Furthermore, as cohesion provides texture for a text, it
might be more interesting to compare the patterns of texture in a
particular type of discourse in two languages by studying the
interaction between different types of cohesion.
Thirdly, as this study is done within the framework of
Halliday and Hasan (1976), what they essentially have failed to
show,* we also have largely failed. The chief limitation of their
study is that it is mainly a taxonomic model, in which different
types of cohesion are classified and studied in mutually exclusive
systems, and apart from proposing an overall coding scheme for the
study of cohesion and illustrating how to use it, they have not gone
any further to investigate the dynamic interaction of different
types of cohesion in a text. This limitation is methodologically
sound for a first systematic treatment of the language phenomenon of
cohesion. And the model certainly provides a convenient descriptive
framework in which cohesion can be studied. As we have shown in
this study, this model can also be easily adapted to the study of
cohesion in Chinese. However, depending on the specific purpose of
a study, modifications can be made to their scheme.
Within the system of reference cohesion, we particularly
feel that, in a functional study of reference as a cohesive tie, the
reference item it may be more profitably treated in both categories
of personal reference and demonstrative reference for when it
refers to a particular object, it shares the features with personal
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pronouns, and when it refers to an extended phrase or text, it
shares the features with demonstratives. There are several reasons
for this. To begin with, when it is used for the so-called extended
reference and text reference, it functions very much the same as
this and that in that function. Therefore, rather than treating
this referential function of it as a special kind of personal
reference as in Section 2.3.3 of Halliday and Hasan's study, it can
be more comfortably discussed together with this and that. In the
functional comparison of demonstratives in the two languages, we
bypassed the problem by sneaking in the item it, though we did not
formally introduce any change in Halliday and Hasan's general
classificatory system of reference cohesion. Moreover, if it is
also regarded as belonging to the category of demonstratives, its
cataphoric referential function can also be discussed together with
the demonstratives instead of being treated as an exceptional case
in the system of personal reference as Halliday and Hasan did in
Section 2.3.5 of their study. This can bring in more consistency in
the functional discussion of reference items. Finally, if it is put
in the same category with this and that, their difference in
referential function in a particular discourse can be more
conveniently studied. For example, Linde (1979) has examined how
discourse condition and focus of attention affect speakers' choice
between it and that as a means of reference in their description of
apartment layouts.
Within the whole cohesion system, some major types of
cohesion as classified in Halliday and Hasan can also be studied
together. For instance, as reference to somebody or something in
the previous discourse can be made through the use of a pronoun,
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which belongs to the category of reference cohesion, or a repeated
noun or its synonyms, which belongs to the category of lexical
cohesion, in a study of nominal reference we need to look at both
types of cohesion to examine why a repeated noun rather than a
pronoun is used. By studying reference and lexical cohesion
together, we can also investigate the general patterns of nominal
reference.
In short, we feel that the contrastive study of cohesion in
two languages in general and in Chinese and English in particular is
still a largely unexplored area of research. And we believe that
such a study is of great importance to the understanding of the ways
in which different languages work in organizing sentences into
discourse and the differences between them.
5..4 Some Implications for Foreign Language Teaching and Translation
Associated with the pedagogical value of contrastive study
are many issues of contention (cf. James 1980, Chapters 6 7). As
it is not our intention here to go into these issues, in the
following discussion we shall avoid such issues as far as possible
and, based on our findings in this study, we shall only make some
general and tentative suggestions for foreign language teaching and
cross-language translation.
As the study of cohesion deals with the text-forming
features of a language, the areas of foreign language teaching which
may more directly benefit from a contrastive study of cohesion are
naturally those which cope with texts. One of such areas is the
teaching of reading comprehension. In line with Davies and
Widdowson's (1974, 174) position that the aim of teaching reading is
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to develop the learner's ability to comprehend 'text' and not 'a
text', Nation (1979, 85) remarks that good reading exercises should
be able to draw 'the learners' attention to features of the text
that can be found in almost any text, or to strategies for dealing
with any text'. This principle can also be applied to the teaching
of reading comprehension in general, and reference cohesion is
certainly one of those features 'that can be found in almost any
text'. Hence, in teaching English to Chinese learners, attention
should be paid to helping students understand the function of
English pronouns and demonstratives in building up the
interrelationship between sentences. And also, as reference to some
elements in a previous text may take the zero form in Chinese, it
will be interesting to find out whether English-speaking learners of
Chinese ever have any difficulty in determining the referent when
zero-anaphora is used. If this is the case at least for some
learners, then a viable strategy for them might be that when they
begin to read a paragraph they should start to predict the theme and
topic of the paragraph, and when they find the theme and topic they
should keep these in mind when reading the sentences in the rest of
the paragraph.
Another area of foreign language teaching this study may
have direct implication for is the teaching of writing. As a number
of researchers in the field of foreign language teaching such as
Horn (1972) and Tadros (1976) have noted, sentences in writing must
be linked in some manner, and the reference items such as pronouns,
demonstratives and the definite article in English are just those
links which make sentences stick together. Since in Chinese t1lere
is no definite article, Chinese learners of English may experience
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some frustration in learning to use it. The use of the article is
certainly a complicated problem but as Horn (1972) has pointed out,
at the elementary stage, students should at least be able to
understand its function for anaphoric reference. For instance, in a
sequence of sentences
A tall man in a dark coat was walking along the street when it
began to rain. As the man opened his umbrella, he dropped his
briefcase. (from Horn 1972, 156)
students must get to know that the man means 'the man whom I
previously identified', and then learn to use the in their own
writing for the same function.
Johns (in press) has also observed that even advanced
Chinese speakers of English may make cohesive 'errors' in the 'use
of reference items, particularly personal pronouns' in their
expository writing. All the errors in the four examples she cited
to illustrate this point involve the use of them and especially it
for referring to inanimate things or for what Halliday and Hasan
have called 'extended' and/or 'text' reference. For instance, in
the following two sentences cited as Example 1.10 in Johns' study,
Not so radical as their U.S. predecessors, what Chinese young
couples are struggling for is to live separately from their
seniors. There are two reasons for it. [The struggle? Living
separately?]
the pronoun it in the second sentence, as Johns points out
correctly, may refer ambiguously either to 'the struggle', ie, the
'fact' expressed in the whole of the first sentence as in the case
of text reference, or to 'living separately', ie, the 'thing'
expressed in the infinitive phrase 'to live separately...' as in
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the case of extended reference. As we have shown that the two
corresponding Chinese pronouns tah and tahmen are used much less
frequently to refer to inanimate objects and are impossible for text
and extended reference, we suspect that the high incidence of the
misuse of it and them is largely due to the lack of a clear
understanding of the referential function of these two pronouns in
English. And we believe that for those advanced adult Chinese
speakers of English, more explicit knowledge as regards the cohesive
use of it and them and their functional differences as compared with
tah and tahmen in Chinese will be helpful.
The implication of this study for English-Chinese and
Chinese-English translation is more obvious, since in our study we
often used translation equivalence in comparing the functional
differences of similar reference items in the two languages. It
seems that the importance of the concept of cohesion for teaching
translation is beginning to catch attention in China, as is
evidenced by Xu's (1984) recent article in a journal of translation.
The most common pitfall for student translators in translating
reference items is that, as these items in Chinese and English
appear to be simple and to function alike, they automatically use a
Chinese pronoun or demonstrative whenever an English pronoun or
demonstrative is encountered. As a result, they often produce
Chinese translations which are overrun with superfluous pronouns and
mistranslation of some English reference items.
The overuse of pronouns is largely responsible for the
creation of the much-condemned unnatural translation style of
Chinese. Most of the books on principles and techniques of
translation involving these two languages either totally ignore
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linguistic aspects beyond the sentence level (eg, Chien 1974, Zhang
et al 1980) or only generally advise learners to avoid using
pronouns as much as possible without being able to give any
satisfactory explanation (eg, Tsai 1972, 90-95 Sun and Fung 1975,
40-42). An investigation into the functional differences between
Chinese and English reference systems as a whole and into the
discourse conditions under which a Chinese pronoun is preferred or
dispensed with in particular, as is done in this study, can
certainly provide learners with more guidance.
The mistranslation of English reference items is largely due
to the lack of a clear understanding of the differences in discourse
referential function between similar reference items in the two
languages. Let's look at an example cited in Qiu (1983)
From a flier's point of view, there is something horrible about
having your plane destroyed. on the ground. Our airmen went
crazy with rage when they saw it happening.
Qiu points out correctly that in the English text, it refers to 'the
whole thing' of having your plane destroyed on the ground. As tah
in Chinese can rarely serve that function, it is inappropriate to
render it into tah as some Chinese students often do. Another
problem area is the correspondence between zhe and na in Chinese and
this and that in English. Sun and Fung (1975, 61) roughly tabulateE
this correspondence as follows.
thatthis
nazhe
This is really too rough. From the above two examples, we can see
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that here again a more detailed study of the functional ditterences
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